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BOOK I 

CHAPTER ONE 

The cruelest lies are often told in silence. -Robert Louis 

Stevenson 

The rain drizzled down in a fine mist, covering the windows in 

tiny droplets. In the warm breeze, the tall palms gently rocked 

in place, following the rhythms of nature's symphony. It was 

one of the few rains of the short, spring season and from the 

looks of things wasn't going to amount to much more than a 

weak threat. So, while El Nino stormed across the Pacific, 

pounding the islands of Hawaii, here in California the result 

was nothing more than a light spring shower. 

He had just settled down to his glass of Maretti's and the 

fifteen-dollar Macanudo when he heard a knock at the door. 

Shit!! Who the—? He climbed up out of his soft leather 

recliner, and ascended the three steps leading into the 

expansive, vaulted ceiling entryway.  

He walked through the large, glass doors that lead into the 

central trading area. Around the office, they jokingly referred 

to this as "The Pit." Here, the deals were made. Deals where 

the stakes were high. Deals that could potentially garner 

millions in profit or drive someone to destitution and 

bankruptcy. Watching the action from a distance, it was hard to 

imagine a more frenetic scene.  

The front line—rows of telephones that handled inquiries—

was lit and alive; mouths rattling away like clicking 

typewriters. Spinning out numbers. Quoting figures. Invoking 

the name of God or whatever deity may be listening. It was a 

scene that could be taking place on the floor of the New York 



Exchange—Wall Street itself. Instead, all of the breakneck 

pace, caffeine and nicotine induced hysteria were transported 

cross-country to this building in Southern California—the 

brokerage house of Kantner, Lincoln and Todd.  

As he turned past the front line, into the main broker area, a 

couple of his longtime associates shot him looks of weary 

resignation. One of them, Skip Morrison, made a gesture with 

his hand depicting a duck-like yakking. Jeremy smiled. 

Evidently he had himself a real talker. Those were the kind of 

calls nobody liked. Calls from customers more interested in 

visiting their money than actually negotiating trades. If you 

want a true picture of the nature of human motivation, spend 

ten minutes where people have their money at stake. And in 

those ten minutes, you'll gain details that illustrate man's basic 

nature more clearly than a thousand doctoral theses.  

He arrived at his office and was glad to be there after the 

events of the last couple of days. It still was unclear to him why 

the coroner's office kept calling him. Wasn't it as obvious to 

them as it was to him that they had made a mistake? That the 

woman they had found on the cliffs was not his wife, but 

someone else? They should be spending their time locating the 

real family of this woman, he thought, I'm sure they're 

wondering where she is. He remembered the conversation he 

had with Linda, yesterday afternoon. How she sounded so 

upset. Concerned. Bordering on hysteria. A bad cycle of events 

that began late Monday evening, had reached across state lines 

to Arizona, knocking on Linda's door as surely as they had on 

his. He had thought of going down to the coroner's office, just 

to prove them wrong. But he didn't have the time for this 

nonsense. The police are known for their blundering, he 

thought, And if I wasn't so damn busy I might consider helping 

them out. But that's what I pay taxes for, let them figure out 

their own problems.  

He was deep in thought, replaying these conversations and 

scenarios in his mind when he heard a rap on the door. He 



looked up and standing there was Rob Maynard, the President 

of the firm. 

Hey old buddy, he said, in his typical jovial manner, Thought 

we lost you there. Everything okay?  

He had always like Rob. And it was in fact because of him that 

Jeremy had been allowed his first big break in the business. 

Rob was six foot four and thin except for a slight paunch, the 

hallmark of success. And his shoulders were so wide and thick, 

it looked like he was wearing shoulder pads. Jeremy 

remembered a couple of times bumping into him, as he rushed 

around not paying attention to where he was going—it was like 

running into a wall. Rob just looked down at him, his dark eyes 

and square jaw lighting up in laughter, saying, What's the 

matter old buddy? Am I in your way? He was quite a clown, all 

right. But it was difficult sometimes to tell whether he was 

kidding or being serious because the tone of his voice never 

varied; always even and unwavering.  

He now stood leaning against the door frame and because of 

his size, looked like he was a column of support holding up the 

building.  

Everything's okay, Jeremy said, No big deal.  

Rob's expression changed to one of concern. Are you sure? he 

asked, You're not hiding anything, are you?  

No, really. Everything's okay. He changed the subject. Did you 

see the latest numbers on Durant? Looks like a fourth quarter 

boom is in the making.  

Really? Rob said, No, I haven't looked at those. Good then? He 

would never say he didn't know, because that would make it 

appear that he was unaware. Instead he would just say he 

hadn't looked at them. But Jeremy had known Rob a long time, 

and he knew it meant the same thing. 

Oh yeah, he continued, Could be a big winner. We might want 

to think about upgrading them to a buy recommendation.  



Really? What's the upside? 

I'd say you're easily looking at seventy percent in six to eight 

months. Maybe better. 

Wow, that good, huh? He paused in thought a moment. I can 

think of a couple of clients who would be very interested in 

that kind of potential. So, what's the buy point? 

Well, they're currently trading right around fifteen. I'd say buy 

up to twenty.  

Rob's face took on a look of excitement. His eyes narrowed 

into slits and a wide grin crossed his face. 

Are you holding out on me old buddy?  

What do you mean? 

I mean, are we looking at another Triton situation? 

One thousand percent?! No…I don't see that much upside in 

the short term, although I will admit that my seventy percent 

estimate is somewhat conservative. He winked at him for 

emphasis.  

Rob threw his head back, opened his arms wide and said to the 

ceiling, Damn! I love this guy! You can pick 'em boy, you sure 

can pick 'em. And with that, he turned from the doorway, and 

walked into The Pit whistling Heigh-Ho, Heigh-Ho like the 

eighth dwarf. Jeremy watched him walk through, patting some 

of the brokers on the backs and giving them the thumbs up 

sign. When it came to making money Rob was like a kid with a 

new toy. And he just couldn't wait to share the good fortune.  

Triton was a company that became a very big winner. A 

"Stellar Performer" as they would say in the trades. The biggest 

money machine that Wall Street had seen in years. At the time, 

Jeremy was working as a broker. He had always demonstrated 

a unique talent for picking out the leading stocks from the 

laggers. It was a natural ability that would serve him well. He 

had gotten the job through a mutual friend of Rob's. And as a 



result, Rob had always kept his eye on him. Expecting big 

things from the kid who came so highly recommended. It 

wasn't long before Jeremy made good on those expectations. 

That particular year for stocks had been down. It was in fact, 

the second year of a bear market that some in the industry were 

calling "The Great Bear" because of it's unusually long 

duration. Every now and again a rally would begin, a possible 

signal that the market was turning. But they were uninspired 

and lacked any follow through. So all of the brokerage houses 

were essentially recommending the same things: Blue Chips 

and Safety Stocks. This meant that the recommendations were 

for Blue Chip companies like IBM, Dow, and Bank of America 

as opposed to smaller, riskier issues. And Safety Stocks, like 

Gas, Electric, Telephone, Grocery chains; things that people 

would buy regardless of the state of the economy or the 

condition of their wallets. Because of the essential nature of 

these issues, they were considered "safe bets." 

The upside is that investors could put money into those stocks 

without much risk of their capital diminishing. The downside 

is, that neither would their investment grow quickly. It is 

equivalent to putting money in a savings account at the bank 

offering the scant three or four percent a year—no risk, no 

appreciable growth.  

For long term investors, these issues were just fine. In fact, 

these would be considered wise choices. But for the maverick 

investors. Those who dreamt of making enough money in five 

to ten years to retire early, and extremely wealthy, those types 

of stocks offered nothing. What they were looking for were the 

overnight sensations. Those bottle-rocket companies that 

would appear out of nowhere, lighting up the phone lines 

across the country with "buy, buy, buy" orders. It was exactly 

what they were looking for, and what Wall Street needed to 

attract investors. New investors. Those with money to burn and 

a taste for excitement.  



But the times were flat. With the Dow hovering around six-

hundred and trading in a tight range for what seemed an 

eternity, it appeared unlikely that much would change soon. All 

the experts were predicting the doom and gloom to come. 

Disappointing profits. Downside surprises. Recession. The 

whole enchilada.  

It was into this dull void of investment purgatory that the 

young Jeremy Hardison made his entrance. Things were slow, 

so the brokerages were willing to take some chances. Besides, 

he would be doing no different than anyone else during this 

time. The mantra was the same: stick to the Blue Chips and 

Safety Stocks. 

And nothing more was really expected of the brokers anyway. 

All of the firms had their own technical departments. These 

were filled with specialists who would research particular 

sectors of the marketplace to spot trends. And within that broad 

spectrum, they would look for those individual companies that 

showed promise of out-performing the companies in their 

particular sector if not the overall market. If anything was to be 

noticed, any one company that showed promise of serious 

upside movement, this team of professionals, combing every 

inch of every conceivable market sector were sure to spot it. 

Funny though, that one company-Triton—denied their scrutiny. 

And Jeremy, who had just begun in this industry found it more 

than curious. He had his eye on this company before he joined 

the brokerage firm. In fact, he even had a few thousand 

invested in their stock. He had found out about them from a 

friend who worked there at the time. Even went on a tour of the 

facility. He was impressed by their products, their efficient 

production environment, and the fact that the President of the 

corporation had a little, sparsely decorated office, furnished 

with beat up old furniture, right on the production floor where 

he could keep an eye on everything at the ground level. Jeremy 

was no expert on the subject, but everything he had learned 

said that the less ostensible the displays of grandeur at a 



company, the more likely the money was being funneled to the 

right place: investment in the business. He event got to talk to 

the President a bit about the company and his plans and 

projections for the future. Jeremy found, like he had been 

taught in his high school journalism classes, that people were 

more than willing to talk about themselves, share their unique 

slant on things if given the chance. And he had found that with 

a few simple, incisive questions he was able learn enough 

about the company to get a sound impression that they were 

going places.  

So strong was this impression, that he raced home to his new 

bride, anxious to share this information that he was sure would 

make them rich. Of course, it would take an amount of 

charismatic persuasion.  

He opened the door of their one bedroom apartment and heard 

his wife, Jenny, in the bathroom, humming softly to herself as 

she cleaned. Their home was modest, and they lacked much, 

but Jenny insisted on keeping everything at a sharpened sparkle 

to somehow compensate.  

The carpets, once a plush, maple brown, were now blackened 

in spots and worn to the backing in others. And the edges all 

had exposed carpet tacks so that great care was necessary when 

going barefoot. The drapes, a yellowed muslin, showed the 

wear common with too much sunlight and repeated assaults by 

young kittens with restless new claws. While they didn't 

themselves have a pet, it was clear from the ravaged drapery 

and the distinct odor in the front room that the prior tenants 

did. The walls were in need of paint and hanging on them were 

only a few pictures of the happy couple at various parties, one 

Ansel Adams print they had found hidden at a garage sale, and 

covering a good sized hole in one wall, an afghan that Jenny's 

grandmother had sewn for them as a housewarming gift.  

He called out to her, mimicking Ricky Ricardo, Honey! I'm 

home!! 



Hi honey, she answered from the bathroom, Just tidying up a 

bit. 

That was Jenny. Always tidying up. She didn't mind that they 

lacked the finer things, but she was not going to let that stop 

her from having pride in her surroundings, however meager.  

Jenny? he said, I need to talk with you about 

something...something important. 

She popped her head out the bathroom door, a worried 

expression on her delicate features, Nothing bad, is it? 

The slanted light from the bathroom window, glinted off her 

hair in sparkles. And her fair skinned face against this 

backdrop suffused her with angelic beauty. Even in her baggy 

clothing and cleaning gloves, her image was striking.  

He paused, suspended in time as he looked at her, as if seeing 

her for the first time. 

Honey? she said again, brushing her hair aside, Everything 

okay? 

What? he said, Oh…I'm sorry. I mean…I just forgot how 

beautiful you are. 

She rolled her eyes and giggled. Oh, come on! That's what you 

wanted to tell me?  

Well, not exactly…sort of…I don't know.  

Come on honey, what is it? 

Okay, he said, There's this really great investment I've found 

and I think we should go for it. He watched her closely for a 

reaction. She looked at him, looked away, then looked back. 

How much money is it? she said. 

As much as possible. 

What are you talking about?  



Stocks…I'm talking about stocks. There's a company I'm really 

excited about and I think we could make lots of money with 

them.  

How much did you want to invest?  

Last time I checked we had about five thousand in savings…I 

say we go for broke. 

What?? That's all the money we have. I mean, what about 

saving for a house like we talked about?  

They had been putting aside every penny they could for the last 

few years in an effort to buy a house. A real landmark of 

security. And now, he was asking her to give up that dream, a 

dream that had sustained her through all of the hard times that 

were necessary. She would not let go easily. 

I know it's scary, honey. But I'm so excited about this company 

that I can almost guarantee big money.  

I don't know…I really don't know. I mean, I've waited so long 

to buy a place of our own, you know? A place where we could 

start a family. And now, you're asking me to give up that 

dream? 

He walked over to her, hugged her gently, and held her face in 

his hands. Looking into her clear, blue eyes, he knew he could 

never do anything to hurt her. Knew that her life and happiness 

were more important to him than his own. That his life was 

defined by the meaning she brought to it. He could never let 

her down, never abandon her dreams-never. He would sooner 

deny himself life than surrender her to fate. 

No, honey, he said, softly, slowly, I would never ask you to 

give that up. That's not what this is about. It's about a way to 

get us there faster, and better off than we could have hoped for. 

I would never suggest this if I wasn't so positive about it. 

She looked into his dark eyes and saw the strength of his 

resolve. That certainty of vision that had lured her to him like a 



magnet. She loved him for that, but at times like these, when 

she was unsure, it scared her. Because she knew, that once his 

mind was set on something, he would get it one way or 

another.  

God, honey…look at me! she said, wiping tears from her eyes, 

I feel like a little girl! I mean, here you are…all strong and 

certain and I'm falling apart like a baby running to her daddy. 

She melted into his arms and nestled her head into his shoulder. 

When the profits rolled in, they did so in waves. In the first six 

months, their investment doubled. Six months later, it doubled 

again. And at the end of three years’ time their investment had 

grown to over three-hundred-thousand dollars! It was beyond 

anything they could have ever imagined. The success of Triton 

industries set the stage for a massive stock market rally, and 

money was trading hands like hot coals. And Jeremy, right at 

the center of the whole discovery, found himself a rocket to the 

top.  

It wasn't long after that he was appointed Director of Research. 

And continuing his methods of bottom-up research i.e., visiting 

companies directly to determine their investment potential, he 

soon gained himself the title "The Whiz Kid." It was a time of 

unheralded success upon success. And every dream that money 

could purchase, he and Jenny now had access to. So in true 

capitalistic style, they acquired; first a home, then furnishing, 

cars, clothing, exotic vacations—everything. It all happened 

seemingly overnight and soon the lives they had always 

dreamed of secretly—never daring to share the details for fear 

of jinxing the possibility—they were now living.  

And for a time, life was full-almost. For with all that money 

could buy, there was still the one lingering element that alone 

would complete their lives like no other. And in Jenny's mind, 

the time had arrived. All of their discussions in the past, when 

turned toward the subject of having children were always met 

with the same argument from her husband: Not until we have a 



home, not until we're settled. But lately, reviewing this 

argument in her silent moments, where the only sound was the 

thunderous clanging of her biological clock, she could find no 

more grounds in its logical premise. They now had a home, and 

being settled was a relative term.  

We lived in a one bedroom apartment before this, she thought, 

And Jeremy's career was just beginning. Compared to those 

times, we're certainly settled.  

Her mind was made up on this point. The discussion must 

again be opened. All she needed now was a properly set stage. 

CHAPTER TWO 

A man's first care should be to avoid the reproaches of his own 

heart, his next to escape the censures of the world. -English 

Proverb 

It has been six-months and four days since his wife died, and 

his new life has taken form The world as it used to be, has no 

more meaning for him. Life is for the living, and he is no 

longer counted among them. Now he thinks of the simpler 

matters; where to eat, where to sleep, where to die.  

He lay in the dirt lot, between the tall buildings. This was a 

choice position amongst his kind—dirt. Usually, the cold 

cement of the sidewalk would provide his bedding. But tonight, 

he had been smiled upon.  

Staring into the vault of night, he remembered her delicate 

features, the light glinting from her gray-green eyes, the 

softness of her touch. Images that were still so vivid, so alive, 

as if in their thinking he could recreate her in the physical 

realm. And as he recollected, he tunneled deep within, trying to 

reassemble the pieces of a confused picture.  



He reached into his pocket, removing a yellow envelope. 

Carefully, he slipped the note from its hold, being cautious as 

he unfolded the small letter. He held it up to the light pooling 

in from the street, and read again the words contained within: 

Darling, 

I send you this letter to clear any confusion that will result 

from my death. The last eighteen months has been more than 

devastating…beyond heartbreak. And each of us has dealt with 

this in our own ways. I have been lonely, confused, aimless. 

But I have finally come to a peace.  

I know how important children are to you. And I also know, 

that I can never bear those children for you. After the last 

miscarriage, Dr. Murphy informed me of this fact. But I never 

shared it with you-I couldn't. How could I tell my husband, 

whose desire for a family overshadowed all else, that this 

would never be? That his wife had failed him? 

While you have achieved great success, I have only had my 

role as your wife. It meant the world to me. But when I found 

out that even this role I could not succeed at, I realized my 

purpose had ended.  

I love you, Jeremy-more than anything, even my own life. And 

for this reason I cannot stay, knowing that ultimately, I am a 

disappointment. 

So…this is farewell my love. I leave you to your freedom and 

hope you will find a real woman to bear you children. Please 

forgive me. 

Love, 

Jenny 

He paused to wipe the hot, stinging tears from his eyes, leaving 

a streak of dirt across his face. His throat tightened as he tried 

to restrain his tears. But the dam acknowledged no master, and 

the small trickle became a river of grief. 



If only, he thought, If only I had known…maybe…maybe… 

But these thoughts were of no use—not anymore—and this sad 

fact only increased his feelings of hopelessness and 

responsibility. 

He remembered other mornings. Early morning hours like this. 

Waking up. Staring at the ceiling. The air warm and humid. 

And to his left, deep in peacefulness, his wife, the source of 

life's meaning. In the early morning light, her pale skin was 

luminescent. Angelic. And her long, golden hair cascaded 

across the pillow.  

Looking at her, he could not help but caress her. Run his hand 

across the gentle curve of her shoulders. Feeling the 

smoothness of her skin. Wishing that by this, he could pull 

himself into her. Become absorbed into her soul. Taste her joys 

and sorrows and perhaps gain some understanding of what she 

found in him. A man who slips in and out of life's river. 

Standing on the banks with a face of stone. Seeing, but not 

being seen. Touching but not being touched. With her he had 

come close to life and a central connection. Closer than he had 

ever been. But now, with her gone, he has already begun the 

transition back in time. To the lone entity he had been before 

her light blossomed into his world. 

I loved you, Jenny, he said to no one, clutching the letter to his 

heart. Loved you more than I could ever say. But now I 

understand how life is for me. For those I love most. To love is 

to be vulnerable...to hurt. And death is the deliverance. I 

violated the natural order, and now your death is the splintered 

cross I must bear.  

Sleep visited in spurts. Fitful and without peace. And the noise 

of the streets was constant. The screeching of tires, the roaring 

of engines. In the distance, the sporadic report of gunfire. The 

city is not a place to be caught unaware. It is merciless and 

without discrimination in its destruction. So he remained 



vigilant, sleeping one eye at a time, with one hand on the knife 

in his pocket.  

His perforated shoes did little to warm him. And his jacket, too, 

had many channels for the cold. He considered it fortunate that 

he had found a stack of newspapers with which to cover 

himself and make a pillow. It was also fortunate that the winter 

had not yet achieved ferocity. When it finally did, and its 

chilled breaths came bursting through the city streets, he would 

need better shelter or face the freeze. 

I should think about heading south, he thought. Migration is the 

habit of many animals that I am now counted among. These 

were his final thoughts as he drifted into a short span of sleep 

that would lead his pardon into the light of day.  

By late morning, the windows of the city are mirrored with the 

fire of sunshine. Cars and busses rumble by. Footsteps slap 

against the concrete. Lights change forth and back, winding 

then unwinding the coils of traffic. While through the air, the 

disgruntled honks of the car-horn symphony. 

Bodies race by in urgent transport. Faces tell nothing except of 

their haste. All move as one endless human chain. Streaming 

down one side of the street, and then the other. Doors burst 

open with flurried activity. The rank and file are absorbed in 

the business of business. Another day's tolling has sounded. 

And with it, all who do not move in harmony are trampled like 

trail dirt.  

As he ambled down the bustling street, he deflected the sneers 

and intent stares of the rushing crowds. He thought about the 

curiosity that these very same masses were those he had been 

among until only recently. And he wondered if his behavior 

had been as openly hostile when he was on top of the heap 

looking down.  

He pushed his way through the crowd, and around the next 

corner, spotted a cafeteria. Its bright lights proclaimed the 



breakfast specials and bowls of coffee. He dug his fists into his 

pockets as he glanced up, then away. An empty pocket was still 

new to him. And its hollowness echoed that which he felt in his 

heart.  

He remembered the times he ate in restaurants, leaving a good 

amount of food on the plate as he finished. Often, as the waiter 

would take the plate away, he felt guilty as he recalled the 

chastisements of his mother, who had scolded him on many 

occasions.  

Somewhere in the world, she would say, there are starving 

children.  

But mom, he would answer, I'm not hungry. 

She would look at him, shake her head, then pause and sigh. 

Listen, she would say, crossing her arms in front of her, Never 

waste food. It's a sin! 

But— 

No buts about it. I will not have my children bringing sin into 

my home, you understand?! 

By the time she got to the statement of sin, her eyes had 

narrowed into slits, and her mouth was pinched tightly, like a 

drawstring bag. Her foot tapped out the seconds while she 

waited for his response. 

He could only look up at her, then hang his head in shame, 

finally answering, Okay mom…I'll eat everything, in hopes 

that the horrible sin would not fall upon their home.  

As a child, he had given in, many times gorging himself 

beyond his capacity. But as an adult, he had back slid.  

Maybe it's better she's not around to see me now, he thought. If 

I was sinful then, how much more sinful am I now?  



He turned down the alley, heading toward the cafeteria's trash 

bins, hoping that at least a few immoral and corrupt people as 

him had eaten breakfast this morning. 

There was a low wall, with a twisted fence atop, extending 

from the rear of the building. As he came closer, he could hear 

the thumping and clanging of trash being dumped. He got 

down on his knees, keeping himself below the wall, and crept 

over to investigate. When he reached the right spot, he stuck 

his head up, and peeking over the wall saw a young worker 

loading stuffed bags of trash into the large, green bins.  

The worker finished dumping the trash and went back into the 

restaurant. After he was sure the worker was gone, he pulled 

himself over the wall and worked his way to the trash. The 

door to the kitchen was left slightly open, meaning that the 

worker was not yet finished. His time was short, so he quickly 

got down to business. 

Swinging open one of the heavy, green doors, he reached into 

the first bin, punching his hand through the overstuffed bag. He 

dug around, sifting through the wet and mushy mess, searching 

for something solid. He tried to see into it, but the sunlight was 

blocked by the open lid. The air was ripe with the humidity and 

smells of fresh breakfast trash. And flies buzzed around his 

ears, and tickled his nose.  

He had both arms in, up to his elbows, when he felt something 

solid and dry. He extracted it from the pile and pulled it into 

the light-it was a bread roll. Untouched and powdered with 

flour. 

Oh, he said. Now we have something! 

He dug his arms back into the mush, trying to get back to the 

spot he had plucked from. Luck was with him and he found the 

mark, and soon he was stuffing his pockets with rolls.  

Pushing the last of them into his coat pocket, he heard the door 

of the building creak open. He froze. And when he twisted his 



body around, a short man, with caramel brown skin and black 

hair, was staring back at him—-his eyes wide in fright. 

Ay, dios mio!! the man said, slamming his hand to his chest. 

Jeremy tried to calm him. Hey…look…I uh- 

No golpe, no golpe!! the man yelled, waving his arms over his 

head and running back into the kitchen. 

Jeremy stood there, wet slush dripping down his arms, stunned 

for a second. Then, he realized the urgency involved in a hasty 

retreat.  

He ran to the wall, dropping a few rolls on the way, and pulled 

himself over, tumbling into the alley on the other side. As he 

got up, he could hear the sound of three or four excited voices 

babbling loudly behind the wall. He shifted his feet into gear 

and ran like a dog on fire. Behind him, he could hear them 

yelling after him, and the distinct sound of bottles and rocks 

hitting the pavement.  

By afternoon, he was at the shoreline, following the tide 

southward. His shoes were 

tied together, hanging over his shoulder as he slid his feet along 

through the wet sand. Overhead, birds of steel were gliding and 

purring, trailing long banners. Suntan lotions. Radio stations. 

Anything and everything for sale. Bring your coins, paper 

money too. We've got all that you need. Just look up into the 

sky, while the fiery sun melts your flesh into the sand. Isn't it 

magic? It is.  

He walked for a few hours, emptying himself into the vast 

ocean, rolling in and out with the surging tides. Emptiness 

within, emptiness without. The whooping of seabirds echoed 

into the heat, while in his mind played a slow, plaintive 

melody. A melody that his Jenny was so fond of. She had told 

him that even in her darkest moments, the melody would help 

soothe her. Strange, isn't it? she said, That a melody so 

mournful can bring peace?  



There are such melodies. Those that are so painful they ripple 

with joy. As the melody rang through him, he wondered: Was 

she humming this melody as she plummeted toward the cruelty 

of the jagged sea? If ever there was a time that cried for peace, 

that was such a time. And where was I? Locked away in my 

thoughts. Analyzing data. What else? And you my sweetness, 

alone even to the end. We are born alone, and we die alone. 

And if even one overhears the rattling of death, it is a crowd. 

Now the heaviness of the sun weighed upon him. His shoulders 

slumped forward as he plodded along. He came upon a place of 

boulders, and perched himself on the high rocks that rose out of 

the ocean. Then, he lay back in the shade of the stony coverlet, 

listening to the murmuring of the tide pools.  

By night he would steal into the shelter of rocks, or bushes, or 

doorways. By day he would travel from one town to another. 

Find work in canneries or abattoirs. Take his pay, and leave 

again. Stinking of fish guts and rotting flesh.  

Sometimes at night, he stumbled into dockside taverns. Places 

where the ocean had vomited the filth of the shipping trades. 

Sailors with large hands and thick wrists. Quick with temper 

and tempered steel blades.  

He took care to slump into the corners, hoping to be swallowed 

by the boarded walls. Drinking his poison and shutting his ears. 

But still it would happen. Sights crossed. Tongues uncoiled. 

And the black beast of the sea was unleashed. Fists and feet 

and crunching of bone. Men writhing in pain. Rolling in the 

blood and the dirt. In time, his battle scars and bloodstained 

clothes became his calling cards, and soon no man was his 

equal, no man his antagonist.  

In one town, he caught a ride on the back of a produce truck. 

The stench of rotted greens and mulch rose to greet him as he 

stepped up into the wooden bed. Two brown skinned men 

watched him from their crouching positions in the corners. 

Their ragged, sweat stained hats pulled low, throwing their 



hard, flat stares into shadow. Their yellowed teeth glinting in 

the sunlight.  

One man was lying against the side, covered in a dusty canvas 

blanket that stunk of urine. After twenty miles, the driver 

pulled over to the roadside, hung his head out the window and 

yelled that he was heading inland. Jeremy hopped out, as the 

two men looked at him, then at each other, wordless and dark. 

As if he had breached some silent code. 

He travels like the mist. Appearing in coastal towns, then 

disappearing like an apparition. His past as vague and faceless 

as his destiny. Time does not accompany him. Only the wind, 

and the sand, and the sea. For now he is an element. No longer 

animal, but mineral. Taking the forms and expressions of the 

land that nourishes him. Shelters him. Humbles him.  

But time indeed has passage. And the lines and scars of his 

weathered face show the miles of his crossing. Tell the tales of 

his voyage. While the steel horizon and the slate-gray sky have 

absorbed his color, his distinctions. Now all that remains is but 

a reminder of the vessel that went before.  

Walking along the shore, he will step into his tracks, then back 

step, and walk into them again. Not recognizing the pattern. 

Noticing a difference in his gait, the pressure of his step.  

He moves with stealth and slips through shadows. Visiting 

places where men go to disappear, vanishing like the dew. 

Places where no one knows you, and no one calls you brother. 

Places where the shifting eyes avoid contact, settling instead on 

the floor or the tops of thin and perforated shoes. Where a 

name holds no currency, a face holds no charm. 

But he has a name, has taken one. Or perhaps has been given 

one by the parched earth that engendered him. A name 

suffused with the simplicity of the man: John Brown. This is 

the name he will answer to if called. The only name he 



recognizes. John, simple and common; Brown, like the soil he 

is part of.  

If a name matters at all, then it does only to the extent that it 

clearly bespeaks of its charge. And that it does, fitting the man 

like a second skin. Delivering this man known as John into his 

faceless journey. An ever widening vista of rough hewn terrain, 

and expressionless skies.  

Another day passed as he watched the sun falling in the 

western sky, flaring and creaking as it was devoured by the 

darkening sea. Casting its warm, orange glow across his salted 

brow. While north along the coast, splinters of light appeared, 

nestling into the silhouette of huddled buildings.  

If he waits long enough, he will again bear witness to the 

curtain of stars being stretched across the black dome of night. 

But tonight, he will not remain idle. A town, rising white 

against the shadows, has pulled the light from the dying day to 

provide him a beacon. And as it dissolves into night's inkwell, 

its twinkling eyes will open, guiding him southward to his 

place of shelter. 

The town was misted and thick with the humidity of the ocean. 

He walked along the heavy plank board, feeling the weight of 

each step along the passage. In the air, only the sound of infant 

waves gurgling against the docks, and the hollow knocking of 

skiffs, rocking in place and into each other.  

Further along, a flashing neon light proclaimed itself on the 

front of the Dixie Tavern. While an etched wooden sign, 

bearing its symbol of rope and anchor, was swinging in the 

pungent, coastal breeze. It rocked forth and back in its eyelets, 

squeaking and complaining of the movement. Inside, coming 

from behind the white-painted windows, he could hear the 

tumbling sounds of ragtime music and coarse laughter, muted 

and drifting like the tide.  



He walked up to a window, and scratched away at the paint, 

making a small hole with which to peer inside. Through the 

smoke and amber lighting, he could make out the shapes of 

many bodies, huddled into a ring, their attention directed to a 

table which they surrounded. On the table, under a dome of 

white light, a grotesque woman was dancing. Her pointed 

breasts exposed. Her movements stilted, drunken. She sang and 

rocked her hips while she made rude gestures, wiped her hair 

out of her face, and clutched at herself, lifting her skirt and 

pushing out her private parts.  

Faces existed only in fragments as the light flashed one, then 

another, all with similar expressions of carnality. In the half lit 

corner, he saw the man playing the piano, banging on the keys, 

stumbling over notes as he cranked his head around to watch 

the dancing gnome.  

A hand reached out from the crowd and pushed a bottle toward 

her. Sparks of light jumped off the rim. She took it and held it 

to her mouth, tipping it back and drinking greedily. As she 

gulped, a stream of suds poured from her lips and rolled down 

her chest. Wild cheers erupted from the crowd. Encouraged, 

she traced the neck of the bottle down the glistening path 

between her breasts, across her stomach and down, down…  

John stepped away from the window as the door swung open, 

spilling two men onto the boardwalk. They were followed by 

bundles of smoke, unrolling and spinning skyward. He glanced 

at the men as the sounds of cheering exploded into the night. 

They looked behind them, back into the bar, the golden light 

illuminating their faces. One man nudged the other and 

smiled—the woman had reached a lower level of 

entertainment. 

One of the men noticed him by the window. He walked toward 

him and stopped, leaning back, then forward like he couldn't 

decide which way to go. When he again came forward, he 



hurled a glob of spit at John. It landed at his feet, splattering 

across his shoes.  

John glanced down, then at the man, sizing him up. Then, 

without a blink, his hand came out of his pocket with the knife.  

John looked at the first man, his hard, flat stare burning 

through him. The man looked back with drooping eyes that 

swam in their sockets. The second man grabbed his friend by 

the arm, trying to move him along, thinking twice about a 

confrontation. 

John stood motionless with his feet planted, his eyes steady. A 

coiled snake ready to strike. 

But the drunken man was not so easily persuaded. Another 

voice spoke to him now. The demon liquor. Whispering into 

his ear that all was not as it seemed. That he in fact was the 

more able opponent. He lunged for John, who sidestepped the 

lumbering hulk, sending him sprawling across the planks. The 

second man called out to him, trying to shake his friend loose 

from the grip of the whiskey. But it was no use, his ears were 

stone to words of reason. Rising unsteadily from the ground, he 

found his feet and he again lunged at the man with the knife. 

John stepped back, then forward, swinging his arm into an arc 

of precision. The knife burned across the man's open palm, 

leaving a trail of ragged skin and blood.  

The man grabbed at his injured paw and cried out, dropping to 

his knees as if in supplication. His friend rushed over, pulled a 

bandanna from his pocket and wrapping up the injury, 

instructed the man to keep his hand fisted.  

We don't want no more trouble mister, he said, looking up at 

John and wrapping his arm around his injured friend's 

shoulders. No more trouble. We'll just go now.  

Together they stood and hobbled off into the pitch, leaving 

behind the flashing neon, the creaking sign, and the courier of 

destiny who drew the winning card.  



CHAPTER THREE 

In the province of the mind, what one believes to be true either 

is true or becomes true. -John Lilly 

He sensed a shift in the wind and smelled the rain before he 

saw it hitting the docks.  

Looking up into the sky, he watched as the spears of water 

rushed toward him. Like a great and unseen tribe of the 

cosmos. He let the cool rain drizzle down his hot skin. Heard it 

softly padding as it soaked into his sleeves. Then, knowing that 

shelter must be found, he climbed over the edge of the 

boardwalk, and dropped onto the sand.  

He threaded his way through the chain of skiffs perched there. 

The pier was not far and once underneath it, he threw himself 

down onto the cold sand. Stretching himself out beneath the 

docks, he could hear the rain picking up momentum, rattling 

against the plank boards.  

The sound was musical. Rhythmic in its presentation. Easily 

calming him after the events of the evening. It was the measure 

of beauty he needed. He listened intently, as the tiny footsteps 

circled and danced, and soon, he was lulled into a deep sleep. 

Floating away on the mists of the sand man. Dreaming of times 

long ago. Times as a young boy. Times when the eyes of youth 

witnessed a world which he had never since been able to find. 

A world where a father and his son, together, alone… 

Most of their trips had gone the same way. They would arrive 

on the first day, take to the lake, and catch a few fish. Usually 

some of the smaller brown trout. Enough for dinner, and the 

rest they put in the icebox. But during this trip, they had gone 

three days without a worthy catch.  

Each night, when they would return from the day's fishing, all 

the fishermen would gather on the tavern's extended porch, 

under the glow of the yellow lights, and talk about their day's 



catches. And as each in turn told their fish stories, his father 

would have nothing to offer. Instead, making jokes by saying 

he caught a few guppies. The other fellows just laughed, patted 

him on the back and said his luck would change. They gave 

him advice on lures and techniques and particular spots that 

were producing well.  

He just listened, graciously, thanking them for their kindness. 

But he had his own ways. And would not go where everyone 

else went.  

On the fourth day, they had left a bit earlier than usual, and the 

air was crisp with morning. Already the leaves were turning 

orange and yellow, preparing for winter. And since the season 

was coming to an end, this would be their last trip for the year. 

They walked the narrow dirt path leading to the docks. The 

dirt, thick with moisture, made squishing noises and clung to 

their boots. Through the still dark forest, the glimmer of the 

lake shore was visible, a thin band of silver at the forest's edge, 

forged by the dying moon. 

At the docks, they tossed their tackle and coolers into the boat, 

unmoored, and pushed off into the darkness. In the distance, 

just above the tree line, only the faintest whisper of sunrise. His 

dad rowed while he sat astern wondering about the moon, the 

dark water, and whether today they would land a worthy catch. 

He shivered and folded his arms across his chest, hoping to 

corral what warmth he could. All was silent except for the dip 

and push of the oars.  

By the time the sun was well above the trees, they were far 

beyond any stretch they had traveled in the past. From this far 

out, the land was but a thin, dashed line of brown, with a thick, 

top layer of green. His father told him that he had heard about 

some deep wells out here. Wells that were vast and sank down 

much deeper than the seventy foot depth of the lake. And 

because of the rocky ledges around their rims, it provided a 

safe hiding place for the biggest of fish.  



He had listened with fascination while his father explained 

these things, wondering how he had learned about such 

marvels. But his father was that way. A man who seemed to 

attract obscure and powerful information to himself. He was 

hoping that his father was right, and that this was not just a 

joke that some of the other fishermen had devised to make his 

father appear foolish.  

They rowed in a tight circle for a short time, until his father 

decided that they were at the precise spot they needed to be. 

Then, they baited the hook, dropped the line, and secured the 

pole to the boat. Now all they could do was wait.  

After a long time, he became impatient. He was starting to fear 

the worst. 

Dad, he said, are you sure this is the spot? 

Yes, his father said, I'm sure.  

He persisted. But how can you be sure?  

His father just looked at him, his eyes as clear and sparkling as 

the water. Some things you just know, son. Can feel them in 

your bones.  

The look in his father's eyes was so strong and resolute. He 

couldn't help but believe in him. He went back to daydreaming 

about being Captain Ahab on the quest for Moby Dick.  

His father rowed the boat around in an "S" shaped pattern, 

stopped, then pulled his hat over his eyes and leaned back 

against the bow seat. They continued in this fashion. Rowing 

the boat every ten or fifteen minutes, stopping for a few 

minutes, then repeating. Methodically and precise.  

About an hour or so had passed, when there came a slight tug 

on the line. Not a big tug. Barely perceptible, but enough to get 

attention. He looked at the line, then looked again, and thought 

he had imagined it. He dismissed it as nothing. Then he noticed 

the ripple pattern emanating outward from where the line 



entered the water. He started to speak. Dad? I think there's 

something— 

The line jerked, drew the pole into a tight arc, and caused the 

boat to list, sending him and his father tumbling against the 

side. His father stretched across, grabbed the pole, snapped the 

release, and let the line run. Looks like we got a strike! he said.  

He watched the line racing off into the lake. Heard the 

panicked whirring of the reel as it unloaded. Now his father 

was on his feet, one foot planted back, the other braced firmly 

against the gunwale. He could hear the boat creak. He could 

see the concentration on his father's face. The muscles of his 

arms flexing. Knotted cords of sinew. Sweat and 

determination.  

The fish ran, dropped back, ran some more. Each time eliciting 

the complimentary response from the man attached to its 

tether: let out some line, reel it back, let out some line, reel it 

back. One machine working in unison. A perfection of 

symmetry. It was like nothing he had ever before witnessed. 

Nothing. And the picture froze in the passage of time. 

His father's voice broke his reverie. The net! Grab the net! 

He snapped in to focus, and dug out the net from under his 

seat.  

Got it, he said.  

Now, when I pull him close to the boat, I'll bring him up near 

the surface and then you slide the net underneath him and bag 

him. You got that? 

Yeah dad. I got it, I got it, he said, goosebumps running up his 

arms, his hair tingling with electricity. 

Good. I'll tell you when. 

The struggle continued for a short time, but soon his father was 

letting out less and less line until the fish was within twenty 



feet of the boat. The next few cycles brought it down to half 

that distance.  

Okay, his father said, be ready now. 

Okay. Ready. 

His father wrenched the pole upward, arms taut, straining 

against the force, and arched his body backwards in one final 

heave. And in the next instant, his worthy opponent broke the 

water's surface, glassy-eyed and silver in the afternoon 

sunlight.  

Now, Jeremy! Slide the net under him! 

He slid the net into the water and under the great fish, 

struggling as it began thrashing and jumping. He got it in close 

to the boat, then his father reached down with one hand, 

grabbed hold of the net, then dropped the pole and with both 

hands pulled the fish into the boat. It bounced and thumped. 

Pounded the bottom of the skiff. Its twisting dance of death. 

His father took up one of the oars, and with the handle clubbed 

the great fish until it was still and lifeless.  

He watched silently this final brutality, and felt a sickness of 

compassion. He could not imagine ever having the fortitude to 

beat something to death. Fishing was one thing, but this? It was 

a brush with reality he wished had never happened.  

This fish must've been out here a long time, his father said, 

wiping the sweat from his brow. He's a good thirty pounder. 

The fish was too big for their coolers, so they laid it into the 

stern and packed ice around it. Jeremy looked at the fish, its 

eyes open and staring, its once silvery sheen now a dull gray, 

lifeless and stiff. He wondered if this was how life ended for all 

things. That one minute you're swimming along, minding your 

own business, and the next, you're dragged from your home 

and mercilessly beaten, until your soul has escaped its battered 

shell.  



The priests at church always talked about how the soul leaves 

the body like a caterpillar leaves its cocoon. Is this what they 

mean? he thought. Nothing left but a cold and stiff nothing? He 

shivered at the thought of it, and in his mind he saw himself 

laying there, eyes staring, dull and gray, with someone standing 

over him, looking down. He turned away and sat on his seat, 

holding his head in his hands, trying not to think any more of 

these morbid thoughts he had been warned against.  

An idle mind is the devil's playground, he had been told. From 

the pulpit to the classroom the words had rang, beseeching and 

compelling all within earshot to heed the dire warning. He, like 

many others in his school, had heard. But how do you stop the 

wheels of the brain from churning out these things? He didn't 

know. He just didn't know. But he did know, that there must be 

something very wrong with him. 

They embarked upon the return to shore as the sun lazily 

reclined into the western sky.  

When they returned everyone saw the size of the fish and came 

running over seeking details: 

Where did you go? 

What kind of bait did you use? 

How did you know where to look? 

His father listened quietly, then simply said that "It was no big 

deal…just lucky." 

But the other fishermen interpreted his modesty as a sign that 

he had secrets that he wasn't willing to share. And while some 

were in awe of his skill and cunning, others held him in 

contempt. For on this day, the other fishermen had not been so 

lucky as before. And while a few fish had been caught, the 

biggest around seven pounds-none compared to the great fish 

that was easily three times that size. It was by far, the biggest 

trout ever caught in the vicinity. 



The next morning, as he sat in the shaded sand and looked out 

into the marina, he reflected on the event of the great fish. He 

remembered the conversation he had with his father as they 

rowed back to shore. A conversation where he attempted to 

understand what had brought his father to that particular spot in 

the lake. A part of the lake they had never before been to. And 

not only that, but the fact that his father seemed to know that 

fish was out there. Just waiting for his line to come pull it from 

the depths.  

His father had told him many things. Ideas and theories that to 

his young mind had seemed at the time too cold and scientific 

to be of any lasting value. But there was one thing his father 

said which had stayed with him. One thing that summed it up 

in such a way that it would forever be his final reminder of his 

father's devout perspective on life.  

How did you know? he asked his father.  

I didn't, he replied. 

You didn't? Now he was more confused. Then if you didn't 

know, what made you go there? 

His father looked at him, his clear, sparkling eyes aglow with 

electricity and said, I  

just believed. 

You believed? In what?  

I believed that no matter how impossible it may have seemed, 

that somewhere out there a great fish was hiding. A great fish 

that someday, somebody would surely catch. And on that shred 

of possibility, I went out there to find it. If it had to be 

somebody, that somebody could just as easily be me. 

His father was again talking to him in that way he was still too 

young to understand. Talking about things in ways that made 

them seem mysterious and magical. And all of these 

abstractions did little to answer his primary point of confusion. 



Okay, he said, but still. How did you know? 

His father only smiled and said, Jeremy…sometimes in life 

you've just got to believe. 

Sitting under the pier, on that warm and moist summer 

morning, with the rain gently dancing on the water, his father's 

words came back to him in a profusion of power. Just believe, 

he had said, simply believe.  

At one time in his life, belief had come easily. So easily that it 

came without thought. The way he had believed, when his 

Uncle Burt informed him that his parents had been killed, that 

they were mistaken. That somewhere on their overseas journey, 

they had lost their way. And were even now trying to find their 

way back to him. 

Every night, for three weeks he had waited for them. Alone. 

With the lights on. Their bedclothes laid out neatly on the fold-

away bed at his uncle's house. Waiting silently, hopefully. 

Knowing that any moment the door would open and they 

would appear. Arms flung wide. Tears in their eyes at the sight 

of their only son. Apologizing for worrying him so. Promising 

that they would never again leave him. He had waited—

faithfully. Believing.  

But the door never opened. Their words never came. And at the 

end of three weeks, when their bodies had arrived back in the 

states for burial, he had no choice but to give up hoping. They 

were irrefutably gone. Forever. Frozen in time. Frozen in 

memory.  

Leaving behind a somber, lonely, boy. Imprisoned within his 

childhood fears. Knowing fully, the failure of his love. The 

failure of his belief. The certainty of death. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

If you don't care where you are, then you ain't lost. 

The air hangs thick and damp. Heavy with brine and rotting 

fish carcass. The stench infiltrates even the pores of the skin, so 

that a man, in close proximity, will carry the putrescent odor 

for days.  

This is a town of slaughter. A town of survival. Where old and 

sturdy traditions are routinely exploited as a way of life. The 

men are weathered, and sun baked. Frosted in the hair, and 

chafed in the skin. And in their dark eyes, there exists a clarity 

that is borne of the sun's intensities, sprayed upon them as the 

waves of the vast and powerful ocean from which they extract 

their sustenance. 

The women have been granted no reprieve. They too bear the 

marks of toil. Heavy burdens. The grafted skin of many, tragic 

nights, where only words could be offered in place of bread. 

Words that tear at a mother's heart.  

I'm sorry my child, but there is nothing to eat.  

Like the men, their external marks pronounce themselves. But 

unlike the men, a pain that only a mother can know is suffered 

deep. The pain of a mother who cannot feed her child-the flesh 

of her womb.  

Generation after generation has existed here. Extracted their 

lives from the depths of the sea. An ocean so rich in resources 

can sustain a man and his family well beyond the measures of 

time. This is how it had always been, since those times long 

ago. 

But the world is a changing place. Tumbling forward into the 

future as a boulder tumbles down the precipice. Hurtling but 

not seeing. Memories obscured by the lust of the body.  



The first incursions were simple, unassuming. Where the 

fishermen once sold their day's catches at the seaside, using 

makeshift tables and second hand articles, now these functions 

were carried out by stores. Merchants who sold not only fish, 

but also other items of necessity. Items which people not only 

needed, but wanted. Large, colorful and sugar-sweet candies 

for the children. All manner of clothing, elegant and alluring, 

for the women. And for the men, the tools of the tradesman.  

Over time, a system had been arranged. The fisherman would 

sell his lot to the merchant who would then in turn, sell to the 

customer. Increasingly, the customer base too was shifting. 

Expanding to include larger markets. Markets outside of the 

immediate area. Markets that dealt in greater volumes than the 

stores could provide. This was a good system, for fisherman 

and merchant alike. The prices stayed high, and the product 

was plentiful. For a time, all was well. 

But soon, other factors began to affect this transaction. There 

were more people, more demand. And more fishermen were 

prepared to deliver their catches. Also, more stores were 

springing up. This caused competition, causing the merchants 

to offer less and less to the fishermen. Some families moved on 

to other towns. Places where the odds were again in their favor. 

Others stayed behind, continuing the paths of their forebears. 

Meanwhile, the tractor wheels of progress turned. Churning up 

the land and the people with it. A new cry was heard to 

emanate from the merchants: durability. In this name, a new 

bargain would demand process.  

If the fish are not delivered immediately, they said, then they 

turn rotten. Freezing is good, but the volumes are too great. We 

need further improvements. Canning is the way of the future. 

Expansion. Expansion. 

These words would ring all through town. Into the fishermen's 

homes, where these matters were discussed at the dinner table, 



in solemn tones. And into the local taverns, where the talk was 

loud and opinionated, fierce with pride. 

Some said that big business would soon run out the individual. 

That the days of the lone fisherman were quickly passing into 

oblivion, leaving him unable to provide for his family in the 

only way he has ever known. Others, proclaimed the virtues of 

enterprise. The availability of employment for all.  

Mastering the machinery of industry is the key, they would say, 

it is a time to rejoice!  

The stones were cast, polarizing the hopeful exclamations 

against the portents of foreboding. Inevitably, town meetings 

began to entertain these notions. And fierce discussions erupted 

both for and against: the fishermen on one side, the 

businessmen on the other. 

Eventually, council members came to a place where the matter 

was given serious consideration—the town needed revenue, the 

people needed work. It was time to step forth into the age of 

machinery. But who? How?  

One member stood, and spoke his piece. He said that an 

investor was needed. A large corporate entity. Surely, there 

would be no problem convincing someone of the massive 

potential? Why, the ocean is jumping with it! 

Everyone thought it over. Balanced the opposites. Weighed the 

alternatives. A decision was reached. 

The town could surely use this revenue, and the people could 

use the jobs, the well fed council members agreed.  

So began the search for an investor in this grand enterprise. 

The most obvious choice, was to seek out someone who 

already understood the business. Someone who had already 

achieved the success. Not far up the coast, just such a company 

existed: McKinley Packaging.  



Marcus McKinley, a stocky, determined pioneer of Swedish 

descent, had taken the coastal town by storm with the 

introduction of a canning facility. Using his shrewd business 

sense, and his keenly tuned powers of persuasion, he had 

engineered an enterprise that pulled money into it like a 

tempest.  

The town thrived, and soon all manner of business pushed into 

the area, hoping a bit of the McKinley magic would rub off on 

them. What was once a small, fishing harbor, blossomed into a 

sparkling metropolis. In time, the humble beginnings of the 

town were forgotten, and the new city of McKinley rose to 

accept the glories of it achievement. 

All of those dollars had ignored this hidden, coastal port. But 

now, the council members intended to change that. They cast 

the final card of their destiny onto the table of chance. 

Certainly, there was enough magic left to extend down the 

coast. And surely, Marcus McKinley would be the first to 

recognize it, given the opportunity.  

Recognize it, he did. And now, the central area of this once 

forgotten town, houses its lone monument: the cannery. The 

place where the fruits of the fisherman's labor will find 

substance. Marketable substance. It is here that the merchants 

of currency extol the virtues of the great machinery of modern 

man. Preach their sermons of capitalistic furor. Alive with the 

passion of the religious faithful. And in their conveyance, they 

will twist and bend the structures of language to arrive at a 

profitable conclusion. Where they themselves are elevated to 

benevolent deities, who magnanimously bestow upon the 

ignorant masses, the power to provide for their daily needs. 

This is the way. The path of power. Man subjugating man. 

Since the sleepy dawn of the earth's first breath, man has 

sought hierarchy. Domination. In the ostensible past, it was 

clear who the enemy was. They were those who had what was 

sought by the attacking party: food, clothing, shelter, women. 



Understood and necessary items which man after man would 

covet, were these things not in his possession.  

The warriors would descend on the innocent. Decimating their 

ranks. And after the crushing battle, the bloody victor would 

emerge. Waving his murderous arms above the smoking 

rubble. The lord conqueror hailed as king. The selective 

powers of nature prevailing. Survival of the swiftest.  

But in today's shifting panorama, the roles are vague. Unclear 

as the misted horizon at the twilight hour. Who shall wear 

white? Who shall wear black?  

The tools of war have changed. Once the spear and the ax, 

today the smooth, seductive words of the deceivers. Men in 

black suits, with vision that can detect a speck of green upon 

the landscape and see within that sighting, its multiplication 

into vast fields of riches. Money for all that can possess its 

mystery. Industry has taken its grip. Provided a method for 

greater gains, on a grander scale.  

Now, the article of destruction is a machine. A man made, man 

driven entity. A living force. And it must be fed daily in great 

volume. The sweat and blood of many men's labor serve the 

purpose of fulfilling this task.  

From the shores, boats launch into the deep blue, casting 

themselves across the expanse like a net of many tentacles. 

Each one branching out, attaching itself to what it can, 

dragging from the sea all manner of fish and ocean life. And 

when the vast network of death's deliverance has culled all it 

can, the web collapses inward. Pulling back again toward the 

craggy shoreline.  

The fleet of boats park upon the shifting sands, anchored by 

destiny. Then, from each splintered deck storms the padding of 

many brown, callused feet. Pushing their way into the 

architecture of the great green and black machine. Venturing 



deep within its wretched bowels. Again delivering the food it 

must be fed for one more day's survival.  

It is a process that will find many repetitions. Day after day. 

Week after week. Until the years of misery have swept away 

life from the ocean's depths. Stripped the flesh from the backs 

of the men and women who drive the beast. And when this 

prophesied tragedy occurs, the great monster will sputter its 

last fumes of breath. Creaking and groaning while it screams 

its death rattle to an unforgiving sky, to the merciless cliffs of 

extinction. Leaving only a black mark upon the soil, a dark 

stain upon the collective soul of the society it engendered. And 

the man in the black suit, will steal away into the night. Devoid 

of words. In search of the next town, the next oration.  

CHAPTER FIVE 

Being defeated is often a temporary condition. Giving up is 

what makes it permanent. -Marilyn vos Savant 

The stench of the town rose up to greet his nostrils long before 

its sight was visited upon his eyes. Over the small port, the air 

hung thick and damp. While droplets of poison fell from the 

nauseated clouds.  

Beneath the rain of the powerful smokestacks, ragged and oil-

feathered birds of prey infest the steel girders. Their yellowed, 

disease ridden eyes scan the filth. Their twisted claws, hard and 

arthritic, hold feebly to the structures. Their bellies quest for 

flesh, understanding the probabilities.  

The great machine bellows and belches. Spewing trash 

skyward. While men in white, smeared with the blood of the 

sea, race forth and back. From shore to slaughter. From life to 

death.  



The road of travel has uncoiled and spat him here. This town of 

nature's desecration. Where the brutality of its kingdom has 

been supplanted by the ingenuity of man. Here, he wanders 

unsuspecting. Merely looking for wages amidst the bedlam. 

He stepped along the gravel streets, making his way toward the 

great beast. Feeling a chill as the jaws of death appeared 

around a turn. Like a chain the people moved in and out of the 

massive opening. Their eyes flat, and straight ahead. Absorbed 

in the butchery that filled their pockets.  

The clink and grind of machinery grew in volume as he neared. 

Like a thousand voices shouting in tandem. Peering into the 

void, he could see the assembly of the masses. Pushing the 

sightless fish along the conveyers. Chopping and gutting. Like 

a demented vision from Dante.  

Once inside, he noticed a level of steps that ran along the wall. 

They were short and wide and climbed up into the cavernous 

belly. Moving through the herd of workers, he ascended the 

steps, sliding on entrails, gripping the railing, questioning his 

sanity. He found a bright, yellow sign at the top of the stairs 

that pointed the way to the foreman's office.  

He followed the sign, treading heavy, feeling the metal 

walkway bounce beneath his feet. Looking below, he could see 

the mouth of the great machine. Pumping and stamping. 

Crushing and chewing Spitting out the discards. 

The temperature increased as he moved deeper into the bowels 

of the beast, and his clothing was drenched with sweat. He 

stopped, took off his jacket, and wiped his forehead. He 

wondered how much further he would have to go, fearing that 

the heat, or the great beast, would consume him. 

Winding a few more turns, he came to a door at the end of a 

dark hallway. He knocked on the door—no response. He tried 

again, this time pounding insistently.  



A gruff, screaming voice ushered him inside. He turned the 

sticky doorknob and opened the door. A fat, greasy man with 

nettled, red hair and tiny, marble eyes was sitting at a cluttered 

desk, rifling through a small book. He looked up as John 

entered.  

The room was like a cave, amplifying the pounding and 

clanging that occurred outside the door. John's lips moved, but 

there was no sound.  

What's that?! the man said, his voice thundering above the 

racket. 

Work!! John yelled, I'm looking for work!! 

The man ran his sausage fingers through his hair, making it 

stick up more. He looked over John's ragged clothes, and 

studied his crumpled appearance.  

Plenty work, the man said, five bucks a day. Can you gut? 

What's that??!! John yelled. 

Gut!! the man yelled back, You know? the man made a scissors 

motion with his hand, Fish?? Cut their insides out?? 

Yeah, John answered, yeah…I can do that. 

Live around here?? the man asked.  

No, John answered. Passing through. 

The man's face turned somber, and gray as slate. Don't want no 

drifters here. Need workers. Steady ones. Comprende?? 

I'll find a place, John said. Will you hire me or not??  

The hilarity of the situation was striking. One small, echo-

chamber of a room. Two men: one short, fat, with hair like a 

hysterical hyena. The other tall, thick, with wild, sun-bleached 

hair like a mop. Both of them screaming across the room. 

Words bouncing against the blackened steel. Machines 

grinding and clanging, competing for their ears.  



The man looked at John, pausing a moment to think, weigh the 

choices. He scanned his face, probing for a clue. Found 

nothing. Made his decision. 

Okay. I'll take a shot. Go back around and down the stairs, he 

said, motioning with his arms. Ask for Eduardo. He'll get you 

set up. Tell him Jack said it's okay. 

Thanks!! John yelled *Rev 9/16. 

He opens the wide, steel door and exits onto the slippery 

walkway, moving into the clamor of the great machine. The 

man at the desk returns to his study of the small, brown book at 

his desk, pulls at his nettled, red hair, making it stick up more. 

Everyone has someplace they belong. Whether a place divine 

or a place reviled, it is a place nonetheless. The people who 

inhabit this swine pool of occupation, seem to have found their 

place. Their station. As if the cosmos opened its great chamber 

of manufacture and stamped out the required laborers. Die cast 

and molded to perfection. 

If the people here gathered, were in some distant past joined to 

a more palatable fate, those assertions would be a long legged 

reach of conjecture from this vantage point.  

Eduardo is key among this outpost. Since the beginning, he has 

been here. Starting when he was just sixteen. Now, a young 

man, he has all that anyone could want. Steady employment, 

steady money, the occasional girlfriend. Things are good for 

him.  

His youth was a prime factor in his ability to become part of 

this enterprise. Old prejudice did not need displacing. And he 

was a ready toady for any who would proclaim themselves 

master. He has found security within this god forsaken 

dungeon. Security borne within the structures of hierarchy. 

This lesson he has learned well.  

Because of this dedication and attention, he has been rewarded 

appropriately. Some of the old fishermen call him gringo's 



goat, the sheep of the shiftless. But he does not concern himself 

with what he calls, "the ravings of old buzzards."  

They are quickly passing into history, these "old buzzards." 

And in their place, a new breed of worker has surfaced: the 

company man. A man who will toe the line for his company as 

if enlisted. Exhibit loyalty beyond understanding. Walk the 

blistered mile, shoeless and without water if the company's 

objectives are at stake. For this kind of loyalty, there is no 

remuneration that is sufficient.  

But do not ask the company man of these matters. No word 

would dare cross the threshold of his lips if an ounce of 

subversion is contained within it. Silence is its own reward.  

The work that John has taken will pass the cycles of the moon. 

He dons the clothing. Follows the precepts. Performs the 

labors. But still, he is a man apart. Product of earth and sky. 

Engendered only as a reminder to those that view his darkened 

form. Death is eternal, life too in its wake. 

Light has been driven out. Fast into the reddening sky like a 

vagabond herd. Chewing the cud of their own discontent. 

Casting their heavy eyes skyward, hoping for rain. Knowing 

that none will dampen their coarse hides. 

The wayward weeds have gathered. Planting under his feet the 

sullen vines of despair. No passage inward is granted. No 

passage outward is tolerated. He is without word, without 

destination. Defined only by journey. Like a cold norther, 

pushing from beyond the Arctic Barrier, down the frigid coast, 

along the Pacific Trail, so too does he move. Swift and steady, 

sinking like a stone. 

The days are spent in toil. The evenings in reflection. 

Recrimination. Endless visits to the "might have beens," the, "if 

onlys."  

These voyages do little to fill the widening hollows of 

desperation. Only the echoes of shrill laughter remain. A violet 



shade has been drawn across the window of sky. Through this 

all things are filtered. Recasting the rainbow. Limiting its range 

and dimension. While the narrow line that separates right from 

reason, is dissolving into the dust of sorrow.  

He has built a crude shelter along the shore. Deeply embedded 

within the granite cliffs. From here, he can carry on his 

activities. Plan his next moves.  

During the evenings, while the sun melts into the glassy blue, 

the locals are about the town. Some stop along the streets to 

chat. Keeping up with the neighbors, being sure not to miss any 

of the gossip. Others meet at The Brass Knob for a night of 

drink. The place is run by a crusty old seaman, Lord Raven. 

One look at his dark, roadmap face, marble eyes, and beak-like 

nose, is clear indication of whence the name originated. He 

hobbles along the bar, listing like a ship in choppy waters, eyes 

squinting and sparkling as he tends to his patrons.  

Some say he was a whaler of old. Most have no idea of his 

past. He is a mystery, and a source of intrigue for those who 

venture to dwell. From his rough ways, and skin like old bull 

leather, he is clearly a man associated with the labor of strong 

hands and backs, performed under the blaze of the merciless 

sun. And his knowledge of the sea is vast, and envious of none. 

When any of the local fishermen have trouble, he is the first 

and last person they turn to for advice. His words are spare and 

ripe with the wisdom of years at his craft. And like all sailing 

men of advanced age, he has stories in great abundance of the 

days of old, the days of glory, the ports—and women—of 

exotic intoxication.  

But the sources of his knowledge are not questioned. He is a 

man whose words have attached to them, the strong air of 

credence. And time after time, his advice is borne out in the 

exact results he promised.  

Why he settled here, is unknown. He claims the sea held no 

more pull for him, and, being on in years, decided the life of a 



landlubber was more in keeping. But a man who has held the 

sea in his arms, does not walk away so easily. She is a vile 

temptress, and a nurturing mother. And all who have looked 

upon her face have looked into their very souls. Within her 

roiling depths, the mysteries of life and its beginnings are 

contained, waiting only for the adventurous and stout of spirit. 

It is a connection that is not easily broken, nor is it one she 

easily surrenders.  

The ancient sea, the ancient mariner, the ancient spirit. All are 

one. Lord Raven knows this to be true. Each time he talks 

about her, she rises and falls in his eyes, singing her sweet, 

siren song, pitching a cauldron of seabirds against the 

illuminating sky, pointing the way home for him, her wayward 

son. Her voice mesmerizes, enchants him still. And of one 

thing, there is no doubt. Leaving her perhaps he has done, but 

she has not—will not—leave him.  

Eduardo steps up to the bar and lands himself upon a barstool. 

He puts his elbows on the wide counter, and leans forward. 

One cerveza, old man! And make it quick.  

Raven turns his head sharply, and from the other end of the bar 

he can see the broad, smiling face of his most regular customer. 

I'll whip ya anytime, boot licker! he says, Ya know I can. 

Eduardo cocks back his head and laughs. 

All I know is that I'm thirsty, old man, With much money to 

spend.  

Now you're talking, Raven says, hobbling across the creaking 

floorboards. I'm on my way. 

He reaches into the cooler, drags out a long, brown bottle, pops 

the top and sets it down in from of Eduardo. 

So, he says, peering through squinted eyes, how's things at the 

iron horse? 



The iron horse is racing along like the wind, my friend. Some 

big catches have come in lately…very big. As you can see, he 

says, waving a wad of green at him, they pay well in such large 

quantity.  

Raven stares at the bills, knowing that most of them will come 

his way in short measure.  

Well then, he says, Drink up, Eddo. I've got all the suds you 

need! 

CHAPTER SIX 

Not the cry, but the flight of the wild duck, leads the flock to fly 

and follow. 

It was early morning. The road was empty as John walked at its 

side, following it southward into the pale sky. He heard the 

rumbling of an approaching vehicle. A small truck pulled up 

next to him, mirroring his pace.  

I'm going as far as Paso Robles, the man said, from the cab of 

the faded blue pickup.  

You can hop in if you like. 

I'll sit in the bed. 

Suit yourself. 

John climbed in the bed of the pickup, stepping over an 

assortment of burlap bags.  

The man stuck his head out of the window. 

Got a few errands to run first, he said. Mind coming along? 

Don't matter to me, John said. 

They drive most of the day heading inland. The cool moisture 

of the coast behind them, the dry flatlands ahead of them. John 



sits with his back to the cab, the searing heat blasting across 

him like a great furnace, whipping his long, rough hair into his 

face, slashing at his eyes, drying out his lungs. Surrounding 

him, are the large, burlap bags filled with seeds and grains and 

rice. On the passage, many stops will be made at neighboring 

farm towns along their winding route. At each stop, they will 

unload some bags and take on others.  

John is an able mule, carrying two bags to the man's one. After 

two stops, the man is no longer carrying the bags. He is instead 

talking with the farmers, giving instruction, sharing stories. 

The bags continue on and off the truck with mechanical 

precision, while the big man of the long hair and the silent 

tongue moves like a chain driven linkage, never changing his 

pace, never faltering.  

At one farm, far away from the main road, they share a few 

sips of water, and the man again asks him into the cab. And 

again, he refuses, preferring instead the open bed, where he can 

smell, touch, taste the journey. The man studies his dark eyes, 

and decides it best not to push the issue, so again they depart, 

with bags piled high, bursting from their hold. John rides atop 

them, like an Egyptian king elevated in procession, riding into 

the cheering populace, his hair growing around him like a 

thorny crown.  

The people they visit are dusty and leathery, brown as clay, 

fired by the kiln of smoked earth. In their eyes a softness, a 

toughness, a knowledge of the splintered toil. They are here as 

if sprung from the ground, increasing in spite of the violent 

terrain. A place where the punishment of the sun beats them 

down, back to their roots, killing them even as seedlings, 

before their first breaths are sifted. These are the indigenous 

peoples. Descendants of great nations. Ancient tribes of women 

and warrior, shaman and god. Nations that have passed into the 

night, dragged from the precipice, screaming and bloody, 

raging against the moon.  



The Washo and Yokut; the Chumash and Kitanemuk; ancestors 

from a stone pounded memory. Too old to be forgotten, too 

young to be tamed. This is their legacy, and the rough hewn 

people, rusted and ragged, carry on the work of their forebears. 

Planting and tilling, sweating and praying, working the cracked 

earth that would just as soon open and swallow their legion 

into the chasm of history, they push forward into the new age.  

They look at John, large and brooding, towering above them 

like a mountain, his hair wild like bramble, and the color of 

desert sage. They watch him handle the load of large sacks, and 

know that a man of his strength would be of great use to them. 

Who is this man? one farmer asked. Where is he from?  

A traveler, the man said. A lone drifter. Picked him up along 

the highway. 

The farmer paused and looked to his wife standing at his side. 

In her eyes was a question that the farmer did not ask. She 

nodded her head, spurring him along. Their young son stood 

against her, wrapped around her leg, staring up at the big, silent 

stranger. 

We would like to ask the stranger if he would stay with us. 

Help us with our farm. We are in need of such a powerful man 

as we have young who cannot work, and old who are beyond it.  

The man turned to John. Well? he said. Sounds like they could 

use an extra hand. Whatt'ya say? 

John said nothing. He just looked at the farmer and shook his 

head "no."  

The farmer started to speak, but the words failed in their steps. 

He looked into John's eyes, dark and resolute.  

I understand, said the farmer. You are what my people call the 

"wind-rider." Like the hawk you sail…nothing can hold you. 

But this journey of yours is lonely. And the nights are cold. 

If—  



The farmer looked at his wife, searching her eyes. She nodded 

her assent.  

—If you ever change your mind, he said, you are welcome 

here.  

No words crossed John's lips, but a light came into his eyes that 

the farmer understood as  

the "thank-you" of a man of few words.  

He hoped that John would someday reconsider, for he knew 

that he was part of the land like him and his people. But his 

destiny was one of wandering. Searching. A quest that would 

allow his feet to clutch at their shadows only long enough to 

gain purchase on the steps that followed. Like the hawk, he 

would be tied only to flight. 

Back at the highway, they stopped to change a tire as the sun 

disintegrated into the horizon. Jackrabbits scampered into the 

brush, and lizards waded into the deepening shadows.  

John spun the wrench, giving one final twist, securing the last 

lug nut. When he finished, he rose from his crouching position, 

and looked into the darkening west. Many miles were behind 

him. Between himself and his past. But still so many miles 

remained.  

How many will be enough? he thought. How many? 

John handed the wrench back to the man.  

Go on to Paso Robles without me, he said.  

Okay, the man said, but there isn't much between here and 

there. 

I don't need much. 

The dust and stone spat from the back tires of the faded blue 

pickup as the man rumbled away, continuing his journey into 

town. John was again left to the silence of the wilderness and 

the company of his thoughts.  



He moved into the night, his footsteps casting their dull scuff 

into the vastness. While overhead, the constellations took 

stage, playing out their ancient dramas of conquest and 

vanquish.  

The first fires he had built were with his father. He 

remembered how he was shown. How to gather the small twigs 

and dry brush. Pile it close and steep. Then, light a match at the 

bottom of the heap to set it ablaze.  

He placed a ring of stones and settled the grouping of twigs and 

brush in the center. Striking a match against his thumbnail, he 

lit the small pile. The flame took quickly, and soon the 

darkness was imbued with a bright glow.  

He sat cross-legged on the ground, staying close to absorb its 

warmth. The area took on a surreal aspect. Nocturnal creatures 

scurried under the cover of stone and brush, their long, elastic 

shadows stretching beyond the ring of light. Across the 

widening vista, he could hear the lonely howl of a coyote, 

cracking the pitch of deserted sky. And on his face and hands, 

the yellow-orange glaze of the firelight. Warming and soothing 

as it wrapped itself around him.  

On his childhood hunting trips, the dangers of the wild were 

always present. Threatening. It was necessary to keep a close 

vigil. His father had instilled a fearful respect of the elements. 

Telling him many times to be on the alert for bears, or wolves, 

or snakes.  

Every night, before they slept, they would take off their boots 

and shake them out. 

We need to keep our boots inside the tent, his father said. Too 

many crawling things that might get in them. And don't 

forget…shake them outside before you put them on in the 

morning. 

Why? he asked. 



Same reason, his father replied. You never know what could 

get in here.  

As a child, the idea of something crawling around the tent 

while they slept was frightening—he didn't like the idea of it. 

But his need to be with his father overshadowed any fears he 

may have had. So, he approached his task with the dedication 

of a soldier. Slowly creeping toward his boots in the morning. 

Being careful not to disturb anything that may have found 

shelter there. Then, quietly unzipping the tent, extending his 

arm out the opening, and shaking his boots so hard that the 

whipping laces stung the back of his hand. He would always 

hold his breath in dread. Feeling his heart pounding as he 

performed his task.  

Only one time did something fall from his boots during this 

morning ritual. A small spider had sought refuge during the 

night. When he saw it falling from the opening, in his mind it 

transformed into a lethal snake. He panicked, and in that 

moment of terror, he flung the boot away from the tent. It 

sailed across the campsite, knocking over the kettle of water 

that his father had put up to boil.  

His father came running. 

What's wrong? he asked, opening the tent flaps, looking at his 

young son huddled into the corner, his eyes wide like a startled 

chicken. 

A snake! he said, his voice trembling. A big snake…in my 

boot! 

His father scanned the area, saw nothing, shook his head. 

You sure it was a snake you saw? he asked. 

I'm pretty sure, Jeremy answered. He thought about it a minute. 

Well, he continued. Maybe not a real big snake. 

Smaller…kinda like…a spider…sort of. 

A stern look crossed his father's face. 



Look Jeremy, he said. You've got to control yourself out here. 

This is the wild. If you get scared over a common spider, what 

will you do when you're in real danger? You're not a baby 

anymore. I expect you to show some courage. 

Okay, dad, he said. I'll try.  

His father didn't respond, but continued the train of thought he 

had been on before the interruption. I'll go set up breakfast, he 

said. Finish getting dressed. 

Living in the city most of his life, he was unaccustomed to the 

creatures of the forest. He knew he scared easily. And he also 

knew that more than anything, he didn't want to disappoint his 

father. Getting stung by a snake would be less painful. He 

would guard himself against the evils of the forest without 

showing his fear. He would be the brave little man his father 

wanted. And when his insides quaked with distress, he would 

not let his knees rattle together as he shivered, wanting to leap 

from his skin. He would contain it within his fragile shell, 

keeping it locked away in the deepest parts of his being.  

It was a charade he would play with caution. Anything to 

remain an irreplaceable cast member in the production entitled 

"Life With Dad." To fail would be worse than death. Most of 

all, he hoped that when his father looked at his frail, skinny 

son, he would no longer notice those defects. That instead, he 

would see a brave, little man. Exactly what he wanted.  

Jeremy had become good at this game, he had to be. It was 

imperative to his survival. He had been thrown into a world 

where love was earned on a point system. If he did what was 

expected, he got more points. And the more points he received, 

the more he would be loved. But the ledger sheets were 

balanced on a sliding scale. He was never sure just how much 

his payment would be on any given day. At one time, merely 

being was enough to earn him all the love he needed.  



But as he got older, he noticed that those affections were given 

conditionally. Where it began, he was unsure. Maybe sometime 

around three or four years old. He couldn't remember exactly. 

But he did seem to recall a clear division in time. A place 

where he crossed over into this new world of achievement. 

Going from doing no wrong to doing no right. Where suddenly, 

the eyes of love became the eyes of approval, building a ratings 

system into everything he did. Good boy. Bad boy. Do this. 

Don't do that. It seemed that the rules changed daily, keeping 

him always off balance. And just when he thought he 

understood, the rules changed again.  

Often, his father would go out in the evenings, staying away 

until long after everyone was asleep. Many times, Jeremy lay 

awake, one ear to the window, waiting for the sound of the car 

engine rumbling into the driveway, the sound of the key 

turning in the lock. While he waited, he would stare into the 

darkness of his ceiling, going over the events of the day, 

replaying all the scenes, looking for a reason why he had 

driven his father out of the house again.  

But nothing seemed to ring with certainty. Was it because I 

forgot to put my bike away? he thought. Or maybe because I 

fed the dog at dinner?  

He would remember his father's actions as they sat at dinner. 

Leaning into his plate. Eyes hollow and dark, glancing over at 

him as he ate. Like a guard keeping the prisoners under watch. 

Wordless and devoid of emotion.  

He remembers thinking that he was a huge rock. A boulder. 

Letting nothing in or nothing out. This was his father's way 

most of the time. Deeply absorbed in something that no one 

else could share.  

But his father was also a man of wide swings. One moment 

dark and somber, the next bright and exuberant. During the 

good times, they would spend much time together, doing the 

things that he now holds close to him as his most cherished 



memories. These were their times alone. Father and son. Doing 

things that only two men could do, far removed from the 

restraints of polite society.  

He likes thinking about these times. But the bad times, he has 

skillfully brushed under the carpet of his memory, sweeping 

them away as if to negate their existence.  

They do not linger far. Deep in his mind they wait. Lurking 

like beasts of the sea. Choosing their moments of surprise. 

Moments where he wakes up screaming, in a cold sweat, 

remembering the nights he waited until his father came home. 

Remembering the shouting and raging, the sounds of glass 

breaking and doors slamming, the sounds of his mother 

shrieking words he would only later come to understand as the 

most horrible vulgarities. Accusations. Words and images that 

should not occur within range of young, impressionable souls.  

He had blocked all of these nightmares, held them far away. 

But they were only dormant, not departed. And now, within his 

adult frame, so much like his father outside, so much still the 

bewildered little boy inside, he struggles to grasp his place in 

the world. A world which has increasingly raised the stakes, 

much like childhood.  

His protection is his rough exterior. The large, brooding, 

boulder of a man. A creature of flesh and bone to those who 

view from the outside, but from the inside, a cleverly disguised 

machine, manipulated and controlled by the frightened, skinny 

little boy at its center.  

He sits by the fire, undaunted by the ghosts of the desolate 

night, his face blank and his eyes dark and sullen. While little 

Jeremy, lays huddled into the farthest corners, eyes wide like a 

startled chicken, all gooseflesh and rattling knees, wondering 

what new horrors await him.  

When he arrives, the town is sleeping. Only a few gaslights are 

present to greet him as he  



enters. The town is one long, dusty road. On one side, a chain 

of short and crooked dwellings are pressed up against the sky. 

A mosaic of crate board and bleached paint.  

On the other, the shapeless, empty terrain, clothed in darkness.  

The wind is screaming across the plains, pushing its way 

through the scrub brush, and spinning the dusty earth into a 

dancing python. It coils itself up and around him, robbing his 

throat of moisture and his eyes of sight. He scans the area, 

poking his eyes into the narrow and hidden places. Looking for 

a few drops of liquid to bring relief.  

At the end of the street he comes to an iron gate leading into a 

cemetery. The gate squeals as he pushes against it, swings him 

inward, and pours him out the opposite side into the silence of 

the dead.  

By the crust of moon that has followed him, he can make out a 

narrow, stone lined path.  

It winds into the cemetery, dropping off sharply where it meets 

the darkness. An assembly of trees, monstrous and threatening, 

step into the grounds from all sides, engaged in a tugging battle 

of limbs. A jackrabbit leaps out of the brush. Ice cubes run up 

his spine. He twists his head to the side and catches its pointed 

form bolting through the iron bars. His feet cling to his 

footprints.  

When he again moves, he goes toward a gray, stone column 

that looms over the hushed congregation. As he gets closer, he 

can see a cross in bold relief, jutting from the flat, stone 

face…and the man, broken and twisted, suspended with his 

arms open wide. There is an inscription which he cannot read 

in the glimmer of light, but he runs his finger through the 

cursive loops, feeling for words. The wind bellows, and the 

cluster of trees quake, shivering their long, scraggly arms. He 

looks down to avoid the whirling dust, and when he does, 



notices a pool of water at the base of the column, rippling in 

the moonlight.  

He bends down, dips his hand into the slimy pool, and brings 

the water to his lips. The odor of stagnation invades his 

nostrils, but the wetness feels good as it runs down the dry 

channel of his throat. Then, he scoops up a puddle with both 

hands and washes his face, removing a layer of trail dust.  

The cemetery is attached to a building at one side, so he goes 

over to the wall and lays down his knapsack, settling in for the 

night.  

Come morning, he is aroused by the sounds of scraping. He 

looks toward the sound and sees a dog digging at the flaked 

earth, near the entrance gate. The sound of a whistle interrupts. 

The dog’s ears stand up, attendant to the call. Then, it looks up, 

and scurries down the street toward the building. 

John arises from his sleeping place on the ground, walks 

toward the iron gate leading out of the cemetery. As he rounds 

the corner, he sees an old man clothed in a long, brown robe, 

patting the dog on the head. Looking about now in the light of 

day, he can see that the place he has come to is a monastery of 

some type, evidenced not in the smallest way by the man now 

before him in the brown robe.  

John moves forward, and the man looks up. 

Hello, he says, I did not know we had company. How are you 

on this fine Summer's day? 

If a look can tell more than a thousand words are capable, then 

John casts such a look. A look of such intense longing and 

despair that the man in the brown robe immediately gets a clear 

picture of the nature of he who stands before him. 

Forgive me, brother, the man says, but I should be more 

sensitive. Surely, you have need of which I am duly indebted to 

provide. Please…come with me.  



The man starts away toward the entrance, and looks back to see 

if John is following him; he is, albeit tentatively. They come 

through the dirt and sand, rock gardens and cactus and pass 

through the tall, wide archway leading into the main 

compound. It is made of red brick, patched and spotted white. 

It wears the years like a photograph. Once past it, they are in a 

lush green garden, entirely at odds with the picture of neglect 

and desert ravings about the front. Like they had passed into 

Eden from Hell, so odd did it look in contrast. 

Reaching a walkway, the man points out the various doors 

along its route. 

These are some of the rooms for the community members, he 

says, and further down the novitiate area. He points to an old, 

wooden contraption that looks like a press of some kind. And 

this here is where we press olives to make olive oil. We get 

these from the olive trees on the premises, of which you can 

see there are many. The man stops himself as though he has 

said something wrong, then retracts his remarks. Forgive me, 

brother, he says, if I appeared boastful...that is not my 

intention. I am grateful for everything, even the smallest. These 

things I show you are not to point out pride, but merely as 

instruction of what means are available to us. Again…I ask 

your forgiveness.  

He looks back at John, who returns his gaze and utters not a 

sound.  

I can see you are not a man of many words, the man says, that 

is a good thing...to be contemplative. There is a lesson for me 

to learn in this. As you can tell, I am perhaps given to 

verbosity, when a more contemplative nature would reveal 

more. He crosses himself and asks God to grant him wisdom.  

They turn a corner of the walkway, and enter into a rear 

garden. Here, any vegetation hinted at during their earlier 

encounter, was only a fragment of the great abundance waiting 

in store. Rows of corn, tomatoes, onions, cucumbers and trees 



of plums and peaches, lemons and cherries. John surveys the 

richness of this garden and has not seen this much variety of 

food in so long that it looks alien, out of place and time.  

We are farmers of necessity, the man says, anticipating John's 

thoughts, this is God's will.  

Entering the building through a large, heavy, wooden door, 

they arrive into a room that John has to duck down to pass 

through. The ceilings are low, and the rooms narrow. No more 

than ten by ten. Everywhere he sees white, flaking walls, and 

dusty, wood plank floors. As his inquisitive eyes drink in the 

details, the man fills him in on some of the history. 

This is the oldest of the Missions, he says, and kept by God's 

providence in nearly original condition. The walls are adobe, a 

device of the early Indian population that helped to build these 

fine dwellings. As you can no doubt tell, the rooms are quite 

small, as were the people who inhabited them during its 

infancy. But that was almost two hundred years ago now...the 

world has changed, and people are much taller than they used 

to be. I realize these low ceilings will test your skills of 

attentiveness...for this I apologize. I do hope no serious injury 

befalls you. 

He looks back at John, who just shrugs his response, 

unconcerned. 

The tour continues as they walk down corridors, past sleeping 

quarters and dining areas, chapel and patio. Everywhere are 

monks scurrying to one place or another. Some kneeling in 

various garden places. Some in the chapel. And even others he 

can see through the cracked doors sitting at desks, deep within 

study of some kind.  

John suddenly realizes, that through the entire time they have 

been touring the grounds, they have encountered many people. 

All of them busy at one thing or another but yet, all of them 

taking the time to look up at him as they passed. But these are 



not the stares, and looks of vehemence that he is accustomed 

to. Instead, they are looks of warm, compassion and caring. As 

if with their eyes they were reaching out to shake his hand, or 

pat his shoulder, or hug him. When he realizes this, he's not 

quite sure how to interpret this, or whether he likes it or not. He 

has become through time, hardened to the icy stares of those 

who deem themselves superior to him. He has even come to a 

sort of peace with it. So, in short, he has developed skills to 

deal with those types of encounters. But this? This is 

something else entirely, and he is not sure he is ready for 

people who wish to enter within his hardened exterior.  

Oh my, oh my, the man says, shaking his head as if he has 

committed an unpardonable sin, my brother, how could I be so 

rude? Here I am rambling on and on about our facility and I 

have not even offered you the comfort of food and refreshment. 

How can I be forgiven? Only through God's providence am I 

allowed passage. He again crosses himself and bows his head, 

mumbling a soft prayer. First, let me please introduce myself. I 

am Friar Beto, your humble servant. He clasps his hands in 

front of him and affects a short bowing motion. Now, my 

brother, let me escort you to the community dining area as I am 

sure there is something of interest waiting. 

When they get there, the room is empty except for a few monks 

attired in aprons. Friar Beto addresses them directly as brother 

Timothy and brother Carmine, and asks if they could assist him 

in providing their honored guest with something to comfort his 

hunger.  

As if commanded by God himself, they bow politely, and in a 

flurry of activity race through the kitchen, digging and serving 

and quickly returning with a steaming bowl of oatmeal and a 

hot cup of tea. To John's eyes, it could just as well have been 

Pheasant under glass. 

He eats at first slowly, letting the food glide down his throat, 

which has of late been a stranger to such things, and then as his 



food settles, begins eating with more and more ferocity until he 

realizes that he has consumed three bowls of oatmeal and two 

cups of tea. The brothers look at him, then at each other, with 

expressions of deep satisfaction.  

Well, brother, Friar Beto says, it appears God has done the 

great honor of allowing us to serve a definite need. Thank you, 

brother, for being a most gracious guest. 

At this, they all cross themselves and mutter a prayer.  

For the first time in he could not remember how long, a smile 

crosses his face...why, he's not exactly sure. But these odd 

fellows, with their overly mannered gestures and pious 

expressions of faith are somehow touching...almost childlike in 

their exuberance. And in spite of his tendency toward darkness, 

he finds their manner uplifting...soothing. It is a feeling he has 

not been indulged with in a long, long time. 

The room they have offered him is near the western end of the 

complex. He can stay as long as he wishes, they say, and 

become part of the community if he so desires. If he does 

decide to remain, then he will be put into the rounds of labor as 

all of the community members pitch in and help with the 

various tasks that need tending to; cooking, cleaning, laundry, 

gardening. Each his fair and just measure. John is no stranger 

to hard labor, and he readily agrees to their conditions, 

although he does not commit to staying. He is not entirely sure 

of many things, especially being in a community of people 

when he has been so long alone. But he is a rider of the wind. 

No destination awaits him. Today. Tomorrow. Next year. Just 

points on the calendar to him, with no bearing or significance. 

So as his life is an open book, perhaps he will remain, for a 

time, until something tells him that he must fly.  

The crow of the rooster stirs him; but the clanging of the bell 

shoots him from his bed like a cannonball. And the stillness, 

that but a few moments before was unmolested by anything but 

the sweetness of dreams, is now awash with the sounds of the 



monastery stretching and yawning, creaking its thick, adobe 

legs and ambling into the fresh morning of another day of 

Mission life.  

He sits up on his thin, feather mattress and hears the rusted 

springs, singing in complaint at his movements. Reaching 

down to the floor, he picks up the garments the monks have 

provided him with and tugs at them, stretching the pieces over 

his tall frame. Friar Beto has apologized profusely for the ill-

fitting garments, and promised that "all within his power and 

the will of God," will be put into action to secure him 

something better.  

He twists his shoulders, trying to adjust the fit, and hears the 

first of many tears that he will hear throughout the day as he 

moves and stretches through his chores. But these are trifling 

matters, as the clothes he arrived in were so tattered as to 

hardly be considered even as rags.  

Laying by the corner of the bed, crumpled and road weary, 

they appear as sad reminders of a not so distant past. A past 

that beckons even as he now tries to turn a stone ear. With so 

much that has gone since his journey began, he was hoping for 

perhaps a respite. A modicum of relief from the ghosts of the 

wilderness that have relentlessly pursued him. But now he 

realizes, that no such escape is possible. Like a brand on his 

heart, the fire of the memory remains, and he knows that it will 

never be far from him. Only obscured at times by the matters 

of life attended. 

This morning he will first witness a routine that will soon 

become as customary to his sight as the sun rising from the 

hills and setting at sea. Each day begins for the monks, with a 

time of community prayer. This is followed by the morning 

meal, which precedes the many tasks that will be undertaken 

until noon. At that time, all activity again ceases and the 

congregation herds into the chapel for another round of 



prayerful activity. This is again repeated in the evening, twice 

more before the monastery closes its eyes to slumber. 

Throughout the days, all manner of busyness occur. Inside, 

there is cooking and cleaning and general tidiness. Outside, the 

grounds are tended by pruning and cutting, digging and 

planting. In addition to these things that occur on site, are the 

numerous excursions that the monks undertake to places 

beyond the confines of their humble sanctuary. These are 

concerns of service; to individuals and to the surrounding 

population at large. As Friar Beto is wont to repeat, "Always 

busy as a beehive, we are." And certainly, from the frenzied 

pace that can be witnessed occurring just below the surface of 

exterior calm, one cannot deny this to be an apt observation. 

Into this living sea of commotion he is soon swept, and finds 

that he has become an active and relied upon member of this 

community of brown robed men. These men who are as 

obedient to the earth as they are to the unseen God they 

worship. Stewards, they call themselves, of all that has been 

given and is yet to be given.  

Allegory and rhyme and figures of speech make up their 

dialect, and in this lilting style always a message lies 

imbedded. Sometimes, messages of practical matters, like 

which way to plant or what and when to eat. Other times, 

messages of deep and profound import. Of things that are 

beyond the grasp of the temporal man, beyond the known 

universe. He has found himself dropped into a strange domain. 

But yet, he does not feel himself a stranger. A peculiar 

symmetry exists between himself and these, the faithful. An 

odd juxtaposition. Like finding oranges, blossoming from a 

stream; bizarre but appreciated.  

One month has passed since he first arrived, and the changes in 

him are subtle, but recognizable. His walk, which at one time 

was barely a shuffle, as if he dragged the weight of iron chains 

behind him, has lightened. Not as tentative and labored. More 



certain, and easy. And his manner, while before terse and 

brusque has also softened. Not that he is any competition for 

the verbal acrobatics of a Friar Beto, but relative to whence he 

began, his words have found a vehicle of passage.  

He finds that he is given to reflection now. Of the deepest kind. 

And this too has been inspired by those he dwells among. 

Invitations to all of their prayer services have been extended, 

but these are always refused. Instead, he prefers the quiet 

comforts achieved in solitude. Sometimes with nothing but his 

work and his thoughts to guide him, others times with a book 

of study.  

Lately, he has become more inquisitive about the teachings in 

their Bible. And while he before had an intellectual knowledge 

of these things, now he is receiving the texts from a perspective 

of application as practiced by the brethren. They are pious, 

without pomposity. Devout without condescension. In his 

experience, these traits have always existed like leaves of a 

kindred tree. For man has an endless capacity for elevating 

himself in his own mirror, to a level above that of the world 

around him, never questioning his own worth, but intractably 

certain of the unworthiness of those he stands among.  

The stories he reads bring amused curiosity. Tales of prophets 

and priests. Slaves and nomads. Saints who refused God 

service, only to be dealt with sharply and purposefully. And 

others, whose very breath was not taken if not for their 

heavenly master.  

All of these things sound ridiculous to him. Melodramatic. 

Like a great script written only for effect.  

How could these things really have happened? he thinks, The 

imagination of man is boundless, no doubt. 

He reads not by habit, but because there is little else to do in 

the idle hours of the evening. And his choice of material is 

limited by what the monastery makes available. But he simply 



approaches these stories he encounters as he would any work 

of fiction. Taking every unbelievable aspect and extracting 

from them whatever insights may be presently applied to his 

circumstances. Ignoring those things which are suffused in 

yearnings for God and His kingdom of celestial, winged 

creatures.  

During the days, he is busy with many tasks of manual labor. 

Mostly, he is involved with things that require heavy lifting 

and transport. Things at which his large, muscled frame are 

easily adept. On the premises, is an old, wooden flatbed cart, 

with spoked, four-foot diameter wheels. At the front end, is a 

long handle for the purposes of human locomotion. Before 

John arrived, this cart was never used as no one present could 

endure the additional hardship it imposed upon an already 

unbearable load of transportables. But to John, he takes to this 

as oxen take to the yoke.  

Throughout the day, he can be seen moving between the main 

building and the many gardens which surround. Burlap bags, 

full and heavy, heaped upon his shoulders, thrown onto the 

cart, shuttled across the grounds and then, lifted off again, 

unloaded and dispensed. Then back to the pull, with bags and 

tools bouncing on the cart, moving like a great chariot, towed 

by a one man horse-team.  

The man in the faded blue truck has been by a few times since 

John arrived. And he always seems happy to see John. Goes 

out of his way to say hello. And John has learned the man's 

name: Tobias. He is a friend of the brethren. A kindhearted 

secular who donates his time to help them with their cause of 

spreading good will. At least twice a week he comes by. 

Always with loads of bags to deliver, loads of bags to receive. 

A continuation of the pattern John had participated in during 

their initial meeting.  

Surprised to see you here, the man said, upon his first visit. 

Surprised to be here, John said, managing a grin. 



Life sure is funny that way. 

Yep….funny. 

What made you stay? 

Don't know…just did. 

Since that reunion, they have had many conversations. But like 

all the others before, John mostly listens, Tobias mostly talks. 

It’s an understanding they seem to have come upon quite 

naturally.  

The truck is loaded and ready to go, and the two men stand 

beside it making idle observance. Tobias turns and looks 

toward the thunderheads that threaten the coast as they have 

been doing for the last two days. He tilts his hat back on his 

head, scratches at his temple and sighs. 

Yeah, some rain would sure do us good. This poor soil around 

here is so dry it creaks. He looks back over at John who is 

staring off into the clouds, his eyes unblinking.  

But then again, he continues, just one storm won't do 

much…need a whole bunch. 

John shakes his head, slowly, like he has finally heard him. 

Yep, he says, a whole bunch. 

Tobias looks again at John who has not taken his eyes off the 

blossoming storm clouds. And he can't help but wonder what 

thoughts so preoccupy this man of Herculean stature.  

Thoughts that strap his eyes to those clouds like he has seen a 

portent of disaster. Tobias looks down, kicks his boot heel at 

the ground a couple of times then pounds his open fist sharply 

against the truck's door. John's eyes turn to him.  

Well, Tobias says, digging out his keys, nice chatting…gotta 

go make some more deliveries. 



John nods his head in acknowledgment and Tobias opens the 

door and steps up into the cab. He closes the door, brings the 

truck to life, and sticks his head out the window. 

You take care, my friend, he says, and I hope you find 

whatever it is you're searching for. 

At that, the truck pulls away, leaving a cloud of dusted earth 

behind as John's eyes follow after it. His mind echoing the 

wishes of the man in the faded blue truck, and his answer, 'me 

too,' ringing in unison. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that. 

Hate cannot drive out hate; only love can do that. -Dr. Martin 

Luther King Jr. 

For three days and three nights the rain has pummeled the tiny 

town. Like a monsoon it has come. And the dry earth, once 

choking on the bile of its own dust, is now awash in transitory 

streams and rivulets. 

The Mission has had its share of problems as well. Being in ill 

repair, the roof has caused the brethren to be put hard at task to 

acquire enough containers to collect the many leaks that have 

sprung. And outside, the pathways are so low to the ground, 

that John has been hard at work digging trenches around the 

perimeter to direct the water flow.  

He has found it extremely fortunate, "God's design," as Friar 

Beto would say, that the building is on a raised portion of land, 

assisting his efforts to guide the instant rivers down the hillside 

passage and away from the Mission.  

But the rest of the town has not been so fortunate. It has in fact 

come to pass that a number of the local families are now 

staying at the Mission, their houses flooded in the downpour. 



How could one rainstorm cripple a town so thoroughly and 

swiftly? That the town is in a recess of land, and that the 

ground is so parched, and hardened that no water will absorb, 

added to the fact that inadequate drainage is a common design 

flaw in small, arid towns, is more than sufficient reason for this 

normally minor event to escalate into a drama of major 

proportions. 

But in spite of all of these factors, the town is thankful to have 

the rains. It has been five years that the current drought has 

continued. Five long and tortured years. Times where people 

hovered on the edge of starvation. Unable to feed their 

families. Unable to predict where their money would come 

from. Farms becoming extinct, throwing up their barren arms 

in defeat, returning to the ground that bore them, the ground 

that even now threatens to consume them. These proud people 

who had known only the land generation after generation, 

walking away, heads bowed low, questioning God at His 

abandonment.  

Those years had been the difficult times—not this. Not this rain 

that is at worst a temporary inconvenience. Yes, there will be 

some price to pay for such a volume of rain in such a small 

span of time. But it is a price these people, these proud farmers, 

will be more than willing to assimilate. Because in this 

rainstorm, there is hope. A feeling that perhaps this storm is the 

sign of a change. That perhaps the long years of the devil's fire 

have passed. That the sand laden winds are beyond them. That 

now, truly, the land will once again become fruitful.  

They are a proud and hopeful people, but also a people of 

superstition and mysterious beliefs. For as much as many in 

their deepest hearts' believe that this rain is a sign from God of 

good fortune ahead, not one pair of lips will be heard to utter 

even the slightest hint of that belief. To do so would be to curse 

the possibility entirely out of existence. 



So, while many will hold these ideas, none will speak them. 

Although maybe, the children. In their nightly prayers, their 

callused knees on the cold, hard, floor, they may let fly the 

concept, the proposition, in that wide eyed inability of children 

to keep a secret. An idea that has put them into such a frenzied 

state of excitement it takes all their efforts just to keep their 

feet from sailing from the ground. Yes, maybe the children will 

sneak a hopeful word to God...but not a word amongst the 

farmers. It is forbidden. 

As John works outside in the flattening rains, he is again 

consumed by thoughts of his lost wife. The rain reminds him of 

her. The deepness of her verdant eyes. The wetness of her full 

lips. Just to touch her was enough to sustain him through the 

vacuum of his daily rigors. And to hold her would give 

transport to his spirit, so that he would be at once voice and 

breath. There was a way she had of looking. A look that said 

'Tell me." A look that drew out secrets hidden deep within.  

Now the rain, puddling and murmuring as it embraces the 

earth, has taken around his shoulders. Speaking to him. In an 

ancient language reserved only for two. And he understands 

fully. Hears her whispers.  

Distance has not brought the separation he hoped for. While he 

sought to escape her memory, he now sees there is no way to 

accomplish such a feat. For as the earth revolves and 

regenerates life, so too has her memory taken form in the 

elements. And everywhere he looks is her sorrowful reflection: 

the green hills of her eyes, the red sunsets of her lips, the blue 

skies of her soul. 

Oh Jenny, he whispers, Sweet Jenny...How could I have been 

so blind? A man who held everything. Who needed for nothing 

else save your love. You were my light, my strength, my fire of 

life. And I failed you...entirely and completely. 

He pauses in his work of distraction and for the first time in 

many dark days, allows the waters of grief to stream down his 



cheeks. And the picture is of tragedy complete, as this big, road 

hardened man, breaks down. Shoulders convulsing. Bent over 

his shovel. Seeking the shelter of folded hands.  

Time has moved swiftly since his journey began. Taking him 

to places without and within. Places which have revealed 

much. Places which have revealed little. He has wandered 

aimlessly, pursuing nothing but detachment. But now he has 

found that his was only a deception of self. For his travels have 

not produced the distance he desired. Only further connection. 

Like a river that seeks its lake, he has run. Only to arrive at his 

preordained juncture.  

The sands of the shifting wind served only to obscure his sight. 

He had witnessed his presumed path in their random swirls. 

Saw in each grain a microcosm. Thought that if only one of 

these he could follow, his disintegration would be final.  

But that was not to be. The interpretation was tainted. His path 

had not been the random charter he believed. But like all of 

nature, it held purposeful direction. Guiding him back to a 

place of direct view. Steering his vision through a narrow 

aperture where he now begins to correct his diffusion. Taking 

in all that surrounds him and realizing that not only does it 

reflect toward him, but from him. That all he has carried in 

silence has escaped into the night, transformed by the lighted 

day, and painted itself into the landscapes and sprawling vistas 

of his passage. His understanding has grown to accommodate 

this fact: all are connected and dependent. Nature teaches—and 

he, the unwilling student, has learned.  

By the dusty half-light of early morning, he is awakened by a 

troubling dream. He is not sure what it means, or if it means 

anything at all. He rolls over in his cot and hangs his arm off 

the bed, touching the cold, wooden floor, and glances at the 

open Bible lying at the desk where he had been reading. He 

remembers some of the tales he had been absorbed in before 



sleep washed upon him, and he is now wondering what effect 

they may have had on the content of his dream. 

Not being one to interpret these kinds of things, he decides to 

wait until the breath of morning. Then he will find Friar Beto 

and consult him.  

After the community prayer, he finds the friar among the 

brethren, strolling along the halls leading into the dining room. 

Breakfast is about to be served, so John follows along as they 

walk and discuss the morning's sermon.  

As they reach the large doorway leading into the main area, 

John calls out to the friar. 

Friar Beto, he says.  

The friar turns and sees John coming toward him, with an 

expectant look about him.  

Yes my son, he says, how can I help you? 

Well, he says, shuffling along, I don't know...maybe nothing. 

The friar looks at him, studying his expression of posture and 

knows there is more to this than the 'nothing' he has proffered. 

As it is, the friar says, nothing is my specialty—come, let us 

share the morning meal and perhaps something will avail itself. 

John looks up at him, trying not to reveal himself in his 

expression, but feels he is like an open book. He follows the 

friar into the hall, walks through the line and collects his food 

then joins him at the table. 

Ah, the friar says, fresh oranges from the gardens. God has 

indeed smiled. He crosses himself for this blessing of 

providence, and John sits with his hands folded on the table.  

Through the meal, there is no discussion about that which John 

had sought the friar. Instead, discussion at the table turns to the 

recent rains, the daily sermon, and the important of giving 



service to God's design with freedom and courageousness of 

spirit, always keeping the joys of faith.  

John listens quietly, neither adding nor distracting from the 

train of thought, eating his hot oatmeal and fresh oranges from 

"God's garden." After the meal, as the group disperses into the 

various outlying chambers and passageways of the monastery, 

Friar Beto approaches John and inquires as to his concerns. 

So, he says, perhaps now after a warm meal, your nothing has 

developed a face. As always, I am your humble servant. 

Thank you, Friar, John says, Can we talk in my room? 

Certainly...wherever you wish. 

They enter the room and sit down; John on a corner of the bed, 

Friar Beto at the chair by the desk. He notices the Bible laying 

open with a bookmark at the story of the conversion of Paul of 

Tarsus.  

So, the friar says, reading anything of interest lately? 

John smiles, knowing that the Friar is always interested in the 

spiritual advancement of his secular guests.  

Yes, John says, I have...but that's not what I want to discuss. 

What then? 

Well, I had a strange dream last night. I think it means 

something, but I'm not sure. John can feel the tightness rising 

in his chest, and his shoulders begin to hunch. His body feels 

like a spring, ready to snap. But first, there's something else I 

have to say.  

The friar waits for him to speak, but he remains silent. The air 

is thick with tension as the seconds linger into minutes. Finally, 

Friar Beto speaks. 

Perhaps the time is not right, my son, he says as he stands up. 

Maybe— 



I killed my wife! 

The friars eyes light up as he gasps, falling back into his seat. 

He looks at John whose face stares at the ground, his hands 

clasped tight to the bed frame, his knuckles white.  

I wish to confess, friar. I need to. 

Friar Beto wipes the sweat from his forehead. I'm sorry if I 

seemed...shaken. Forgive me.  

It is I who need forgiveness, friar. You have done nothing 

wrong. 

I'm sorry, my son. Please...continue. 

Two years ago, my wife had gone on a trip to her sister's in 

Arizona. A trip she made often. He pauses for a moment, as the 

tears began to choke his words. At the time...we had been 

trying to have children...for an unbearably long time... but we 

were unsuccessful.  

He pauses again, holding his face in his hands, muffling the 

sobs he cannot seem to control. Friar Beto, seeing this break 

down is visibly moved, as he too wipes at his eyes, shifting 

nervously in his seat. 

Then? he says. 

I was involved with work...too involved. My pain was 

absorbed through activity...hers, through alcohol. I became 

withdrawn—she became distant. Soon, we were strangers. 

As I said, she had gone to her sister's like many times before, 

and I was expecting her return at the end of the week...Friday. 

On Wednesday night, I was visited by the police. They told me 

they had found her body…at the bottom of a cliff…her car 

parked on the bluff.  

There was a pause as the friar gathered his thoughts. Forgive 

me, my son…but I do not understand. You said you killed your 

wife, and this sounds like— 



I know, John says, his voice hoarse and thick, I know. He 

reaches into his bag and pulls out a yellow envelope, handing it 

to the friar. 

Read this, he says.  

The friar takes the envelope, first noticing the name it is 

addressed to. Who is this Jeremy Hardison the letter is 

addressed to?  

John's eyes meet his. That's me, he says, …at least, it used to 

be. 

I see, says the friar. Should I continue? 

Please…read the letter. 

The friar opens the letter and reads it. His eyes scan the page 

and soon a look of deep shadow is upon him. He holds his 

chin, shaking his head slowly. This was a tremendously 

saddened woman, he says, with depth of compassion, I am so 

very sorry things came to such a tragedy.  

He looks up from the page, seeking John. But, my son, I still 

don't understand. This letter says that she—she— 

Yes, it does. But it also is a condemnation of my actions. I was 

too busy to care, too withdrawn to notice. And when her 

sorrow had driven her to the brink of destruction, where was I ? 

Don't you see? I pushed her from that cliff…me. She loved me 

deeply. Was always there for me during my moments of trial. 

And here…here…she could not even share her darkest 

thoughts with me because of my haste, my obsession, my 

reactions. Within all of her words are contained one central 

figure: me! Her death is mine to bear—fully and without 

question. I failed her, friar…I failed her. And that letter has 

become a brand of guilt upon my soul.  

Your pain is great, Friar Beto says, It is clear. And your 

feelings of love are also great. But your condemnation is self-

imposed. You must release yourself from this bond, my son. It 



has been two years. Surely, the cloaks of night can be put 

away? It is time for healing…time to forgive yourself for your 

humanity. 

I can't…it is impossible.  

Everything is possible through God. Turn to Him. He has 

already forgiven you.  

God? If there is a God, then He too condemns me…I am 

certain of it.  

Friar Beto shakes his head solemnly, and hands the letter back 

to John. He tells him that he will pray for the ability to 

understand how to best guide him from this dark forest of 

persecution he has locked himself within. Telling him that 

forgiveness begins in his own heart, and in his own time he 

must come to it. Then, he rises and walks toward the door, 

again hearing the muffled sobs of great sorrow from the large 

man behind him.  

When Friar Beto returns to his study, someone is waiting for 

him. A man is seated at a chair next to the friar's desk. His 

clothes are crumpled and dirty, like he has slept in a ditch. And 

his traveled boots are caked with mud. He sits in the chair with 

his legs crossed, holding his brown Stetson in his lap. His eyes 

look around the room, studying the details.  

Good Morning, he says. 

Yes, it is, Friar Beto answers. How can I help you? 

My name is Taft Watkins…Sheriff Taft Watkins. I understand 

you have a guest staying here. 

The friar looks confused. We have many guests staying here. 

The rains are, as you know, creating some challenging 

conditions. He smiles, trying to soften the obvious air of 

tension in the room. 



Look, the Sheriff says, I'll get right to it. You have a man 

staying here-a drifter. Come into town a while back. What can 

you tell me about him? 

I am not sure I understand. 

You ever read the paper, padre?  

No…my days are spent involved in other studies. In fact— 

Well, then, he interrupts, Let me fill you in. About two weeks 

ago, up in King City there was a murder. Brutal and random. A 

widow was raped and left for dead, her panties stuffed in her 

throat, her arms and legs lashed to the bed. She had been 

beaten and cut so bad I don't know how she lived as long as she 

did. Lucky for us, the niece came by the next day and got her to 

a hospital. We didn't get much from her before she died, but 

she was able to tell us that she had only seen the man once 

before, sleeping in a doorway near her house.  

The friar stands motionless, his hand over his mouth, his eyes 

wide in horror. How terrible, he says, crossing himself, But I 

am still not sure how I can be of assistance? 

You can start by telling me what you know about this person 

staying with you! His voice is rough, and the creases on his 

face seem to multiply. 

Surely you don't believe— 

What I believe is of no concern. What I want is information. 

Information regarding an individual staying with you who is 

not above suspicion. I'm looking for a drifter—he's a drifter. 

And by my book, a man with nothing to lose by committing a 

murder. 

 

Nothing but the soul, Sheriff Watkins, There is no greater thing 

to lose.  

Is the man here, padre? He says, his dark eyes narrow and 

piercing. 



Friar Beto pauses, considering his response. He was, he says, 

But no longer. 

The sheriff glares at the friar, and grits his teeth, rubbing his 

neck with his dirt-stained hand. Not here, you say? 

Hmmm…that's mighty strange, padre….mighty strange indeed. 

Mind if I take a look for myself? 

Sheriff Watkins! The friar says, his voice noticeably agitated, 

This is a sanctuary. A place of worship. I cannot allow such 

intrusions into the sacred communion with our heavenly 

Father.  

Okay then, padre…I tried to be nice. Now, let me tell you 

something. I've got a murdered woman and a family in grief. 

And I've got years of experience telling me that the man 

responsible is not far from the murder scene. If I were him, this 

is the first place I'd come. In fact, I'd make a beeline for it. 

What better place to hide? Yep…I'm sure he's here, or was 

here, or whatever the case may be. But you listen closely. 

Wherever he is, he'd better not rest too easily, because I will 

find him…I guarantee it. You tell him that for me-if you see 

him, of course. 

The sheriff rises from the chair, places his hat on his head and 

walks to the door. I'll just let myself out, he says. Looking back 

over his shoulder, he tips his hat to Friar Beto and gives a wide, 

yellow-toothed grin, Good day, padre. 

Throughout the day, Friar Beto is in dilemma. He has listened 

to the words of the coarse Sheriff but cannot believe that John 

is the man he looks for. This is his spiritual side speaking. But 

his human side questions his wisdom, gnawing at his insides 

like a canker. He feels uncertain of his convictions. The 

torments begin as small, seemingly innocuous queries. 

What do you really know about this man? True, he has been 

helpful and seems gentle enough, but who can say with 

certainty? He has after all shared with you that he killed his 



wife. Oh yes, there was a letter. But perhaps this letter was 

given as a ruse? A clever diversion to steer you away from the 

truth? If he knows he is being pursued, would it not benefit him 

to scatter doubt? Do you not find it odd that just this morning 

he has revealed these secrets, and not long after you receive a 

visit from the Sheriff? If he in fact did kill his wife, what 

atrocities would be strangers? 

The battleground is set with opposing forces, and the friar is on 

his knees, in the midst of combat, suffering fire from both 

sides. His spiritual battalion is shrinking back. Retreating into 

the shadows. Running from the questions which hold no clear 

answer. He takes to chastising himself. Holding up the mirror 

of self-flagellation. Telling himself that he should not be so 

weak, but rather seek his shelter in God.  

The chapel is empty now and Friar Beto stumbles into 

confinement seeking respite. Kneeling down at the altar, he 

crosses himself and bows his head solemnly. From his lips, the 

words begin. Words that within their utterance hold the 

redemptive power of God's fountain.  

Our Father, who art in heaven, hallowed be Thy name… 

Hours will pass without the familiar sight of Friar Beto 

scurrying around the monastery.  

For now it is a time of deep reflection and supplication. A time 

where his soul will struggle against itself as twin sons of 

different mothers. 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

All the arguments to prove man's superiority cannot shatter 

this hard fact: in suffering the animals are our equals. -Peter 

Singer  



John stares out the window as night tumbles in. The dark 

clouds are heavy with rain. And the ground is still saturated 

and pooled with mud. In the fading light, framed by the 

window, the image of the trees shifting in the soft breeze 

reminds him of the winter he had taken Jenny to the mountains 

for the first time. How she had loved the thick, tree cover. The 

pungent smell of pine thatch. And the pitch of the night sky, 

with its sharpened points of light, sparkling and performing the 

dance of bears both great and small.  

The look on her face was pure childlike. And of all his images 

of her, this one is his favorite. One of the few times her face 

expressed such blissful peace. And when they left the 

mountains that time, he felt that a fragment of her was left 

behind. A fragment that he would never again be able to reach. 

He marvels at how many little moments he can recall so 

clearly, and how sad that only now he can truly appreciate 

them.  

Thinking about his conversation with the friar, he is confused. 

He had poured his heart out. Revealing his darkest secrets. And 

yet, he feels no different. He had expected that some 

miraculous revelation would occur. That maybe the friar would 

expound some great wisdom that would cause the clouds of 

misery to lift. Or at the very least, break.  

But nothing happened. He spoke. The friar listened. And his 

burden feels no lighter. If anything, he feels naked. Unclothed. 

Transparent. Now he has revealed something that will be 

forever lingering in the stillness. In every pause of 

conversation. Whatever has occurred as a result, is not what he 

envisioned.  

Silence was better, he thinks, and now it returns. If I do not 

speak, the spears of heartache invade my soul. If I speak, they 

come in equal measure. When the ship will not progress by 

adding another oarsman, a wise captain would do best to have 

him instead stand the mast, looking for land. What purpose 

does he serve otherwise? I am the same as he. Better to keep 



the oars of my mouth still, instead using my eyes to sight land. 

There are plenty afoot to cast words about like so much wind. 

No one more is needed among their numbers. The silence that 

bore me now prompts my return.  

The dream still haunts him. Its images replaying in his mind. 

He was walking through a misty forest, unable to see, trees 

imposing on his footsteps from all sides. As he walked, he 

noticed in the distance a small clearing. Through the mist, a 

point of light would alternately appear and fade, but he kept his 

navigation straight for it, as if Polaris was his guide. Soon, he 

came to where the mist dissipated, and the forest thinned. He 

now was standing on a wide hilltop. All around him was open 

vista. And far below the clouds he could see the vague, pale 

shapes of civilization.  

The cold sun fell on his head, adding no warmth to the chill 

that invaded him. As he examined his surroundings, he walked 

over to the edge of the hilltop and looked down. At the bottom 

of the gorge he could see a powerful river. Its white peaks 

licking at the rocks.  

Looking out and across the gorge, he saw another hilltop. 

Standing there, a mass of glowing light. At first, it was barely 

detectable through the haze of distance. But then, it came 

closer and closer, until it was right near the edge. As he looked 

closely, it had human form. But no features could be 

distinguished as it was bathed in radiance like the sun. He 

could not look away, and had the odd feeling that he knew this 

entity.  

He felt that it was calling to him. Asking him to come across. 

He looked down, then back at the glowing form, and said "I 

can't…I can't." He awoke as the refrain echoed in his head, 

feeling a deep sadness. 

Was it Jenny? he thought. And if so, why did she not show 

herself? I don't know…dreams can mean a thousand things. 

Maybe it means nothing at all. Simply that I am thinking of 



her, as I always do—now. Perhaps it is best to ignore these 

ghosts of my imagination. There is enough to think about 

already. 

In the hallways, he can hear the echo of laughing children. 

Their voices rise through the hollow void of his room, filling it 

with color. These are some of the things that now bring him 

peace. Like the silence of sunset, and the cool heat of the 

morning, the laughter of children imbues his soul with warmth. 

It is curious to him the contrasts that life impresses upon him.  

Here, he wanders the world, searching for comfort in a land of 

barren desolation. Hoping only to sustain the memory of his 

departed, beloved wife. Keeping her death close within so that 

he will not be away from her in death, as he had been in life. 

And yet, against this backdrop, detached from all else, he is 

drawn to the life force of children. A treacherous walk on the 

tightrope as he balances between the temporal and the spiritual 

worlds. Life calling him outward—death calling him inward.  

If he stumbles, he only has one concern. That if he falls toward 

life, he can in that spiraling descent, grab hold of Jenny's hand 

and pull her back with him. Back to the life she left too soon. If 

he fails, he would rather continue the plunge to its natural 

conclusion and face the crush of the earth as it races up to greet 

him.  

Pablo and Francisco are chasing each other around the large, 

central room. They roll and tumble across the floor, laughing 

and giggling. Their mother stands in the doorway of her room. 

She calls to them at intervals when she feels they are becoming 

too rambunctious.  

Some of the friars pass through on their way to the evening 

prayer. A look of terror crosses her face. She stares over at the 

boys, hoping that they will not be noticed. But it is too late, 

they have been found out. Brother Timothy looks at the boys, 

smiles and wags his finger at them, affecting a look of 



consternation. He then glances over at their mother and mouths 

'It's okay.'  

But she is only slightly relieved. She knows how her children's 

games can soon turn beyond control. So, with the skill of an 

angler, she slowly reels them in, until they are once again still. 

Giving them picture books to read and help them to pass the 

time indoors.  

Later, she will read them stories from the Bible as she does 

every night. Then, she will set them into bed, kissing each one 

on the cheek before she releases them to the sparkle of dreams.  

It has been difficult since her husband passed away. Now she 

must be both mother and father to the boys. Operating a farm is 

a strenuous effort, and there are many daily tasks that need 

tending. Luckily, with help from good men like Tobias, and the 

friars, she has been able to exist. But still there is an emptiness 

left by her husband's departure. And she knows her words of 

comfort to her sons are no substitute for the father they miss.  

Friar Beto has been especially helpful. Many times he has 

come by to offer his services. During some visits, he helps her 

with labors around the farm. Other times, they talk, sip tea and 

pray together. She considers the friar a very wise and devout 

man, treating all words that cross his lips as if God Himself had 

spoken them.  

CHAPTER NINE 

These days people seek knowledge, not wisdom. Knowledge is 

of the past, wisdom is of the future. -Vernon Cooper 

The evening is radiant with the sounds of music and laughter 

from the bar down the street. Outside, streams of ranch hands 

and farmers move through the muddy streets, making their way 



into the neon lit structure. Already, clouds of smoke billow 

from the door upon each introduction to the night air. 

John is sitting at the window in his room. He has heard this 

commotion many nights since he has arrived. But tonight, it 

beckons him out. Deciding to stop in just to see what is going 

on, he steps out into the wet evening. The wind flaps against 

his ears, and his hair rages against his face. Rain splashes 

around him, and puddles of mud jump up his legs as he walks.  

He comes through the door, and is immediately greeted by the 

smoke and confusion characteristic of such a place. A 

profusion of people fill the arena. Some are at the bar drinking 

and talking, spinning curls of smoke from their mouths. Others 

are at tables; some playing cards, some drinking solemnly and 

alone. Still others are in the corners. He can see that already, in 

the early evening as it yet is, thoughts of debauchery are first 

and foremost, as a few of the females who are present have 

already been tightly corralled and are in danger of even there in 

public, revealing their secret treasures.  

Assuming a casual air in spite of these activities, he wanders up 

to the bar, and settles himself on a stool. The wooden seats are 

split and the legs are rickety. It is clearly of an early 

construction that is yet to suffer the blade of renovation, adding 

a powerfully rustic ambiance. 

The bartender, a large, round man with a big voice and fat, 

heavy hands notices the arrival of this newest customer and 

walks over to him. Along his travels to that end of the bar, he 

glances at the other patrons seated there, checking their drinks, 

and reeling out flirtatious winks to the ladies.  

He arrives at his destination and stands in front of John. A 

large shadow crosses his face, and his eyes are flat and direct.  

What do you need? He says to John, his voice rough and 

aggressive. 

I'd like a drink, he says. 



The man looks him over quickly.  

I'll need to see the money first…on the counter. 

John digs his hands deep into the wells of his pocket and 

extracts a well-traveled ten dollar bill. He puts it on the 

counter, crumpled and wet from the rain, pushing it toward the 

mass of flesh staring at him. 

The bartender looks down contemptuously at the crumpled bill, 

then looks back at John, his eyes boring through him like a 

drill. 

That'll get you three drinks. What'll you have? He says, leaning 

into the bar, his hands flat on the counter. 

Whiskey, John says, straight whiskey. 

The man sneers at him and walks back to where the bottles of 

liquor are. He takes one down, picks up a glass from the sink, 

and pours a small portion of the amber liquid into it.  

He lumbers back over to John, and sets the drink down hard on 

the bar. It leaves a wet ring as the water jumps off. A few of 

the people sitting along the bar startle, and look over his way. 

One man, is nudging the one next to him, his eyes laughing as 

he looks on. 

Here you go, pal, he says, looking him square in the eyes. 

Make any trouble, and I'll be glad to throw you out personally.  

The bartender slams his fat hands on the counter for emphasis, 

causing the drink to jump, and goes walking back to the other 

end of his cage. Now, those seated at the bar have a new topic 

of conversation and a flurry of chattering erupts along its 

length. Some of the men stare at him with contemptuous 

glances. A few women look at him, then shyly look away, 

covering their mouths as they speak and point to him with their 

eyes, believing perhaps that he does not understand their ill 

veiled mockery. But this is all too familiar, and an unfortunate 

fact of life for the transitory.  



He absorbs it as he has many times in the past, stoically and 

without response, ignoring until such time that events conspire 

to where they can no longer be ignored, requiring instead, 

direct intervention.  

His drinks are taken slowly, with great purpose. This is a 

pleasure he has only intermittent acquaintance with. Unlike 

many of the road, who indulge to dissipation and give 

themselves freely to licentiousness and depravity, this is not 

within his nature. True, he has often been drawn into situations 

that, were he of a different station, he would have perhaps 

handled with more diplomacy. But even that ability is now a 

luxury.  

The first and primary rule is survival. Only the fittest and 

fastest of wit can prevail. And he has certainly become well-

heeled in these, nature's lessons. So, like the great jungle king, 

he will lay in wait. Demanding nothing of himself but patience, 

nothing of his environment but presence.  

Buffoonery shows its face as the evening wears on. A group of 

drunken people are gathered at a far table. They pour drinks 

down each other's throats, laughing and howling at their 

comedy. One man, his pants pulled low, making his torso look 

like a beanstalk, saunters around the table like a gunslinger. As 

he passes each person seated there, he stops, assumes the 

stance of a showdown, and instead of drawing a weapon, 

reaches on three toward the table, grabbing a drink and pouring 

it into his face, spilling most of it down his front. With every 

performance, each one becoming more sloppy and erratic, the 

table explodes in hoots and screams of approval.  

Next to that crowd, at a smaller table lit only by a solitary 

candlelight, sits a woman with two men accompanying her. 

She watches this act with sparkling eyes, laughing along and 

drinking with increasing abandon. Soon, the demon of mischief 

has found her too, and she is opening her blouse, exposing her 

breasts one at a time to each of the men, who in turn, greedily 



apply kisses to her nipples, fondling them and rhapsodizing 

upon their beauty.  

John watches all this with mixed interest from his seat at the 

bar. Next to him, couples are also pursuing such delights and 

he is doing his best to look away, but their acts are not ones of 

discretionary restraint.  

A thin, balding man who stinks of after shave and deodorants is 

slurring and pawing at the young woman with him. A cigarette 

dangles from his mouth as he rocks back and forth, failing at 

his attempts to light it. The young woman steadies him with 

one hand, and tries to help him guide the lit match toward his 

face, each time bursting into giggles and blowing out the flame. 

She looks to be ten years his junior with clear, expressive eyes 

that jump and dance each time she laughs.  

Meanwhile, immediately to their right, an older woman, 

obviously drunk, is cackling loudly at the crude jokes being 

told by the bartender. She leans back, arching her throat, 

hawing like a jackass. Her lipstick is thickly smeared and her 

face is powdered to chalky white. She holds her cigarette at the 

tips of her fingers, in a pretense of grace and elegance, as if the 

wide, fat fingers, shiny with calluses, do not betray a life of 

scullery duty. Her apparent escort is sitting next to her, 

slumped over his drink which is never empty. With each peal 

of laughter, he takes a few sips more, pausing only to 

contribute a halfhearted smile each time she cues him with a 

jab of her elbow.  

The room has taken on the appearance of a menagerie, 

transformed by sight and sound. The raucous laughter of Myna 

birds, sardonic smiles of the hyena, the braying of mules, and 

the shrill squealing of pigs, fills the space. While in the corners 

and on the dance floor, the furious mating of Orangutans is 

caricatured.  

John finishes up his drink and leaves. As he passes the front of 

the building, he decides to make a quick stop. He walks down 



the narrow, dark alley running alongside the building and 

marks his territory, using the wall as his writ of ownership. In 

the distance he can hear the howling of coyotes, while 

overhead the sliver of moon, trapped by the thick clouds, peeks 

through, shy as a turtle measuring the safety of alien soil.  

As he starts away, he hears a muffled noise which he at first 

ignores. But as he walks, he hears it again, only this time it 

sounds like talking…rough talking, punctuated by the sharp 

sounds of slapping and sobbing.  

He follows his path back along the side of the building, and 

now the sound is clearer. A man and a woman are talking; him 

rough and forceful, her crying, resistant. Deciding that he has 

heard nothing more than two squabbling drunks, he begins 

back toward the street. Suddenly, the air is shattered by a single 

scream, a hard slap, and the clanging of trash cans, followed by 

loud, uncontrolled crying and pleading. He turns on his heels 

and runs toward the back of the building, one hand skimming 

the brick wall to steady himself against the slippery path.  

As he rounds the corner, he can see a woman bent over a trash 

can, her skirt pulled up around her waist and a man straddling 

her from behind, driving into her with his violent thrusting. She 

is crying and struggling, trying to push herself up, but the man 

has her by the waist and hair, pinning her down as he slams 

into her ragdoll form.  

The man hears someone call to him, and when he turns around 

he is hit square in the face by a lid of cold steel. As he stumbles 

backwards, dazed from the blow, John tells the woman to get 

up and get herself inside the building. She pushes herself up, 

frantically straightening her clothes, confused but obedient to 

the voice from the blackness, and starts past the man. He 

reaches out for her, grabbing her by the arm.  

I'm not finished with you! he says, twisting his hand into her 

flesh. 



But no sooner have the words left his mouth, than he is again 

hit from the darkness, this time by a powerful fist of iron that 

sends him reeling back against the building and sprawling into 

the mud. The woman makes for the door, throwing it open, 

running and crying loudly as she pushes through the long 

hallway leading into the noisy bar.  

The man grunts in pain and spews obscenities, attempting to 

pull up his trousers, straining to see his assailant. But the 

stormy evening has provided a great cover of darkness, and all 

he can detect is a shadow; a large, shadowed mass with eyes 

that glint in the pale moonlight, dissuading him from any 

attack.  

John stands in readiness, flanked by the tangle of trees that 

envelope the lot. As he remains in the thickness, waiting for the 

man to make his next move, he hears the raucous sounds of 

many voices coming closer—he backs further into the tree 

cover. The door swings open wide, splitting the darkness with a 

beacon of light, and a large shape appears within its frame. It is 

the bartender, a shotgun in hand, peering out into the night. The 

light spills onto the ground, slanting off the steel cans, and he 

hears the sounds of groaning. He looks to his right and sees the 

man lying against the building, his trousers undone. Stepping 

outside into the fray, he eyes his quarry and levels the gun at 

the man.  

Okay mister, he says, you get up real slow and move toward 

the door.  

The man fumbles and slips trying to get to his feet.  

Aw c'mon buddy, the man says, as he stands up, just havin' a 

little fun.  

The bartender does not speak. He just waves the shotgun 

toward the door, signaling the man to move. The man shuffles 

along, fixing his trousers as he walks, grumbling and saying 

that she wanted it…begged for it. 



John uses this cover of activity to disappear into the blackness, 

keeping well out of sight. A crowd of people are gathered at 

the far end of the inside hallway. As the man approaches the 

doorway some yell and call him names, others threaten and 

curse him, but all stand back as the bartender brings the 

prisoner through. From the echo of the hallway, John can hear 

the bartender's big voice yelling for someone to call the police.  

The next day, there is much discussion in town about the 

incident at the bar. The townsfolk talk in denunciatory tones 

about the evils of drink and carnality. But within the context of 

this conversation, they also talk about the stranger. The 

stranger that like an avenging angel of the night descended 

upon the lurking evil, trouncing it and expelling it from their 

midst.  

It is a mystery, and people of all persuasion love mystery, 

especially those of small towns where the greatest intrigue is 

what color a man may choose to paint his fence.  

Yes, there is a buzz about. No one has any clue that the person 

they discuss, this "avenging angel" is actually one among them. 

All have assumed that this was simply the work of a passerby, 

a good Samaritan who chooses anonymity as he passes into the 

night of each successive town. But none have even guessed 

that the person responsible is the itinerant soul who now 

resides at the mission, a brief stop along the many intertwined 

highways of his destiny.  

Everyone is quick to take credit. Some in the bar say they had 

studied the man during the evening, that he looked suspicious. 

Others claim that they themselves were the unseen agent of 

justice, and that modesty alone has kept them quiet until now. 

Then of course, the bartender himself has taken the medal of 

honor, noting how if not for his swift movement to the scene 

with his shotgun, the perpetrator of this heinous crime would 

have escaped, surely and thoroughly into the night.  



These patrons will entertain themselves long into the days that 

stretch ahead. And on the many nights they gather in this place 

to again drink away their angst, under consultation of the 

demon liquor, all will take upon themselves the role of 

watcher, remaining vigilant so that by this act they can again 

repel any who would dare assault one of their own. 

None of this self-aggrandizement, however, has been heard to 

utter from the direction of the young woman who now has been 

long forgotten as an item of importance. Her role has been 

reduced to one of a pawn, a movable character. Now, she only 

represents a symbol, an opportunity, a vehicle for the peoples' 

expression of their own self-worth. 

She is no longer seen around this place. And if she were seen, 

she would not be asked. Because no one wants to know about 

the faceless stranger, nor does anyone care. His lack of feature 

has allowed each individual to insert their own face in his 

stead, holding in their mind's eye the image as it 'would have 

happened' had 'they' been present.  

So persuasive are their arguments to each other, that each in 

turn has found enough fault in the way the stranger handled the 

situation to become firmly convinced of his own superior skills 

of heroism. And were it not for the pesky intervention of that 

annoying creature Fate…well then, a more dazzling rescue you 

could not have witnessed anywhere. 

Of course, no one asks the young woman-not one. She is long 

gone. Like the hills that fade into the pale sky, her face is no 

longer. She has become part of the landscape, part of the local 

heritage. To be sure, her memory will live on through story, 

like all great folk tales. And also in this tradition, will the story 

change and adapt itself to the immediate needs of the 

storyteller.  

In one instance, she will be saved from violent assault. In 

another, spared the executioner's bullet. And maybe in another, 

she will be rescued from a stampede of wild mustangs. The 



setting is of no importance. The only facet of import is the 

tales' ability to elevate the teller to hero status, or at the very 

least, 'very-good-friend-of-the-hero' status. The vanity of 

humankind will, as always, seize upon any opportunity to 

lavish itself with praise—deserved or not. Especially in small, 

cloistered masses is this true. For certainly, how many times 

can one greet their neighbor with nothing more interesting to 

discuss than the patterns of weather?  

Life can be cruel, full of irony, wildly mysterious and vastly 

unpredictable. But where certain matters of human nature are 

concerned, life, in all of its alternations, is as steady as the 

North Star. 

There remains in this telling one curiosity which has up till 

now, as far as I know, never been explored. Of course, the 

townsfolk were all excited, brought running into the streets on 

the day following these events, anxious to share with each 

other the horrible details, elevating this event into one of local 

folklore and legend. This much, has already been established. 

But what is curious is this: not one person was present at the 

actual scene of the crime. Therefore, there were no witnesses. 

And if there were no witnesses, two questions arise.  

One: Why was the young woman's version of the evenings' 

events so readily taken to be the truth? 

Two: Given that no witness came forward, why was everyone 

so willing to accept the notion of a mysterious "unseen 

avenger"?  

If justice is to be done to the matter, it must be examined with a 

critical eye, scrutinizing each detail until the elements are clear.  

First of all, let us get back to the point that no one was actually 

present during the crime itself. To be sure, many were present 

afterwards. In fact, it would appear to anyone who cared to 

notice at the time, that as the details of the crime were brought 

to light throughout the evening, the crowd appeared to increase 



in size. Leading one to imagine that as those in the tavern 

learned more about the incident, that some of those very same 

people were going into the night, dragging others from their 

beds to join in the commotion. 

Certainly, this could have been imagined. And perhaps some 

amount of imagination would have been unwarranted. But we 

are discussing a small town-very small. And in such an 

enclosed environment, news travels quickly, like fire through 

dry brush. Not to mention, the whirring of police sirens that out 

in this desolate wilderness had the effect of dropping a bomb 

into the street.  

This factor held some sway in the amount of people present-

some. But let us bear in mind that the town, while small, 

comprises much more area than the narrow stretch of land upon 

which these events took place. The specific area under 

discussion is the business area, not the residential. And to 

understand things from this perspective brings entirely new 

revelation to the matter.  

Few people actually live within the business district, maybe a 

handful, not including the brethren of the Mission. The rest, 

live out in the flatlands, some of them four or five miles away 

from this central locale. Now, understanding this factor, how 

then could the tavern have filled up with so many people 

simply from the sounds of police sirens?  

While it is true that out in such a wilderness environment 

sound travels an exceedingly farther distance than it would in 

the dense structures of a city, this alone would not be enough to 

drive the citizenry from the comforts of their hard earned 

slumber, especially into a night of rain soaked earth, and 

washed out dirt roads, containing within their vast erosion any 

number of treacheries. No, this alone would not be impetus 

enough.  

But what would be enough would be the excited ramblings of a 

friend at the late night door, a friend who relayed in sparse 



detail the events, mentioning the assault, a mysterious avenger, 

and the capture of a vile criminal in one breath, in essence 

impressing upon their sleeping friend the need, the imperative, 

to be present at an event of such extreme proportion that it 

would not be repeated again in the entire history of the 

township. 

If I have made it sound here that the people of this town have a 

shallow interest in the factors of human suffering, but instead 

place more import on the status of their town, I apologize-

though only partially. Truly, not one can be found among them 

who would not with great compassion, express their pity for 

the poor, unfortunate woman. But in the grand scheme of 

things, this is all for show. 

The town may have some points which set it aside as unique. 

But in one thing, this town, like any other accumulation is the 

same: people. Everywhere we have people, we have curiosity. 

And the range of curiosity extends from the mildly quizzical to 

the morbidly obsessed. Am I saying that people celebrate 

violence and despair? No—although I would not rule it out 

entirely. What I am saying however, positively and without 

doubt, is that people are fascinated by these things, fascinated 

to the point of crowd hysteria, the type so adequately described 

by Nietzsche. And it is precisely this fascination that would 

cause an ordinarily sane person, contentedly snoring away the 

logs of slumber, to rise from his bed, mount his vehicle, and 

race into town to commiserate and event that only happens 

with great infrequency in towns of such small stature.  

I hope that I have impressed upon the reader the nature of the 

people under discussion, while at the same time not burdening 

his patience. But I believe it is important to obtain this 

foundation of understanding before proceeding to the larger 

questions and curiosities that this case presents.  

The first item, I have briefly alluded to: Why was the young 

woman's word regarding the assault believed implicitly? The 



answer is two-fold. The primary reason is that the young 

woman, was a nun—-or, ex-nun to be exact.  

You see, this young woman, Mary to all who knew her, had 

been known to the local townsfolk for many years. She had in 

fact, been there since childhood. Of course, during her early 

years there was nothing of observation that would give any 

clue as to her future leanings. All that could be said, and in fact 

was said many times over, is what a delicate and fragile 

creature she had always appeared to be, as if a falling leaf 

would produce enough percussion to tip her balance. Between 

her pale demeanor, whisper of curls and large, expressive blue 

eyes, not a heart was closed to her. And in this manner, she 

became somewhat emblematic of the town's spirituality.  

Not that she did anything directly, you understand. But just the 

fact of her essence, as pure as an Archangel, was enough to 

inspire even the most hardened heart among them. 

As she grew older, finding the fullest blossom of young 

womanhood, many boys would come to call on her, but the sad 

truth is, in spite of her delicate beauty and gentle manner, she 

was a simple girl…simple to the point of lacking common 

sense. The result was that her father, a strong and fierce man, 

protected her without restraint, so much so that as she grew in 

age and beauty, her face was scarcely seen around town. 

No one could really blame the man, the world being what it is. 

So, like poor Rapunzel, she was housed far and away from the 

world, only allowed the briefest of acquaintances with it, and 

only if of absolute necessity. 

But youth is also a powerful force, and her father, like many 

before him and many that followed, found out that youth, when 

combined with the fiery quest for love, is unstoppable. There is 

no denying, that one would stand more chance of stopping a 

train than a young person in love.  



Into the night, the door of her world of suffocation opened, 

spilling her out into the night, brimming with the possibilities 

of a new sunrise. To any who would witness this event, it 

would have been remembered as a story of classic beauty and 

elegance. And any would prefer that the story remain just 

that—-but it was not to be. 

The simplicity of mind which persuaded her capture, also 

became the source of her despair. And the world being what it 

is, young boys being what they are, and the primal urges that 

drive them both—unchanged since times' first breath—

conspired to bestow upon her a gift that would otherwise be 

met with profound joy, but in the circumstance as it was, could 

only be met with violent contempt.  

A hail of fury rained down upon them both, primarily directed 

at the young man, who the father charged had forced Mary into 

the act, taking advantage of her simplicity, lying to her about 

his feelings for her in an attempt to deceive her and thus rob 

her of her virtue.  

So loudly and virulently did the father rebuke this young man 

and his family, that all of them uprooted their lives, and 

disappeared from sight. But that was not enough, and sadly, the 

final details must be told.  

Exactly what happened, no one will ever know. Was it despair? 

Abuse? Self-mutilation? No one knows, and perhaps it is better 

that way. All that is certain is that the child was never born. A 

miscarriage. And from the details that did surface, of such a 

violent nature that young Mary's life was, for a time, in the 

balance.  

Oh, the stories. The stories grow in abundance, like vines of 

wanton misery, in tales such as these. Tales filled with the 

despair of humanity and where details are scarce. What is fact 

and what is fantasy cannot any longer be discerned, as they 

have become feathers intertwined. Again, we can only resort to 

the facts that are known.  



Much time passed, with little word of Mary's condition until 

one day, she appeared, dressed for travel. A decision had been 

made that, given the unfortunate circumstances, Mary would be 

sent to live in a monastery. There she would live in service and 

chastity, protected from the vile forces of the world that would 

otherwise seek to destroy her.  

It was the final and ultimate tragedy to befall one so delicate 

and yet so young. What crime had been committed except that 

of giving in to love? Is there any among us who have done 

otherwise in the springtime of youth and beyond? Perhaps it 

was too much for her father to bear, alone as it were, having 

lost his wife some years before. Or maybe still, he could no 

longer understand the strength of love's pull, having been 

himself so far removed from the sweetness of its subtle voice.  

Whatever the case, this is all that is known of the beginning. 

The rest of her story can be expedited quite simply by saying 

that for the next few years, her smiling visage could be seen 

around this town and the outlying areas, as she moved in 

service to the one true God of Abraham. Unless one knew of 

her tragic beginnings, it could not be guessed that misfortune 

had placed her into this calling. So tender, and caring, and 

compassionate was she in all her attendances that it seemed as 

if God Himself had appointed her, which of course, is the 

contention of those whose company she goes among. It wasn't 

long before her examples of dedication and abnegation earned 

her the unofficial title of St. Mary, but only to the locals 

however, as the church has very strict and lengthy procedures 

concerning canonization.  

She continued her services for those few years until word came 

around that her father had passed away. Upon this news, she 

arrived to attend to the matters of his passage, handling all 

manner of detail with a skill never before hinted at given her 

feeble nature. And then, as quickly as she had appeared in 

town, she vanished, staying away for some time. More years 

passed until again, as suddenly as she had previously 



disappeared, she appeared once more. A little older, a little 

sadder, but still as radiant as ever. The only difference was that 

she no longer wore the robes of contrition, but instead wore the 

clothes of the secular.  

So many years had it been, and so different did she look, now a 

mature woman, that at first, people once familiar with her 

appearance failed to recognize her. But slowly, people began to 

recognize this woman who would arrive at random intervals. It 

was such a shock when people finally caught on, that most 

were stunned to silence. This was added to the fact that because 

of the circumstances surrounding her entire life, everyone—out 

of protection one would suppose—never questioned her as to 

why she had decided to shed the garments of faith.  

Of course, most secretly held the belief that it was her father 

that had "sold her into slavery" so to speak, and that upon his 

passing, she found freedom for the first time in her otherwise 

tragic life, and having thus found it, embraced it to its fullest 

expression. But no one dared voice this opinion.  

This is Mary's story, leading up to the horrible events of the 

evening past, thus providing the missing piece of why the 

people present at the bar during the crime were so quick to 

defend her, and knew immediately that the circumstances were 

exactly as they appeared.  

That she was without guilt in the matter was a foregone 

conclusion, and one, sadly, not afforded many women who find 

themselves victim of so unfortunate an occurrence. But in this 

case, it was open and shut, simultaneously.  

Which also by way of association, answers the second question 

regarding this matter, that concerning an "unseen avenger." 

Why did people immediately accept it as fact? For the same 

reason: Mary's credibility, in action and essence. Not only 

could anyone not conceive of her overpowering such a brutish 

ox as the man who assaulted her, but again, going back to the 

power contained within her words, it was automatically 



assumed that if she said it was so, then it was. And if anyone 

had the ability to call down an avenger, physical or spiritual, it 

was she.  

What became of Mary after these events, no one really knows. 

The man who assaulted her was taken north, to King City, 

where he was prosecuted with extreme prejudice, and found 

guilty of not only this crime, but several prior and similar 

incidents. These facts are well known.  

Unknown, however, is what became of the poor victim in this 

case. It was not long afterwards that she drifted away, far away, 

presumably to lament her sorrows in the well learned solitude 

of the ascetic, as she had so recently been. It was with this 

final, poignant act, that she assured her place in the tables of 

history as the town's patron saint.  

The mouths of town are alight by the day's mooring. And John 

is yet unaware of the casket he has exhumed. Nothing could be 

further from the truth that nothing of relevance has occurred. 

On the contrary: this is an event of epic proportions. 

In his mind, all he has done is intervened as any decent human 

being would, upon a violent act inflicted upon another. In this 

circumstance, a young woman. But he does not realize that this 

woman is no mere trifle of passage. She is considered a saint 

among the town's inhabitants, and therefore, as unimportant as 

other aspects may indeed be, none has greater import than the 

fact of her innate sanctity. 

He rises from his place, feeling the heavy head of the late 

night, and the stale taste of dry liquor. His clothes are muddy 

and stained with the blood of battle, and he is wet in the creases 

from the inflections of the raining night. Running his hands 

through his hair, he comes away with a clump of sap-coated 

pine needles, reminders of his escape through the trees.  

Why did he hide? Because it is the only way he knows, now 

that he is an element of earth and sky. A transitory creature like 



the birds of winter. Some may marvel, others may offer 

compassion, but most have nothing to offer but contempt and 

loathing. This is the lot he has chosen as his living contrition, 

and while he may not don the robes of the faithful whom he 

now is among, he is perhaps the most penitent among them. 

He recalls the scene of the evening last and shivers, sending the 

cold electricity of life down his spine. Existing only in flashes 

of light, he recalls moments, like snapshots, frozen against the 

void of black feeling.  

The face of the young woman as she turned to run. Terrified, 

confused, lips trembling. The man, coarse and weathered, face 

like an onion, hard and glaring, yellow encrusted. It is a 

familiar face, he thinks, but then changes his mind.  

The liquor, he thinks, it is the liquor. 

But the thought haunts and tears at him. Something about him, 

he thinks, something vague but clear. 

He tries to grasp at the image as it turns and runs through the 

corridors of his memory, but it is too deft and skilled at this 

game, and as quickly as it came upon him, it again has 

vanished, lost in the labyrinth of dust. 

As he arises to the daylight, Arroya is in her quarters, dressing 

and instructing her young sons as to their expected behavior in 

such an environment. She has great concern about offending 

the brethren, as she understands her reliance upon their 

graciousness. 

Mi hijos, she says, it is important that you move quietly in this 

place. These are men who habla con Dios… 

But mamma, says Pablo, the oldest by one year, what can we 

do in here? 

Things without noise, she says, you must move like the 

wind…present but silent, compramos? 

Si mamma, si, they answer in unison. 



Now, go into the eating place and remember good manners. 

She ruffles their heads, and sends them out of the room, 

watching as they amble down the hallway, arms swinging 

wide, heads bobbing, rolling like a wave of song. The sadness 

of life without a father has not seemed to affect them in certain 

ways, as she has reflected, and for this she is happy. But the 

same cannot be applied so swiftly to her condition.  

What a man and woman share, she thinks, is not like a lighted 

candle that one can simply blow out. Love does not leave like 

this, but lingers like scent. My Cesar is with my heart, but he is 

missed by the rest of my body. 

She blushes at this last thought, understanding fully the 

meaning it holds. In the dark nights, ones such as these, where 

rain and wind assault the land and the tiny dwellings nestled 

within it, he would caress her. Comfort her. Whisper sweet 

melodies of magical healing. Telling her that all will pass. That 

everything will soon return to peace. And always, he was right.  

A power was held by this man of hers, this man whose very 

soul was tied to the land of his ancestors. Long would he labor 

and toil in the dust, proclaiming that "this year" would be the 

glorious redemption, making up for all others that faltered 

against the devil's fire. And when the inevitability of sorrowful 

reality fell upon his head, he carried it on his shoulders. Silent 

and proud. Strong as steel.  

This was his way, the man she has lost. No load was too much 

for him to bear. And with his powerful faith, he would lift his 

entire family to a place where the angels of good fortune would 

smile upon them, raining gold from the heavens.  

Her smile was kept for him alone. Even when the clouds of 

darkness rode across her brow, he would know where the 

sunshine hid, and soon, her smile would radiate again, warming 

all in its spectrum. Theirs was a life of poverty. A life not made 



easy by the harsh terrain. But within this desolation, they had 

attained a richness of spirit that would always prevail. 

Now, without his guiding force, she feels lost and confused. No 

longer certain that she can find the place where the angels 

dwell. It has been so long since his passing, one year now, but 

still it feels like yesterday that he was here with her. And only 

rarely does she remember him in this way. For her attention is, 

as it must be, limited to the needs of her children. Immediate 

needs of food and shelter. These matters of urgency have 

prevailed upon her thoughts. 

But today, with the rain again splattering against the windows, 

and the thick, black clouds tumbling like barrels across the sky, 

she is caught in a reverie of him, her love who has passed into 

the mist, and her heart is weighted now with an extra sadness. 

Friar Beto has been in seclusion, seeking the shelter of God's 

word. He kneels on the cold, stone altar, probing the contorted 

faces of alabaster saints, searching for answers to his torment.  

In the short time John has been here, Friar Beto has grown fond 

of him, in the way that a father my feel for a son. He is not sure 

why this is, but something about this lone, suffering man, this 

big man who has taken a cross of burden upon himself that no 

one else would assign him, is somehow touching and noble. In 

a way, it reminds him of himself.  

He and the brethren have taken a vow willingly. A vow that no 

one put upon them. This is their choice and their destiny. But 

John is a different matter entirely. He is a man of no professed 

faith, yet he behaves as one who is in direct communion with 

God himself. As if the almighty powers of heaven have not 

only instructed but actually demanded that this cross be borne.  

Is it simply guilt that has produced this? he has asked himself. 

No. It cannot be. Guilt alone cannot possibly account for a 

duration that extends two years and even now moves beyond 

that. This is bigger, much bigger. I believe that the hand of God 



is visible in this man's burden. This is a trial with a purpose, of 

which only God knows. I don't know much about this man but 

what he has shown, but I do know he is a man of some 

education. That is clear. But unclear is what would drive him to 

this self-imposed expiation if not a divine hand. And this is the 

hinge that supports all else. If he is indeed under divine trial, 

how then could he be the man whom the sheriff is looking for? 

It does not make any sense. I believe, and now God has 

directed, that a mistake has been made. A grave error. But in 

any case, one thing is certain—as long as he remains here, he is 

in danger.  

CHAPTER TEN 

Security is when everything is settled. When nothing can 

happen to you. Security is the denial of life. -Germaine Greer 

Sheriff Watkins sits in the coffee shop, feet propped up on a 

chair, staring out the window. He brings the hot coffee to his 

lips, letting the steam rise up around his face, enveloping him 

in a misted aura. Looking out across the darkened plains, he 

can see in the distance, what is the beginning of a clearing; 

good news for the rain sopped earth. 

Mysteries begin this way. First, a misted curtain over the eyes 

of deduction, obscuring the paths of reason and logic. But 

slowly, the clouds dissipate, leaving behind a trail as clear as 

deer tracks in the snow.  

He is deep in thought, focused on some point beyond the 

horizon, beyond understanding. His brown, sweat stained hat, 

worn to a dirty white at the edges, is pulled low over his eyes. 

Yesterday, he had toyed with the idea of giving up his habit of 

nicotine, but today he has resolved to pursue its glories as he 

reaches into his jacket pocket, takes out a slender tobacco stick, 

and planting it in his lips, brings a match to spark the mixture.  



Inhaling is slow and dreamy. The rush of intoxicants fill his 

lungs. And within that first puff a new clarity of sight is 

achieved. He thinks about the stables, how they need fixing, 

how little time he has to attend to them. He thinks about his 

daughter whom he has not seen in fifteen years. But most of 

all, he thinks about the man who is an unknown factor in his 

current equation. The man whom Friar Beto protects. And 

somewhere within this missing piece is perhaps the answer to 

all his mysteries.  

He suspected that the man was still at the Mission when he 

visited. And he had planted a few well tested hooks to draw the 

information out. Friar Beto did not budge, at least not in any 

deliberate showing. 

But the sheriff has been around, knows the rules of this game 

too well, can read people like a seasoned gambler. And what 

the friar did not say, did not show, told him more than any 

ostensible communication.  

There is a saying that the eyes are the windows to the soul. 

This is true. It has been of great advantage to know this. Too, 

are elements of body and gesture. Unchecked exclamations. All 

of these in combination are powerful instruments of disclosure.  

When he questioned the friar about his guests, his hesitation 

gave away the fact. And when he elaborated on the crime 

scene, the friar's exclamation of horror was more than just 

incidental. That outburst came from a place of security, a place 

that said, "not the person I know." A place that at that very 

instant, was called into doubt, causing the boat of faith to be 

violently tossed in a vicious sea. That is what the sheriff 

detected, and that is when he became sure about his suspicions.  

This is, after all, a game. A game where there can only be one 

winner, but many losers. It is a game indeed, but a serious and 

deadly one.  



The sheriff snubs out his cigarette into the sludge at the bottom 

of his coffee, sets it down on the sticky tablecloth, and spits 

against the juncture of wall and floor. He rubs his eyes with his 

dark, stained fingers then digs into his pocket, extracts a coin, 

and leaves it on the table. Standing, he kicks the chair back and 

away from him, and walks to the door. Jingling his keys in his 

hand. Rocking his body from side to side like a man in uneven 

boot heels. Vision straight ahead and unflinching, like a 

blinded horse, immune to distraction.  

The streets are deeply channeled and sloppy with mud. People 

move about through the slop, cautiously, with measured step, 

lest they slip and fall into the swill. It is generally believed to 

be a good portent, this rain that has come. But now, the rain's 

goodness is wearing thin, and most of the people have taken to 

asking their god to please make it go. 

Whether by divine intervention or nature's proclamation, it 

appears that the wish will soon be granted. Clouds that had 

long hovered, choking out the mountain tops, are moving 

eastward. Traveling into the central plains to visit their 

monster's tears upon another territory, foreign and distant. To 

those it visits, it will speak in the language of nature, the 

language of divinity, and thereby open the gates of the vault 

once more, unleashing the torrent.  

At first, those foreign and distant people will rejoice. Celebrate 

their answered prayer's manifestation. But soon, they too will 

recant their prayers and instead wish the storm clouds away, 

sending it again on its long, continued journey, until at last, 

with no more words to speak, it will disappear into the 

vastness, into the memory of time.  

Except for the few daring souls that brave the muddy path, 

there is little activity this morning. Silence prevails. The dead 

silence of stone.  

The sheriff stands in front of the coffee shop, scuffing his boot 

heel against the wooden walkway, splitting the calm with this 



solitary intrusion. He squints his eyes into the glaring overcast, 

and tightens his face like a knot. The wrinkles become 

pronounced, looking more like the deeply grooved street he 

surveys. As if the canvas of his face has picked up the image of 

street.  

Last night, the streets were teeming with life. Curiosity and 

commotion drew people in like a lighthouse. Into this tempest, 

he had come, the lone merchant of fate. Some of the details 

stand out among the rest, which have faded into the 

background as insignificantly as a drop of rain into a pool.  

Most interesting was the woman, her face, her reactions. She 

seemed unusually controlled for having experienced such 

trauma, yet her silence was of a kind different than that which 

trauma induces. It was more like a silent suffering. As if the 

pain of the assault was something she clung to, deep within her 

spirit, burying it far and away, as if it never happened. While at 

the same time, bearing the pain as a solemn cross.  

What was it, he thought, Shame? Fear? Guilt? 

For all of his skills, her face revealed nothing. Held its secrets 

close. Like a second skin. And now thinking back upon it, the 

distance has not brought with it any new insight.  

About the incident, there was no doubt in his mind. The man 

was a vagrant—guilty. Only the details of his confession were 

missing. Those he will extract from him later, under extreme 

duress. However, there is one curiosity that still beguiles him, 

gnaws at his insides, playing chicken with his instincts: who 

was this "avenger" and why did he hide?  

If the man had nothing to fear, why did he run? he thinks. Why 

not come forward, take a bow at least? Something just don't 

feel right about this person. Can feel it in my bones. 

His job is done here, at least it should be. Again he has arrived 

in the midst of bedlam, quieting the excitement, calming the 

natives with words of authority, the cold steel of a gun, the 



power of the law. But it is not over for him—not yet. Not until 

the identity of the mystery person is known will he relent.  

One puzzle exists. Only one. And its form has been filling out 

since the time his occupation began in this business of law. 

Every case, every name, every conviction, is one more piece in 

a work of evolution that never ends. He does not live for 

much—except this. Logic and a sense of preempting order, will 

not allow him to accept a piece that does not spin into its 

assigned place in the universal puzzle. So, he will drive 

himself, forward and beyond even the gates of hell if 

necessary—but the mystery will be solved...it has to be. 

During the questioning, Dunkirk had at first seemed evasive, 

toying with the sheriff. Intentionally misguiding and answering 

his questions in a flippant manner. This had provoked the 

sheriff to anger. To a point where mistakes could be made. 

Mistakes that would not be tolerated. Prisoners had rights. 

Innocent until proven guilty. These are the restrictions he had 

to live within now. The gifts of progress. 

He longed for the old days. The times of the old code-the 

western code. Where every man was a judge to his own 

convictions. Some innocent were sacrificed. And some abused 

the powers afforded them by the lawless and boundless terrain.  

But these trifling matters did not concern him. Evil must be 

expunged. Surely and swiftly. In all battles, some are lost 

against the fire. But these are greater battles that are fought. 

The battles of heaven and earth. In this ongoing battle, Sheriff 

Watkins is employed. A lone arbiter of fate. It is a power he 

has gladly taken upon himself—without pause.  

Unfortunately, these are not the ways of the legislative system. 

Criminals—guilty or suspect—have rights. More rights than 

men like the sheriff care to tolerate. 

He grits his teeth, feeling the chalky powder of ground enamel 

on his tongue, and gathers a wad of spit. Launches it at the 



wall. He stops in his movement. Stares at Dunkirk, flat and 

strong. The man is like a blank slate. Expressionless. Save for 

the flicker of mockery dancing in his eyes. This is a man who 

knows well the limits that men like Sheriff Watkins are duty 

bound to stay within. Knows too how much it churns at their 

insides. And this is a tool he uses to his extreme advantage. As 

he does all else in his twisting path.  

The sheriff walks toward the table where the prisoner sits, 

stops, then leans forward. He places his hands, palms down on 

the heavy tabletop. And looking across its width, past the water 

rings and tobacco stains, the stray etch-work of guests past, he 

steps into his words. 

So, he says, tell me again about the girl. How you selected her. 

The prisoner shifts in his seat. Moves his foot against the chair 

leg, causing a sharp, scratching sound against the floor. The 

room goes silent. Every breath hangs like a spotlight.  

What does it matter? Dunkirk says, I told you once…nothing's 

changed. 

Tell me again.  

I met her at the bar, like I said. 

She said she wasn't there. Said you brought her there…from 

some other place. Sound familiar? 

Sure…whatever you say. You're the boss, he says, with a 

sneer. 

The sheriff's hand unconsciously reaches for his gun, then 

withdraws. He checks himself, pulling in his anger which is 

rising in his throat. 

Okay then…he says, barely moving his lips, what's your 

version?  

Met her at the bar. Had a few drinks. She got loose…real loose, 

if you know what I mean.  



He winks obscenely at the sheriff, flashing a black tooth grin. 

Then? 

She grabbed my pecker, said she needed some. So I took her 

out back, gave her what she wanted. Hungry little sluts like her 

can't get enough— 

Just like your mother.  

What? 

You heard me...like your mother. She was your first, right? 

Dunkirk's eyes spin open like shutters, and his lower lip 

quivers.  

Why you dirty son-of-a— 

He rises from his seat and lunges at the sheriff, who steps back, 

spins around on his heels, and with a twisting maneuver, slams 

the back of his fist into his face. Sending him crashing back 

against the table. Holding his nose and cursing in pain.  

Goddammit!! I think it's broken, you mother— 

Temper, temper, little boy, the sheriff says, SIT DOWN!! 

 The injured man labors to his feet, hobbles back around the 

table and falls into the rickety chair. He sniffles and wipes his 

arm across his face, swabbing up the blood.  

Now, the sheriff says, let me tell you how it is. I know who you 

are, and I know what you are—TRASH. And like all stinking 

trash, there's a place in the garbage dump for your kind. There's 

no doubt in my mind what you did to that poor girl. None at all. 

But the girl won't talk. Which means...you're free to go.  

Dunkirk looks up at him, his eyes smiling.  

 But remember this, mister. This is my town, and you ain't 

welcome. I catch you alone, I'll hang you myself...as a public 

service.  

Dunkirk's eyes narrow, You threatening me? 



No...I'm assuring you, little man. You may walk from this 

building, but outside of here, I  

am the law…the only law.  

The sheriff's eyes glaze over. In the room the only sound is the 

buzzing of a fly at the window, and the grinding of teeth. He 

stares at the prisoner-at him and through him. The chill in the 

air is palpable.  

Dunkirk shivers, picks himself up, and moves, cautiously to the 

door. As he reaches for the handle, he can hear the distinctive 

click of a gun hammer—the ominous warning. He flings open 

the door and races to sunlight.  

The morning breaks through the unsettled sunlight. Scattering 

crows from the thickets. A black patchwork against the 

blossoming sky. Cawing for water in the midst of drought. The 

air is crisp with winter's breath. And the old wooden shack, a 

lone speck amidst the fallow reserve, has done little to insulate 

its occupants. 

The young boy, awakes as he has done many times before. In 

the corner cot, sleeps his father, blissfully ignorant of their 

surroundings thanks to his alcohol. Since the mother has died, 

they have lived this way. On the scraps they can gather, on the 

misfortune of others.  

Coming upon this abandoned shack was a stroke of good 

fortune. One thing that is rare among their kind. At least now 

they have a place-for a time. Until the rightful owners or 

someone more fiercely attracted will take it away. Everything 

they had now was subject to this, the law of nature.  

Out back, a small, cold stream runs. From this they pull their 

water. The boy rises, picks up the rusted bean can, and moves 

through the thick, needle-grass. Gathering burrs on his tattered 

pants legs. His feet black and callused from the miles, crush 

everything in their path. Twig and glass alike.  



Bending down at the stream, he drags the can along, scraping it 

against the shivering stones. Filling it with fresh chill. He looks 

out toward the sunrise. Pushes the straw-brush hair away from 

his pale, squinting eyes. Probes far beyond the jagged, rim of 

the world. Guessing that somewhere, there must be a better 

place. Wondering why they have not yet found it. 

When he gets back to the cabin, his father is awake. Sitting on 

the cot. Faded and gray, like a winter ocean. His eyes are 

drawn and sleepy. Heavy with liquor's mask. The man no 

longer resembles a connection with anything living. Only the 

certainty of death remains.  

The boy glances at him as he enters. Only briefly. Then looks 

away toward the bed of stones where he will build the morning 

fire. The old man circles his head, lazily. As if just now 

perceiving that he is awake.  

Glen? He says 

The boy does not answer. 

Glen?! He says again, with excited tones. 

Yeah, the boy answers, I'm here.  

Oh, that's good…thought you were someone else…or a ghost. 

No, the boy says, wearily, just me. Me and the old ghost. 

The old man shakes his head, as if something is lodged in his 

ears. What's that? A ghost? What ghost? 

You, father. You're the ghost!! The goddamned ghost I keep 

alive against his will. But what do you do for me, old man? he 

says, waving his arms in a wide arc, Give me all this?! Use 

what little we have to poison yourself through one more night, 

hoping it'll be your last?!  

Don't hate me, son. I'm doing the best— 

You're doing nothing…nothing but dying. And me? I'm a 

young boy quickly becoming an old man…like you!!  



The finality and condemnation in the young boy's voice, brings 

a chill to the old man's heart, and a hot, bitter tear to his eye.  

I'm sorry, Glen, he says, shaking his head solemnly, I have no 

will to live-that's true. All I have is you. He pauses, wiping 

away the tears which have grown to a steady flow.  

And now I can see that I've lost you also. He rubs at his red, 

swollen eyes, coughs up some blood, and spits it at the dirt 

floor. You're right, son. I'm a dying old man. All I have left to 

give you is your freedom. Better to leave me, son. Perhaps you 

can do better alone.  

The boy looks at the veil of gray skin and brittle bone before 

him. An auger of their mutual fate. A picture of his mother as 

she neared the end. For an instant, a brief trickle of compassion 

lights across his soul. But it is quickly doused by the cold, 

dampness of his heart. He might have cared-once. Maybe when 

his mother was still alive. She was the bond that solidified this 

union of blood and flesh.  

But with her gone, and his father fast approaching death's 

hollow, there is nothing left of inner warmth, useless feelings 

like compassion. Now there is only survival. And like the 

animal he has become, he will flee out of necessity. Paying 

homage to the creatures of the night, who direct him by 

instinct, toward self-preservation.  

He looks at his father, with eyes of cold steel, Yeah, time to go, 

old man. There's gotta be something better than this.  

That evening, the pungent odor of burning sap-wood wakes 

him from a fitful sleep. Opening his eyes, he can see nothing 

beyond the thick, black, clouds that hang in the air. Flames 

dance on the walls near his cot, jumping in around the window 

frame. And he can hear the sounds of coughing, and moaning 

coming from the direction where his father sleeps. 

Pulling himself out of his place, he crawls along the floor, one 

hand over his mouth, as he chokes and gags from the smoke. 



He turns to look for his father, but he is surrounded by flames 

and tumbling smoke on all sides.  

As he comes through the door, into the chill, he falls into the 

grass. Gasping for air. Rolling away from the burning shack. 

And as he lies doubled over, regaining his breath, he can hear 

the sounds of whispering and laughter, coming from not far in 

the distance. He moves his head around, trying to pinpoint the 

source, but the night exists only in flashes of sight and dark 

shadows.  

Something moves in the tall grass, catching light, and 

suddenly, appearing from the night like an apparition, he can 

see the dusty, blackened rags and smiling white faces. Their 

teeth like bone china, glinting in the firelight. He has seen these 

boys before. Down at the bus station. Panhandling for change.  

He crawls toward them. Cries out to them. But they just laugh 

and run away. As they run, one of the boys turns back and yells 

at him, You ain't no better than us…ain't no better than NO 

ONE!! The other boy joins in, Hope you're warm enough 

now!!  

Their footsteps recede into the night, leaving only empty 

sounds; the crackle and spit of the blazing inferno, the 

splintered tearing of the collapsing walls.  

He lies in the dry grass. Stares up through the veil of smoke, 

into the dome. If something exists beyond this earth, it does not 

exist for him. He shivers as he feels an overwhelming sense of 

being alone. Truly alone. With not even the old ghost as 

company.  

He got what he wanted, he thinks, and he was so drunk, he 

probly didn't feel a thing. 

The merciless wheel of fate has spun, granting him his 

freedom. Setting him upon a course of action unhampered by 

retrospection. Commanding that time uncoil and cast him upon 

a barren stage. A lone actor in a drama of his own design. 



Where the roles he inhabits, the voices he adopts, will be 

entirely his own choosing. It has taken nineteen years to arrive 

at day one. The curtain rises. 

When he looked up from his desk, he saw a thin, drawn young 

man. His cheeks hollow and shadowed. Eyes sunken and still. 

Not so much a person as a frame, loosely covered with flesh 

and tattered clothing. The young man stood at attention, his 

ragged hat in hand.  

Excuse me sir, he said, his eyes sinking back to the floor, I 

would like to become a cadet. 

Captain Burke Sumner leaned over his desk. Looked the young 

man up and down. Tilted his wide brim hat back on his head. 

He leaned back in his high-backed chair. 

Well, son, he said, it's not for everybody. Why exactly do you 

want to join the police force? 

Because…he paused for effect, well sir, my daddy was a 

policeman. I promised him before he died that I would become 

one too. 

Burke's expression changed as night fell across his face. I'm 

sorry to hear about your daddy son. Anyone I might know? 

No, he said, the path of his tale becoming clearer now, he 

worked out of Texas. Didn't know many people. I only come 

out this way after he passed on. 

And your momma? 

She went before him.  

So, you're all alone I take it? 

Yessir.  

Well son, there is the matter of an entrance exam. Then there's 

a small fee associated with joining…you prepared to meet 

these things? 



Most of them…'cept the money parts. A long, sad look drew 

across his sallow face as he raised his head, staring straight into 

the round, warm eyes of the Captain. 

Burke felt compelled to act. Listen, he said, I know things must 

be tough on you…with your folks gone and all. He stops for a 

minute. Fumbles with some papers on the desk. Twiddles a 

pencil between his fingers. I tell you what. I'll vouch for you, 

based on your daddy's service, and we'll just deduct the small 

fee from your salary over the first few months. How does that 

sound? 

The young man looked up. Pushing a tear to his eye. Radiant 

with happiness. Oh thank you sir, he said, you won't regret it! 

Now, now, Burke said, feeling a lump in his throat, let's not get 

all worked up here. I'll help you how I can, but it's still up to 

you, got it? 

Yessir, sir. I understand fully. 

Good…now, where can I get in touch with you? 

The young man shifted in place, staring at his ragged boots. 

Umm…well…I— 

You ain't living on the street, are you? 

The young man received those words like a wild bull to the 

ribcage. He felt hot and sweaty, felt the blood pounding in his 

skull, could hear his insides cracking. He began to move his 

lips, ready to let his tongue roar, but he stopped himself before 

he mauled his chances.  

Not exactly, he said, holding tight rein on his anger, I'm staying 

at the shelter. 

The youth shelter? Across town? 

Yessir. 



A serious look came to Burke's face. Nope, that won't do, he 

said, that won't do at all. He shook his head, glanced at his 

desk, then across it at the young man. 

Listen, uh…what was your name, son? 

Watkins, sir…Glen Watkins. 

Well Glen, it's like this. I can't have a cadet of mine staying at 

no shelter. Just wouldn't look right. I tell you what. Got a small 

place out back of my property. Had built it for my oldest. How 

would you feel about staying there for a while…until you get 

yourself set up? 

I'd like that very much, sir. It's very kind of you to— 

Aww, it ain't nothing at all. 'Course, my wife don't know about 

it yet. A big smile crossed his face, as he broke into a deep, 

laugh. Yep, she will be a bit surprised, to say the least. 

The Sumner household was a rambling space of unceasing 

activity. Children's laughter and motion. Mother's baking and 

chasing. Sights and sounds and scents of everything a familial 

home should be.  

This was the environment that Glen found himself thrust into. 

Not since that ancient time of his mother's presence, did he 

know such warmth and affection still existed in a world that 

had largely gone cold and barren.  

Mrs. Sumner, Carlene as she liked to be called, was a small, 

sprightly woman with abounding energy. Her whispery, auburn 

hair and sparkling green eyes seemed alive with electricity. 

And from the smooth delicacies of her features, it was easy to 

see that her beauty was innate.  

She had a soft, gentle quality. And a voice to match. This was a 

curiosity considering the rambunctious children that were in 

her care. But yet, with the grace of a saint, she flowed through 

the confusion like a wisp of cloud over an open pasture.  



Two younger boys, Aaron and Stacy, seven and nine 

respectively, were responsible for the surge in noise level that 

would rise and fall like the pounding surf throughout the day. 

Just watching them racing up and down the stairs, through the 

doors, tumbling on anything that would take them, would make 

Glen tired. He could not understand how this petite, gentle 

mannered woman could manage.  

Often, she would receive a good amount of help from her 

sixteen year old daughter, Marcy, who was in many ways the 

mirror image of her mother. Looking at her as she glided into a 

room, Glen could see the striking resemblance, even imagining 

sometimes that it was actually the elder.  

Carlene must have looked just that way when she was younger, 

Glen thought.  

It was to be the beginning of a painful time for Glen. Many 

years had been spent in destitution. Precisely the years when a 

young boy makes the tremulous passage to young manhood. 

Out of necessity, survival had taken preeminence, and he had 

missed much of those journeys. Now, he had been taken into a 

household where he was presented with not one, but two 

visions of female beauty, beyond which even his imagination 

dared venture. Like a boy who cannot swim, thrown into the 

devouring sea-that is how he felt: consumed.  

Time passed quickly, and soon Glen found himself a part of the 

family. Living in the small place out back, afforded him the 

freedom of choosing his passage as he desired. However, he 

had chosen to spend very little time away.  

Each evening, he would return home with Burke and set down 

to the family meal. This was always a time of great delight for 

the children, who could not wait for their father to return from 

his day's business. Much hugging and kissing would be 

followed by the communal discussion, each person bringing to 

the discussion the events of their day.  



For Glen, much of his time was spent listening. Not that he had 

nothing to offer, but in addition to the fact that he was naturally 

reticent, was also the fact that Burke, would in no small 

measure, spoon out the details of Glen's activities. The obvious 

pride on the man's face as he recounted these tales were as if he 

spoke of his own son.  

This, at first, slightly annoyed Glen, as he was used to speaking 

for himself-if any speaking was necessary at all. But he had 

come to not mind this intrusion into his autonomy, for the 

simple reason that it allowed him the freedom to exchange 

glances with Marcy. While laughter and comment erupted 

around the table, they—under the guise of mutual enjoyment of 

Burke's stories—were actually sharing the connection of two 

who were becoming closer in ways not within the confines of 

familial bounds.  

It had begun easily enough, and not without a natural order. 

Glen, of course, had been deprived of the pleasures of female 

company during his formative years. This placed him in the 

vulnerable position of having animal drives that had gone 

largely ignored. Marcy, on the other hand, was the daughter of 

the Chief of Police, placing her well beyond the access of most 

of the boys her age. That fate would bring these two within 

such close proximity was a strike to the match.  

One evening, shortly after dinner, Marcy had come out to 

Glen's place to bring him some linens from the house. She 

entered, and looking around the room noticed his abundant lack 

of anything except his clothing, and the fewest of essentials. A 

sadness overcame her heart, though she did not know why, and 

she felt compelled to cradle him in her arms. But she resisted 

this instinct. Not wanting to seem nosy, she made no mention 

of it, but instead handed the pile of linens to Glen.  

What happened next was without warning. As their hands 

touched, it was as if a spark of electricity raced from one to the 

other, nailing their feet to the floor as their bodies reverberated 



from the charge. Who was the source of this surge, no one 

could tell. But both were snapped to attention and spun within 

the magic that had seemingly transpired. Their eyes met, and 

the unspoken language took control of their communications 

from that point, launching them both from the cliffs of 

separation into the seas of desire. They bathed in its warmth, 

and savored its intoxication. And when they surfaced for 

breath, their souls were forever entwined.  

Young love, as pure and vital as this, is divine, and rarely 

witnessed in the modern world.  

Tremendous power is contained within even the smallest of 

fragments. And anyone within close proximity is pulled into its 

vortex. So strong and vibrant, radiant and blissful, it is a dance 

unto itself. Ringing with the promise of life. Beyond the 

wildest of imaginative journeys. Nature leads and the spirit 

rejoices.  

Dancing on the inside, expressionless on the outside. This is 

the way the two young lovers carried on their business. Only 

because mother and father were so involved in other activities, 

did they fail to notice the all too obvious signs of the fire that 

was raging within their household. Many evenings, Marcy 

would sneak out to that magical place in the back, neatly 

secluded from all eyes who would inquire, and within those 

walls, the storehouse of secrets that would never leave were 

building steadily. The young man crossed the threshold of 

adulthood. The young girl became a young woman. And their 

grinding, twisting bodies became one entity. Adding heat and 

moisture to the seething summer nights. Filling the inner 

sanctum with sounds unheard beyond the chirping of crickets, 

and the distance of land. It was a time of discovery limited only 

by the fear of procreation-barely. And as the stream of his 

semen, illuminated by the moonlight, shone its bright arc 

against the blackness of the room, her hand would slow its 

rhythm, retaining its grasp on the captive member, until the last 

heaves of its sputtered breathing, left it slumped in exhaustion.  



Tides shift, the earth revolves, and the seasons twist out of their 

skin. In their passage, the human race is caught unguarded. 

Blindly dancing on the shores of inertia as the landscape 

around takes a new face. There are lessons that nature gives to 

the patient, the attentive. But aware and unaware alike receive 

their instruction in due course. 

A riotous affair. A profound journey. A new beginning, radiant 

with hope. All of these terms can be applied to the wedding 

day, and all are true. The staggering news caught everyone by 

surprise. One day, a young stranger arrives to stay with a 

family, the next he is asking the father for his blessings, and his 

daughter. The effect was like that of Rip Van Winkle, awaking 

to find that the world around had changed so dramatically, that 

no resemblance to the former remained.  

This was their beginning-the wedding day. And in like manner, 

all else followed in quick succession. Much preparation had 

been attended to, and with the blessings of the family and 

church, the young couple could now explore the full range of 

their passions and the inherent joys of the conjugal union.  

It was not long before nature's cycle was complete. Springtime 

breathed new life into the frosted earth, the heavens parted, and 

dropped an angel at the doorstep of the newlyweds—Katy 

Jane.  

Mother and father rejoiced. Grandparents were ecstatic. And 

with her arrival all that went before ceased to hold sway as all 

attention shifted to the wake of the little one's green eyes. Life 

was full, and for Glen, long a drifting mass without root, the 

settling effect of these events was like an elixir to his soul. 

Never before had providence so smiled its sunny face upon 

him-never. It was a pinnacle from which only descent was 

possible.  



CHAPTER ELEVEN 

Nature teaches more than she preaches. There are no sermons 

in stones. It is easier to get a spark out of a stone than a moral. 

-John Burroughs  

An embankment at the edge of town, skirting the lone river that 

crosses the territory. During the thirties, this place, like many 

others had become a place of magnetic pull. In droves they 

came. By boxcar, automobile, or foot. Wanderers. Seekers. 

Drifters. Men cast out and cast off. The disenfranchised and the 

disenchanted. Spurned by the earth and all its inhabitants. 

Without home, without love, without purpose. 

The camp has existed in one form or another since that time, 

over twenty years ago. Rising to life when it seemed the entire 

nation was adrift. When the claws of the Great Depression had 

taken their death grip. A time when all lived with the 

frightening knowledge that tomorrow, the comfort of home 

might be a transitory illusion. And like countless neighbors 

before them, they would find themselves tossed onto the street, 

their few belongings only valuable in what currency they held 

in trade. 

Here and there they are still scattered. Along the highways and 

waterways. Taking the shelter of flagging canvas, or yielding 

to the open sky. All of them ragged and torn. Hopeless and 

disillusioned. These are the men for whom the American 

Dream holds no meaning. Only a concept to be parlayed at 

government roundtables. A parade that only comes close 

enough for the trail of banners to be seen above the heads of 

those who stand in front.  

Some are here because there is no place else to go. No one 

place they can claim as their own—so they arrive here. This 

fabled place whose name has been carried to them on the 

vagrant winds. This fraction of land that has become a point of 

unification. A solidifying of spirit. A oneness of purpose.  



Today, the wayfarer's plight no longer makes the headlines. 

The nation has emerged from the shroud of WWII and moved 

ahead to a time of prosperity. A time in its history where the 

well fed faces of America adorn every publication and 

billboard. Gone are the frail and sorrowful faces of the 

generation before. Gone too, is the national compassion once 

held in trust for them.  

Because they are no longer a catalyst for political rhetoric, 

these faces are today invisible. Parcels of bone and flesh that 

never held life. Men who are not so much men as they are 

items. Clumps of brush on the charred landscape.  

But this invisibility is not something they mourn-not anymore. 

For where their unseen struggle was before a point of division, 

it now has become their amalgam. The only thing that 

guarantees their ability to continue. The world has become cold 

to their misfortune. Where before they were victims of a 

system gone awry, now they are labeled as bums. Thieves. 

Refuse. 

Some men, like Theo, have been on the vagabond trail so long 

they cannot remember a time when it was any other way. Still 

others, like Dmitri, left family and homeland not so very long 

ago. Searching for the dream that sprang from the fabled 

'streets of gold.' But the street, like the dream, remained 

elusive. And when the trail of hard knocks became the fatal 

blow of poverty, he found the road an agreeable companion.  

Nature has called each of these men back to her bosom. Back 

to the altar where only one can be worshipped. She is a mother 

of compassion, who cares for her flock without discrimination. 

But she is also jealous and remorseless in the wrath of her 

vengeance. And those who disobey her will never again look 

upon her face without shrinking back in fear at her awesome 

power.  

Theo was one of the first to arrive in this latest wave. Coming 

to this place after many long, hard journeys. One night he 



simply lay by the river for a night's rest. His plans were to pick 

up in the morning and continue eastward. To the place of his 

beginnings. Thinking in some way that the past he had left 

behind was waiting for him there. Frozen in time.  

With this in mind, he had gone to sleep, peaceful in his 

thoughts of the life he would someday rekindle. 

The next morning, he awoke to find he had company. Two men 

were huddled into blankets not far away from him. At first, 

they looked like two large, black stones that had somehow 

pushed through the ground overnight. But as he looked closer, 

one of them moved and he realized his old eyes were playing 

tricks on him.  

As the men awoke, they slowly began to talk. Sharing their 

stories. Each describing their journeys back through the doors 

of time, to a long abandoned paradise. But dreams that flourish 

in the safety of silence, lose their power in the spoken word. 

And after each had said his piece, silence enveloped them.  

You know, Theo said, we're all full of shit. 

Speak for yourself, the older of the two men said. 

Dmitri, the younger of the two men joined in. No, he said, I 

agree. All are shit full. 

Great! Now look what you started, the older man said, looking 

at Theo accusingly. It's bad enough I gotta listen to his bad 

English. Now I gotta listen to him call me  

full of shit in bad English! 

The old man stood up and spat at the ground. Then, he looked 

at Dmitri. Well, he said, time to go. You comin'? 

Dmitri started to rise, but Theo stopped him. 

Listen, he said, I didn't mean to cause any trouble. All I'm 

saying is that I've come to realize I'm an old fool. 

Now you're talkin' some sense, the old man grumbled. 



What I mean to say, Theo continued, is that all of us are 

searching for the same thing. Some grand and distant place that 

exists just beyond the next horizon. A place where all will be 

provided. Where our journeys will end. But these places exist 

only in our minds. Worlds of our own creation. There is no 

world we can ever be a part of, men like us. No society whose 

rules could ever bind us. We move with the wind and follow 

the sun. Nomads. Drifters. Without purpose or destination. I've 

deceived myself for too long. Not till today, when we all told 

our tales, did I realize how foolish I've been.  

I could've told you that, the old man said, But the place I'm 

headed to is for real.  

Really? Theo said. Tell me then. How could three entirely 

different men be describing the same exact place? One is 

somewhere in the East. The other the North. And still another 

in the South. Each place in vastly different and far removed 

regions—-but all the same. The lost paradise waiting for each 

of us to lay claim.  

He looked at each of the men in turn, searching their eyes, but 

neither one spoke. 

The reason, Theo said, is as clear as the day. Because they're 

all the same place. Not physically, but by what they represent. 

A place to settle. A place where the days and nights of restless 

wandering would find shelter…that's what we're all looking 

for.  

A place where we can belong. But that place doesn't exist 

somewhere waiting for our arrival. It exists where we decide to 

create it. And I say, enough searching. Enough hoping. My feet 

have found this place like they've found a thousand before it. 

Except this time…they're staying.  

There was a pause of uncomfortable silence as the two men 

thought about what Theo had just said. The old man looked 

around. Looked at the ground. Dug his hands into his pockets. 



Dmitri just stared at the sky. Unblinking. Like the answer was 

written on the cloudless sky.  

Let me get this straight, the old man said. Are you saying 

you're gonna' stake your claim right here?  

That's exactly what I'm saying, Theo answered. 

But this isn't yours to claim? the old man said. 

True-but neither is anyplace else. Look around. There's nothing 

but land as far as the eye can see. Even the highway is miles 

from here. But there is the river. And this land. And our wits 

and skills to bring forth all they will provide. 

Well, the old man said, I wish you luck…but I'm movin' on. He 

looked over at Dmitri who was kicking at the ground. You 

comin'? he asked 

Dmitri slowly lifted his head and looked at the old man. But he 

did not need to answer. It was written in his expression.  

Okay then, the old man said, suit yourself. And with that, he 

turned and shuffled off into the daylight. Chasing again that 

elusive horizon that somehow always stayed just out of reach.  

That was the beginning. 

Since that time, their number has grown. And like all 

established entities, they have out of necessity adopted leaders 

and governing policies. Officers and adjutants alike have been 

appointed. Keeping order, and channeling all activities into a 

flow of cohesion. Laws too have been adopted. But not the 

laws of the bureaucracies that have failed them, destroyed 

them. Laws that provided power and privilege to the few. 

Instead, the laws they have adopted are simple laws of 

conscience. Laws that each man willingly abides because the 

laws are universal.  

They are a brotherhood. Sharing all things equally and without 

preeminence. Like a tribe. A single, living force. It is a way 

that has allowed them the freedom to live out the remainder of 



their days between worlds. Partaking of both the independence 

of the open sky and the stable roots of homeland. Covered 

under the blanket of America, although a separate republic. 

Living within their definition of the Constitution's promises. 

Laying claim to their birthrights and proclaiming themselves 

the new pilgrims. 

CHAPTER TWELVE 

The boy has been coming around for a while. Often, through 

the misted morning branches of thick pines, he can be seen 

walking toward the encampment. Legs taking long strides. 

Head rocking from side to side. Carrying a small bundle under 

his arms. 

What he brings is food and materials. Things that he has 

gathered from around the house when eyes were silent with 

other business.  

Living out in the sprawling, farmland area has done little to 

provide the boy with friends. So, he has adopted this rag-tag 

group of drifters. Men from all around the country, from all 

around the world. Men whose only shared trait is a story of 

loneliness. Abandonment. By society and themselves. Within 

this community, the boy has found his definition and his 

purpose. 

This morning when he arrives, Theo is kneeling at the river's 

edge, using a pike of tree branch to spear for fish. From the 

look of things, he has not been too successful as a spew of 

obscenities rail from his lips each time he stabs at the water and 

comes away empty.  

I've got something better, the boy yelled out. 

Theo startled, his body shook, and he wracked his head around 

to see who spoke. 



Damn! he said. You scared the hell outta me! Shouldn't do that 

to an old man. 

Sorry, the boy said, I've got some fresh biscuits for you. 

Well then, he said, lumbering to his feet, bring 'em here! 

They walked back to camp where the others were just milling 

about, still groggy with sleep. All eyes turned up when they 

saw the cheery faced boy accompanying Theo into camp. Some 

stretched and yawned and scratched at themselves. The others 

lumped along, crowding around the two as they entered, like 

hunters fresh from a kill. 

Theo looked at the boy, Tell 'em, he said, They're listening. 

I got some biscuits. Fresh ones. Mamma just made 'em this 

morning. 

A few of the men craned their necks forward, trying to dive 

within the sweet plume of crescent rising from the pastries. The 

bald, fat one they called Pory, put his hand to his mouth, then 

pulled a dirty hanky from his back pocket and swabbed at his 

eyes. 

Mighty nice a you to bring these things, Chippy, he said. 

Mighty nice indeed. His big, brown eyes became all misty and 

moist, like he was going to break into a long cry. 

Oh, it's okay, old boy, said Driser, patting him on the 

shoulders. Nothing to get upset about.  

The older man was very gentle and soothing, like he was 

talking to a young son.  

Stuff like this always reminds him of his momma, he 

explained. Guess he's always felt a bit of a disappointment, 

living like he does. 

Theo brought the conversation back around. Well, he said, I 

don't know about the rest of you gents, but I'm starving. What 

say we dig into these biscuits?  



A mumbled round of yeahs followed. I'll get some coffee 

brewing, Lenny said. I thinks we still got some left over.  

He ambled over to the patched and slanted supply tent, and 

once inside, began digging noisily through the contents. 

A couple of the men looked at each other, wide smiles crossing 

their faces. From the tent came the sounds of clanging, and 

thumping and the occasional cussing.  

He emerged from the tent with a small, brown sack.  

Found it, he said. Not much, but it should do…least for today. 

Soon the air was resounding with the smells of freshly brewed 

coffee. Now, the entire group of men had risen, and were 

making their way to the center of camp, hovering around the 

smells of morning. The fire was ringed with logs that they used 

as benches. Men sat all around them, talking and attending to 

the meal. One tended the coffee, another gathered the cups. 

And still a third portioned out the biscuits that their young 

friend had brought. 

When all the food had been served, Driser stood in the midst of 

the circle, held his hat over his heart and began a solemn 

reading of grace. 

Dear Lord, he said. We know we ain't much, and we're mighty 

thankful that you see it befitting to give us fine friends like 

young Marshall here. It's a good thing he’s done Lord, a 

mighty good thing. We thank you graciously for your 

bounty...Amen. 

An uncomfortable moment of silence followed, then without 

further pause, the camp erupted into a chorus of chomping and 

slurping, grunting and gorging as the men tore into their 

meager portions that would no doubt be required to sustain 

them for considerably longer than most.  

After the meal, Lenny pulled out a rusty old harmonica that had 

been given to him by his older brother. He still carried it with 



him as a sentimental reminder of the ultimate price his brother 

had paid for his country. He put the harp to his lips, and 

breathed into it a slow, steady rhythm. Squeezing out deep, 

notes of longing and melancholy.  

Pory got up from his seat, and with the regal demeanor of a 

priest, began slowly waltzing around the fire, his eyes glancing 

toward the sky. Sad and drooping. While the rest of him, this 

body of a large, dumpy, top-heavy man, moved with a grace 

that could only have been divinely inspired.  

The ring of the ragged folk just stared at him, then at the 

ground, then at the dying embers of the fire. Each one 

entertaining the individual tales of loneliness of which the 

dancing man, accompanied by the mournful wail of the rusty 

harmonica, evoked through their combination.  

Things haven't been so good, Theo said later, once Marshall 

was off to school. I didn't want to say it in front of the boy, but 

supplies are thin. Real thin. We need to get some money or 

something kinda fast. 

What are you thinking? Driser said. Maybe get jobs? You 

know these city folks wouldn't hire the likes of us.  

Theo hung his head, shaking it slowly. I know…I know. But 

there ain't only city folks around here. What about the farmers? 

The fruit growers? There's gotta be somebody who'll take some 

of us on?  

Pory spoke up. I heard somebody saying that the VanDrakes 

were looking for a stable hand? His face lit up with a thin, 

smile and his eyes were bright with expectation. 

Oh hell, Timmons said. What the hell do you know about 

stable work? 

A couple of the men snickered and Pory's eyes went dim as the 

light in them faded.  

Now, now, Theo said. Let's give the man a chance.  



He turned his attention to the round man, whose face had 

dropped into sadness.  

Well Pory? he said. What do you think?  

Pory kicked his foot at the ground, shuffling a pile of dirt. He 

raised his head, and answered in a small, weak voice.  

I don't know, he said. I suppose. Gotta do something, right? 

Theo rubbed his chin while he thought. You could see the 

wheels turning. Everyone waited for the outcome, as their 

leader devised a plan. 

Listen, he said. It don't take much to make a difference here.  

CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

Let us so live that when we come to die even the undertaker 

will be sorry.-Mark Twain 

And so the wandering minstrel without song comes full circle 

to where he began, beyond the womb to his place within the 

flame, to the doorstep of his beginnings, to the place the Indian 

shaman, Dedehe, prophesied his end, his return, his redemption 

by the hekura. You will return, John Brown, to that place of 

your beginning. A place you will know as yours on first sight. 

Embrace your hekura as it whispers your name 

A powerful shaman like Dedehe calls and commands the 

spirits, manipulates not only the spirits of the mountains but 

also those that live within his own body. Like myriad glowing 

butterflies dancing in the sky, the hekura come down invisible 

trails from the mountain tops when they are summoned. A 

powerful shaman such as Dedehe, who is known even in 

distant villages, manipulates not only the spirits of the 

mountains but also those that live within his own body. 



John Brown had left the company of Dedehe, left the 

encampment of displaced disenfranchised me with whom he 

felt no allegiance, and now takes his place and looks at the 

expanse of sweeping green vista before him. Witnesses the 

wonder of the Native peoples that had once lived there. Sees in 

the reddening sky the mystical white hekura, come to carry him 

home who had found his way back. It was exactly where he 

was supposed to be, this time, this place. And for that brief 

moment he feels that he has finally arrived at the point in his 

life to which all things inexorably led. This land. The land of 

his youth. A land that was changing. Rapidly changing. Passing 

all that he had known, cared for, been a part of, into oblivion, a 

hollow memory. And this land that had sprung him, given him 

the beginnings of life, was now calling him back. Back to its 

bosom. The whisper of mother to son. Flesh to flesh.  

Thus had he had found his final purpose. His hekura. And as he 

looked for the last time into the crystalline blue haze of the 

fading summer sky, he stretched his arms out like the great bird 

of salvation, and flew over the edge, into the forgiveness of the 

cleansing spirit. And as his body, mind, soul, merged with that 

of the great waterfall, he was baptized into the new life that 

waited beyond the doors of time. 

BOOK II 

Sam Watkins 

If growing up is the process of creating ideas and dreams 

about what life should be, then maturity is letting go again. -

Mary Beth Danielson 

Sam Watkins walked up the dark stairway, feeling the weight 

of each step as if it would be his last. At the landing, he paused 

to look at the spray of light, running down the long hallway, 



creaking through the open door at the end. It had been many 

such trips that had brought him to this moment. But each time, 

he had been hopeful that a next time would never come.  

Those hopes don't matter now, he thought, as he stared at the 

runner of light, examining it as though it were an alien 

creature. They don't matter at all. Now, the end is certain. All 

that can be done is to provide comfort.  

He looked down at the tray in his hands, rearranged the fruit 

and the cup of tea. Two sugars, steeped just three minutes. He 

had the formula down pat after all these years. And 

always…always, pour the hot water onto the bag. Never put the 

bag into the hot water.  

A smile came to his drawn face as he remembered her cautions. 

Such particulars made life the sweeter for her. He would 

comply now as always, as he had promised: For richer, for 

poorer, in sickness and in health… 

He pushed open the door with his foot, being careful not to 

make a sound. She turned her face to meet his. In the flare of 

morning, her face shown with a radiant glow. And her skin, 

always lighter than his, now took on a translucence, like an 

angel bound only by her earthly form.  

Her lips moved into a faint smile and her eyes opened wider.  

Good morning, she said, barely a whisper. How do I look 

today?  

She brushed her hands through her hair, trying to straighten it 

out.  

Fine, darling, he lied. You look just fine.  

He could see the dark circles under her eyes that day by day 

increased in size and depth, and the skin hanging loosely on her 

withering face and arms. He walked over to her and kissed her 

on the forehead.  

You know you're always beautiful to me, he said.  



Then, changing the subject:  

Look what I've brought you. Some mixed fruit and a cup of tea. 

Your favorite.  

He held the tray low so she could see into it. 

Two sugars? she asked. 

He smiled. Yes, two sugars. 

And the bag, she said. Did you put the bag in the cup before 

pouring the water? 

Yes, darling. Of course. Anything else? 

She looked into his eyes, put her hands to her mouth, and 

began sobbing.  

Oh Sam, she said, struggling with the words. What will happen 

to you? To Glen? 

 It's so…so…. 

He put the tray down, sat on the edge of the bed and put his 

arms around her.  

Don't think like that, he said, speaking as much to himself as to 

her. Everything will be fine. You'll see. And once you're well, 

we'll all go to that carousel you love so much. Remember? 

Where we went on our first date?  

She wiped at her tears and nestled her head into his shoulder.  

I hope so…I really do. But it's just that…. 

Now, now, he interrupted, stroking her hair. Your tea is getting 

cold.  

He reached for the tray and placed it on his lap.  

Here, he said. Take a few sips. You'll feel better then. 

She pushed herself up and wrapped her thin fingers around the 

cup. He held onto it lightly, helping her steady it as she brought 

it to her lips. As she sipped, he could hear her gulping loudly. 



He shivered as he saw her throat working, and felt his own 

begin to tighten in pains of sympathy. Oh God Helen, he 

thought, keeping his expression blank. What will I do? What 

will I do??!! 

He took the cup from her and set it back on the tray. She 

looked up at him with her sad eyes, and he knew that he needed 

to leave, before he could no longer conceal the emotion that 

was bursting at his guts. Steady, he told himself. Steady now. 

Smooth and steady. 

She looked away. 

I'll just leave this with you, he said. If you need me, just ring 

the bell. Meantime, I'll be up every hour, just to check on you, 

okay? 

She nodded, never taking her eyes from her hands as she turned 

them over and over in her lap. They were very thin and weak. 

And her wrist-bones poked out farther than usual. Always now, 

she had pain in the joints. It helped her to exercise them this 

way. But too, they were her gauge of the illness that consumed 

her. She nodded again, as if to herself, then, finishing her 

examination she looked up.  

Okay, she said, looking into his eyes and smiling weakly. I'll 

call if I need you. 

Sam Watkins went back downstairs and into the living room. 

He looked around the dark, empty room, feeling the loneliness 

that seemed to scream to him. All that was left now was a beat 

up chair, too broken down to bring much, and the piano which 

he could not bring himself to part with. It had been one of the 

first things he bought her when they were newly married.  

He remembered how her eyes lit up when she saw it. How she 

ran over to it, running her hands across its smooth, polished 

wood. And how when she sat down to play, her fingers skipped 

across the keys, like rain dancing on the water.  



That day, he had heard her play Beethoven's Fur Elise. He had 

never heard that song before, but he loved it instantly. So 

expertly, tenderly, skillfully did she coax the melody from the 

piano that he was transported to a place of magical wonder. A 

place where two would forever live in the warm comfort of 

each other's loving embrace. Ever since that day, he had loved 

that song. A song that for him came to symbolize their union, 

and the hope of great things ahead.  

He would have liked to hear that song again. Right now, if it 

were possible. Hope was something in short supply lately, and 

it was taking all of his effort just to keep from submerging into 

the gloom of its passing. But he knew he needed to stay strong; 

for her sake; for their young son, especially for him.  

He walked across the room to the large, bay windows and 

opened the drapes, letting the morning light flood into the 

room. The shadows of the trees stretched across the floor, 

climbing onto the far walls, taking over like a stream of 

uninvited guests. Opening the door, he stepped out onto the 

balcony. From here, he could see his son's school, a low  

brick building that absorbed the entire block. Somewhere 

within those walls, his son was studying. Learning the skills 

that would escort him into the waiting world beyond the cold 

stone and mortar. He hung his head sadly, knowing that no 

amount of knowledge could ever prepare him for what he now 

had to face.  

So young, he thought. So young and trusting. What can I say to 

make it better for him? To make it all go away? There is 

nothing…nothing but words. And words hold none of the 

comforts of a mother's love, or her attendance during times of 

illness, or her joy over childhood firsts. None of these things 

can be gained but through one way-through her. What can I 

possibly say to help him understand? I'm sorry son? Your 

mother's dying son? God help me!!  



CHAPTER ONE 

When the bells of St. Mary's again rang, they rang for her, Mrs. 

Samuel Watkins; wife, mother, friend to all who knew her. 

Glen sat in the front row of the church with his father, shuffling 

in his seat and tugging at his stiff, formal clothing. He looked 

around at all of the faces that surrounded him. Some were 

relatives that he had not seen in years. Others, he did not recall.  

Most everyone was dressed in black. A number of the women 

wore wide, black hats, with dark veils over their faces. One of 

those women sat behind him, and when he turned around and 

found himself staring into that dark, veiled specter, he shivered 

with fright and quickly turned back around, keeping his eyes 

locked straight ahead.  

He listened to the priest, a man who only spoke to his mother 

when asking for donations, talk at great length about the virtues 

of this woman he did not really know. He spoke with power 

and authority as he delivered his sermon: 

…and let us not give in to sorrow, dear friends, 

for while her passing is indeed a great sadness, 

let us rest in the knowledge that she is warm  

and safe in the arms of her heavenly Father, 

the Father who has called her home, as he  

will one day call each of us… 

Glen did not understand these words, this idea of a Super-

Being who would take his mother away from him. He looked 

over to his father, hoping for an answer, an answer to all the 

questions he wished to ask, questions that if they remained 

unanswered, would continue producing the monsters of his 

dreams, monsters that had ever since his mother's passing, 

haunted him without mercy. He tugged at his father's elbow, 



but his father kept his eyes straight ahead, his face a blank, 

seemingly absorbed by what the priest was saying: 

…and so in closing, dear friends, let us always keep her 

memory 

near in our hearts, and by this, she will live forever among us 

…Amen. 

Sam Watkins bowed his head and mumbled the response. As 

he bowed, his shoulders quaked, and then a small, weak sound 

escaped his trembling lips. Glen leaned over to him. 

Are you crying Dad? he asked. 

No, son. I'm okay, he answered, feeling the tightness in his 

throat. 

Sam Watkins reached over and put his arm around his son. 

It's okay, he said, reassuring himself. We'll be okay. We just 

need to be strong…very strong. 

Glen leaned into his father and buried his face against his arm. 

He felt the tears well up in his eyes, hot and stinging, felt his 

chest heave as he held them back, held them tight inside, 

squeezing them down so they would disappear.  

At his young age, there was still much to learn, much yet to 

understand. But one thing 

he understood very clearly. From the occasional relative on 

down to the children at school he had heard it enough times to 

believe it: boys don't cry, only girls do. 

He looked up to his father, searching his face, hoping for 

permission. His father's face was sad and tired, weak from lack 

of sleep, drained of color, ragged and worn, showing the path 

of his trials. But his eyes were dry and clear. 

Even my Dad doesn't cry, Glen thought, choking back his 

emotion. I can be just like him. 



They stood on the thick, cement stairs at the front of the 

church, watching as the hearse pulled away, long and black, 

silent and horrible. Sam Watkins followed it with his eyes, 

never straying from it as it moved slowly along the street, into 

the darkening sky, a chain of cars and lights growing behind it.  

He reached into his pocket and took out the small, memento 

card, lingering on the picture of Jesus with his exposed and 

bleeding heart, his hand gingerly poised on his chest, a chorus 

of angels hovering over him. Then, opening the card, he read 

the words that would forever serve as her epitaph. 

Helen Watkins 

Wife, Mother, Angel taken too young. 

An entire life, he thought, the weight of his sadness dragging 

him down. All the joys and sorrows, defeats and triumphs, 

reduced to this. A few meager lines on a two-by-three piece of 

paper.  

He folded the card, and carefully put it back into his jacket 

pocket. Then he looked down at Glen, standing straight and 

tall, his little hand clutching at the big hand of his father, his 

eyes staring out beyond the pale horizon, unblinking. He 

seemed so calm and easy. 

Sam wondered what was going through his young mind. And 

he hoped that perhaps his youth, and lack of understanding, 

would spare him much of the pain that he himself was now 

enduring with great effort.  

But Glen understood plenty, understood all he needed to; his 

mother was gone, never to return. And no matter how much he 

wished, and hoped, and dreamed, and prayed, and cried and 

cried and stared out after that long, black car, he could never 

bring her back home; back to his home, where she belonged, 

where she had always been and would still be, if the great, 

Super-Being had not taken her away.  



They returned home later that day to the empty house. As Sam 

Watkins stood in the open doorway, the echo of loneliness 

reverberated through the hollow space. He looked down the 

long entrance hallway, past the stairs, back into the wide living 

room. Anything that spoke of their past life, no longer 

remained. Even the bed on which she had spent her last 

moments was gone.  

Now, the heaviness settled in. He knew that it had to be this 

way, that there was no other way to pay all of the necessary 

expenses. All they had left was this house, and soon, that too 

would be relinquished.  

Sam Watkins climbed the stairs once more, slower now, more 

thoughtful of each step as his feet plodded along, landing on 

each step with a sturdy resolution. The resonating thud of each 

sad step shook through the empty house like a dull heartbeat, 

speaking to him from a place locked deep inside, a place that 

he would for a while need to stay away from. 

He rounded the top of the stairs and went into his room, her 

room, and trying not to look near the window, walked over to 

the closet and swung open the double doors. He reached inside 

the far corner, and from under a low shelf he pulled a bulky, 

brown leather bag. Inside, were things he had packed away in 

haste the night before, things he knew they would now need: 

warm clothing, some food, medications, and of course, his 

tools. The old Ford———— still had some gas in it, enough to 

at least set them on their way. Anything else they needed 

would have to be purchased, begged or stolen. He dug into his 

trouser pocket and took out his wallet. 

Ten, twenty-five, forty…fifty-three dollars, he counted. Not 

much, but it's all we've got. With a little luck, it's all we'll need.  

He unfolded his map and again checked his route and 

distances. Tracing his finger across from St. Paul, he pushed it 

west until he reached the California border.  



About fifteen-hundred miles, he thought. A few days at best.  

He glanced one last time around the room, shivering as the 

coldness struck at him like a saber. He knew that soon, the 

fierce breath of winter would settle in, making life on the 

streets untenable.  

We need to get to the west coast, he thought. Then, I'll look up 

my brother.  

He felt the sadness weighing on his shoulders, saw again her 

pale, angelic features in her final moments, remembered the 

words that crossed her weak and trembling lips.  

Take good care of Glen, Darling. Take good care of him…  

He wiped at his eyes as he remembered.  

He reached into the leather bag and withdrew a dull, steel, 

flask, then unscrewed the top and took a long, slow sip. The 

warmth eased through him, calming the chill which had been 

working him from the inside. He put the cap back on the flask, 

then placed it back into the bag, carefully nestling it into one of 

his shoes.  

Now, his thoughts were unclouded, and his resolution 

strengthened. He knew that the only way he could honor her 

wishes was to get away, as fast and as far as he could. Staying 

here, their destiny was certain. And he knew that although her 

family would offer their help, he could not accept it. His pride 

would not allow it. He would not allow them, the very people 

who had refused help when it was most needed, the very 

people whose answer to his humble request for assistance had 

brought only a smug, Why don't you do more, Sam? Get a real 

job, Sam, to sweep in now, after the fact, and proclaim 

themselves saviors. All they could do now was serve as bitter 

reminders of all that had passed between them, and reminders 

were something he had enough of at the moment.  

It was time to make a new start, cut a new patch of sky. Staying 

here, he could only sink further and further into the ditch. He 



wasn't sure what waited beyond the comfortable boundaries of 

this, his home town, but he was absolutely certain he had to 

leave and find out.  

 

 

CHAPTER TWO 

The night swung in hard and sharp as he took the turn on 

Interstate sixty-six. Glen sat next to him, rumbling along, 

contenting himself by looking out at the passing lights and 

scenery, and occasionally asking the question, 'Where are we 

going, Dad? to which Sam answered, The Golden State, son, A 

place of warm and beautiful sunshine. You'll like it there. 

The first night, they made it as far as South Dakota. There, they 

had pulled over to the side of the road to sleep. During the 

night, Glen awoke many times, startled by the sounds of the 

big rigs thundering by, and the dreams of monsters that 

continued to pursue him. A few times, he had called out to his 

father, saying that he was scared, that the monsters were trying 

to get him. But each time, his father assured him that nothing 

could get him in the safety of the car, that monsters were 

terribly afraid of the sound of big trucks. Glen though about it 

and seemed to accept that answer, but soon, he would again 

wake up, and again he would call out to his father.  

Sam Watkins knew that it would be a matter of time before his 

young son would get over these fears. And that no matter what 

words of assurance he offered, time was the only sure remedy.  

He remembered when he was just a boy and his grandmother 

passed away, how he had stood there at the funeral parlor, 

staring at her calm, quiet, too white face, afraid that any minute 

she would open her eyes and yell, Surprise! and how for years 



afterward, he would awake in a cold sweat, screaming into his 

room, terrified over dreams of cold, dead bodies falling on him 

and around him, their wild eyes frozen open, mirroring his 

horror, as he struggled to escape the small enclosure he was 

trapped within. Thinking about it again, caused him to shudder. 

He knew about these things, all right. He only hoped that Glen 

would have an easier time.  

Sam Watkins rolled over and looked at his watch, Three-thirty-

five, he said. Still a couple of more hours until daylight. Then, 

he turned on his side, adjusted his jacket-pillow, and fell back 

to sleep. 

The few days' journey, dragged on into a journey of epic 

proportions. First, there was the car trouble in Wyoming, 

troubles that they had no money to resolve. On the advice of 

the local mechanic, they had left their car and walked into town 

seeking lodging. There, they were able to rent a room from an 

elderly couple for ten-dollars a week. After the first week, 

when it became obvious that the car would still take some time 

and money to fix, Sam Watkins went looking for work.  

He hired on with a farmer who was building a new barn, 

getting in on the reference of the old couple who offered, He's 

good people. From that, he was able to earn fifty-dollars a 

week. But that didn't go far between rent and food and of 

course the car, where the expense and estimated repair time 

seemed to grow daily. Adding to that, was the fact that winter 

was soon going to be unleashing her fury on the open plains, 

and they were not equipped to make such a hard journey. 

Because of this, he decided to wait until spring.  

That spring came and went, as well as season upon season after 

that. And their journey limped along, taking them from town to 

town across the Great Western Divide, landing them upon one 

strangers' doorstep after another seeking food and shelter and 

work. But these things, simple and needed things, were not 

always so easily found, and many times they went without, 



spending their days driving, and their nights sleeping in the 

car-their home on wheels.  

By the time they reached the California border, they were 

ragged and starved, without money, transport, or hope. Glen 

was now seventeen.  

 

CHAPTER TWO 

Glen Watkins rose from his place under the cool shade of a 

mountain oak tree, drawn by the faint strains of a colorful, 

jubilant music, drifting across the open meadow. As he stood, 

he could just make out in the distance, what appeared to be a 

gathering of many people.  

He decided to take a closer look. Climbing down the rocky 

ledge, he made his way toward the mass of people, keeping 

himself well hidden among the ring of trees that outlined the 

meadow. 

As he came closer, he could see that this was some kind of 

festival. The music surged and pulsed, the sounds of fiddles 

and rasping horns accenting the rhythms. This was a music he 

was unfamiliar with, and it sounded strange and foreign, 

compelling.  

Now he had gotten close enough to make out some more 

details. He hid behind a tree, peeking out around it. Bold, 

vibrant colors greeted his eyes from every direction. Men with 

wide brimmed hats and dark faces filled the area. Some, were 

drinking and laughing, slapping each other on the back as they 

joked. Others, were strolling about, carrying the instruments 

that made the strange music.  

In smaller clusters throughout the group, the women gathered. 

Women with long, black hair, rich, dark eyes and bold and 



colorful dresses, of reds and yellows and greens. Their talk was 

punctuated by wild, hand gestures, their movement quick and 

excited. Some of them, in other groupings, were dancing, 

swirling, spinning, a tapestry of color against the backdrop of 

golden earth.  

A large banner hung over the center of the festivities. The 

words Cinco de Mayo, were painted on it in large, black letters 

against a field of red, and white, and green. His eyes took in all 

of this wonder with stunned appreciation, but meanwhile, his 

other senses, those more primal and basic were also at work.  

Suddenly, he woke as if from a dream and realized what his 

nose had been trying to tell him.  

Food, he said, as his stomach growled in anticipation. They 

have loads of food. 

He glanced around and immediately spotted the source of the 

intoxicating aromas. Scattered toward the outside of the 

festival boundary, were small, covered huts, open at the front. 

Underneath, women with their long hair tied back, were 

stirring the contents of large kettles, using equally large 

wooden spoons.  

He watched a man come up to one of the huts. The man said 

something to the woman and she reached under the table next 

to her and pulled out what looked like a thin, white pancake. 

Then, she laid it on a dish, and spooned a portion of what was 

in the pot onto the center of the pancake. She rolled it up into 

some sort of flute-shaped thing and handed it to the man. He 

nodded, said something to her, then, picked up the rolled 

pancake and took a large bite. The man smiled wide, his mouth 

full of food, his white and gold teeth like a spotlight against his 

dark skin. Glen Watkins did not know what this food was, but 

he knew he had to have some.  

He thought about just walking in there and asking for some. He 

looked down at his ragged, dirty clothes, his pale, white skin, 



and looked again at the clean, dark skinned men. He decided to 

wait until nightfall. It would be easier to make his move then.  

Now, as the night descended the celebration took on a different 

character. The music, which had been smooth and hypnotic, 

became louder, raucous, faster and insistent. The men danced 

or sang loudly, drunkenly, hoisting cups full of drink which 

they consumed greedily, letting most of it spill down their no 

longer white shirts. And the women, danced more 

provocatively now, kicking up their feet, their fingertips 

holding up the corners of their wide skirts as they bounced, and 

pranced, and stomped their feet. Shouting and cheering and 

laughter erupted in convulsions as the drink and the music 

flowed.  

Glen Watkins looked on from the cover of the trees, seeking an 

opportune entry point. Most of the people were clustered 

toward the center of the festival. Scattered about, suspended by 

tripods, were small, hurricane lamps which cast narrow pools 

of light. Some of these were close to where the large pots were. 

The rest of the light came from a bonfire at the center of the 

festival area. Placed randomly about were crates and tables 

which people used to set their plates and drinks. Some of these, 

extended beyond the faint, rings of light provided by the lamps. 

Glen Watkins figured these to be the most vulnerable to his 

attack.  

One of the musicians, a man with a square, smiling face and a 

round pot-belly, called out to the people. His voice boomed 

across the expanse, speaking words in a language Glen 

Watkins did not understand. The people laughed at what the 

man said, then, everyone ran to put down whatever they were 

holding, and gathered in a large circle around the group of 

musicians. A great, wide-brimmed hat was placed at the center 

of the circle. Then, the music began, an odd stop and start 

rhythm which would quickly explode into a rollicking, rat-tat-

tat. The people stomped their feet, clapped their hands, sent 

loud shouts of , Ayeee!!!, into the star-filled sky, while the 



women took turns dancing around the wide-brimmed hat, 

smiling brightly, snapping their hair like bull-whips, prancing 

and kicking like Andalusian ponies.  

Glen Watkins sensed that his moment had arrived. He got 

down on his hands and knees, and crawled across the dew-

soaked ground, feeling his arms shake and his heart in his 

throat. Closer and closer he came to the outer perimeter, so 

close that he could now hear the scuff of the peoples' feet on 

the dry patches of earth below them.  

When he reached a stack of crates, he slowly raised his head 

and peeked over the top. Piled high on top of the crates, were a 

number of the flute shaped things he had seen the man eating 

earlier in the day. Also, he saw there were pieces of fruit, and 

some cups that perhaps still contained something to drink. He 

reached around to his back pocket and pulled out a bandanna. 

He opened it, laid it over his hand, and prepared to grab the 

food. He heard a noise. He froze-someone was close. He 

ducked down, his heart pounding, his face hot and red.  

He kept his eyes shut tightly, waiting for the voice, or the 

rough hands upon him, signaling his capture. But nothing 

came. He opened his eyes, looked around him quickly, saw 

nothing, then peered through the slats of the bottom crate. He 

saw the thick, white- trousered legs of one of the men, not 

more than a few feet in front of him. He held his breath, 

waiting to see what the man would do. Then, he heard 

footsteps approaching, light, fast ones, moving through the dry 

grass. From the right, he could see the bare, brown-skinned 

legs of a woman, moving toward the man. She stopped when 

she came within arm’s reach. He heard the man speak. His 

voice flowed in warm, honeyed tones, his slurred speech rising 

and falling like music. The woman cooed and giggled, and 

rubbed one bare foot up and down against her opposite leg. The 

man moved closer, circling his legs around the woman's. Now, 

the sounds of smacking lips, wet and hurried, together with 

deep-voiced moaning, replaced the sound of talk. The woman 



at first seemed to respond affectionately, but then, he heard the 

heavy thud of fists upon the chest, and the woman's legs 

pushed away from the man's, running back into the crowd. The 

man turned toward the direction she ran, mumbled something, 

then stumbled over to the crate Glen was hiding behind.  

Glen Watkins froze, fearing for his life. He heard the clanging 

sounds of dishes as the man fumbled with something atop the 

crates. Then, he could hear the man gulping loudly, letting go a 

loud, Ahhh!!!, before slamming his drink back down on the 

crates, and stumbling back into the crowd.  

Glen Watkins stayed on his stomach until he was sure the man 

was gone. When he again felt safe, he rose up, quickly gathered 

what he could into his bandanna, and, deciding at the last 

moment to grab one of the cups, did so, then dropped back 

down and out of sight, holding on to his bounty as he kept low 

to the ground, making his way back to the safety of the trees.  

He reached the trees and leaned back against one to catch his 

breath. Suddenly, a burst of gunfire exploded into the night, 

followed by much excited shouting and hooting. Glen Watkins 

panicked, spilled the drink on himself and ran like a dog on 

fire, far into the darkness of trees, hoping to make it back to his 

shelter in the hillside before they could catch him.  

Glen reached the base of the hill, and by the light of the moon, 

scrambled up the rocky slope, scraping his legs against the 

brush, slipping once in the soft, loose dirt. When he got to the 

flat of the ledge, he stopped to look behind him. He listened 

hard into the night as he looked in the direction of the festival, 

waiting to hear the racing footsteps of those who were in 

pursuit. Nothing-he heard nothing. Nothing but the thumping 

of his heart and the rushing sounds of his breathing.  

He could see the ring of lights and the blaze of the bonfire at 

the center of the festival as the music played on and the people 

continued dancing and singing. Everything appeared to be just 

as it was before he had fled into the trees.  



Sam Watkins was waiting when Glen returned. He sat up 

expectantly in the tall grass, staring out toward the lights of the 

festival, when he heard the sound of footsteps. He saw the 

shape of someone coming toward him. He called out.  

Glen? Is that you? 

Glen waved his arm over his head. 

Yeah, he said. It's me. Got some food.  

He walked over to his father and sat down hard in the wet 

grass. He lay open the full bandanna and handed his father the 

cup. 

I spilled some of it, Glen said. I don't know what it is. 

Sam clutched at the cup with his trembling hands, and slowly 

brought it to his lips. The cold rim of the tin cup against his lips 

was followed by the cool, bittersweet taste of something 

strong, something that immediately drove the chill from his 

bones.  

TEQUILA!! he said, his voice rough and his eyes wide. This is 

tequila!  

He pushed the cup back into his face and quickly gulped down 

the remaining liquid, making smacking sounds as he drank. He 

pulled the cup away from his lips, and wiped his arm across his 

mouth.  

I haven't had tequila like this since Albuquerque, he said, a 

faint smile crossing his face. 

He looked over at Glen, his drooping eyes lit with excitement. 

Event in the dim moonlight, Glen could see the pleading in 

those eyes, and anticipated the question. 

Can you get some more Glen?…Son? 

They have guns, Dad! 

Someone shot at you? 



Yes! No! …I don't know. Maybe. You didn't hear all that 

gunfire? 

I heard, Sam answered. But I think that's part of the 

celebration. 

How do you know that? Glen asked. 

This is California. Lots of Mexican people here. Probably some 

kind of fiesta down there.  

They still have guns. 

Please, Glen. I'm weak. I need something.  

Glen looked at his father, saw the desperation in his eyes, felt 

bad for making him beg, felt sick with himself for indulging 

the old drunk.  

Okay, Dad, he said. I'll go.  

Sam Watkins wiped at his eyes. 

Thanks, Glen. You're a good son. 

Glen stood up and walked back toward the ledge, grumbling 

something about risking his life for a lousy drink.  

When he reached the festival, he got right to business. 

Encouraged by what his father had told him, he moved quickly 

toward the ring of crates, bolder now, certain that everyone was 

good and drunk. As he came to the first crate, he grabbed a few 

cups, and poured their contents into the biggest one. He 

wondered what the attraction was with this drink that his father 

wanted so badly. He brought one of the cups to his lips and 

took a sip. 

Pheeew!!, he gasped, choking as he sprayed a mouthful out 

against the ground. He wiped at his mouth, spit once more and 

crawled away, beyond the ring of light. From the darkness, he 

looked behind him at the people of the festival.  

No one noticed me, he thought.  



He watched the dancing and laughing and singing and drinking 

and knew that now he could sneak in and take whatever he 

wanted, without hesitation. He noticed at the far end of the 

festival, what looked to be some large blankets, piled around 

the crate tops. He decided he would make one more trip, after 

completing his delivery.  

The fiesta lasted a few more hours before it broke up. Everyone 

packed up and piled into their beat-up trucks, the music and 

delicious aromas now a distant memory.  

Glen Watkins sat on the hilltop with his legs pressed up against 

his chest, warm in the blanket he had liberated from the 

Mexicans. Next to him, his father mumbled incoherently 

between his heavy breathing and loud snoring.  

Glen had gathered enough food for a few days, and enough 

drink for one night. Tomorrow, they would again wander 

towards the western horizon, looking for a town, or shack, or 

field. There they would hole up until the next move. So long 

had they been wandering now, that Glen no longer knew what 

it was they were seeking. Or more specifically, what his father 

was seeking. He had asked that very question not too long ago.  

It was shortly after the old Ford gave out for the last time. As 

they took a corner, just outside of Tucson, they heard a loud 

thud and crashing noise, followed by a horrendous scraping 

sound. It reminded Glen of someone running their fingernails 

across a blackboard. They rolled to a stop and Sam stepped out 

of the car, got down on his knees, and looked underneath. He 

shook his head. 

It's all over son, he said. We've lost the transmission.  

Whaddya mean?  

I mean, this horse has run its last race. We're on foot now. 

Where are we? Glen asked. 

Just outside of Tucson. Arizona. 



How close are we to California? 

Right next door.  

OH! Glen said. So all we need to do is get to California, then 

we can find Uncle Henry, and then… 

Sam Watkins hung his head, trying not to look at Glen as he 

spoke excitedly about his Uncle Henry. The years and miles 

had been tough, much tougher than he had expected, and what 

little resolve Sam had begun with had been slowly beaten out 

of him. When he looked in the mirror, all he saw now was a 

worn, ragged, miserable old man, leading his son on a never-

ending trip to nowhere as they struggled and stared up from the 

ditch. Same Watkins had given up on the idea of finding his 

brother Henry, a long time ago.  

What purpose would it serve now, he thought. Another place to 

sleep? Another man's labors feeding my stomach? Another 

man taking over the responsibility of feeding my son?? I have 

failed. Miserably and absolutely. I don't want anyone to see me 

this way…especially not family. It's better to be thought dead. 

…I'll bet he's got a big house, huh Dad? Maybe a big dog, 

named Rusty or something, and… 

But what about Glen? I can't keep dragging him down with 

me? If he strikes out on his own, he may have a chance. If not, 

he'll die just as surely as I soon will myself. I won't last long 

without him, but what other choice is there? He's fifteen now.  

I can't keep lying to him. I need to tell him the truth. That we're 

not going to find his Uncle Henry. That I haven't been trying to 

find him for a long time. That all the money I've come by has 

been spent on liquor as I've drunk myself into oblivion, too 

weak to handle the pain. That my hands shake so bad I couldn't 

work with them if I wanted to. That's what I need to do. Give 

the boy the facts. Then he can decide for himself what he wants 

to do; stay with his cowardly father or go on his own. 

…I can't wait, Dad. It'll be great, right? 



Sam Watkins raised his eyes and looked at his son. 

Glen? he said. 

Glen paused. Yeah Dad? 

Sam Watkins stared into those innocent, trusting eyes, and for 

an instant, caught the resemblance of his late wife, reminding 

him of his promise, reminding him that he did not have the 

heart, or the courage, to crush the only dream his young son 

had left.  

Quietly he spoke.  

Yes, Glen, he said, forcing a weak smile. It'll be great.  

CHAPTER THREE 

Orlo Miller sat on the swing in front of his mercantile store. He 

looked out across the dusty street, his feet skipping back and 

forth across the floorboards as he rocked, slowly, thoughtfully. 

The papers had predicted rain. He looked up into the clear, 

blue, cloudless sky and shook his head. He went back to 

sipping his coffee.  

As he raised his eyes, again looking out across the dusty street, 

he saw the shapes of two men in the distance. One older, 

moving cautiously, unsteadily, and one younger, head straight, 

eyes darting, scanning everything. He could see that the men 

were ragged, obviously fallen on bad times. But then, that was 

nothing unusual lately.  

Not being far from the Central Pacific Line, many stopped here 

on the way to more lucrative prospects like San Francisco. And 

most, stayed a short time before catching the railway once 

again, leaving nothing but the trace of their footprints in the 

dust.  



Orlo Miller had first-hand knowledge of this sort of thing. As a 

boy he had come to this town with nothing but the clothes that 

he wore. Then, it was not much of a town at all. More of a 

hitching post on the way to points west.  

His parents were Polish immigrants. He had been born in the 

States, something which they proudly claimed as a first for 

their lineage. When their journey westward had begun, he was 

still very small. But he remembered the struggles, the cold 

journeys from mining town to mill town, from railway to 

waterway, looking for work-anything—to put bread on the 

table.  

His father was big, and powerful, a proud peasant, strong and 

unafraid of labor. He had instilled in his son the notion that 

there are no such thing as hard times, only hard headed men 

who were too good to do the work that was available.  

If a man wants to work, he would say, then, he will work. That 

is that. 

As Orlo Miller watched the two men cross the street, he 

wondered how these two would stack up against his father's 

measure. 

Glen Watkins spoke first. 

Excuse me, sir, he said. We're looking for work and a place to 

stay.  

Orlo Miller studied the boy's face and saw that his young eyes 

were still clear and sharp. The older man did not speak, but 

stood silently, rocking slightly from side to side, his hat in his 

hand and a long expression on his face. His eyes looked at the 

ground as the young one spoke.  

What can you do? Orlo asked. 

Whatever you have, Glen answered, without hesitation. I'm a 

carpenter but anything will do. 



Orlo Miller examined the two men, thinking that the young one 

seemed much older than the old one. He leaned back into his 

swing and rocked, skipping his feet against the floorboards. He 

considered himself a pretty shrewd businessman, and he could 

spot a deal when he saw one. He quickly tabulated in his mind 

the labor costs of a good carpenter. He figured that whatever 

this guy could do, was probably a whole lot better than what he 

could do himself.  

He made his pitch. 

Well, Orlo said, looking up at Glen. I could use some 

woodwork. The old shelves are in need of replacing. 

Glen didn't answer. Sam stood silent.  

Well fellas…that's what I got. Five bucks a day and a place to 

bunk. I suppose that's a pretty good deal these days. He added 

the last part to drive his pitch across the plate.  

Where's the place? Glen asked. 

Right across that field, Orlo answered, motioning with his 

thumb. Used to be stables years ago. Now, I use it to store 

lumber and canned goods. Still plenty room inside, though.  

Okay, Glen said. We'll take it.  

The building still smelled of manure, but it was warm and dry 

and better than sleeping in a wet field, cold and vulnerable. The 

look of a stable was still apparent. Hay was scattered around 

the floor, bigger piles of it in the individual stalls which were 

still there.  

And a few harnesses and bits still hung around the knotted 

walls. In the corner, behind one of the stalls, was a narrow set 

of stairs, leading up to a loft. Glen found these and ran up 

them, calling to his father from up top. 

Hey Dad, he called. Look up here! 



Sam looked up at his son. The speckled light filtering through 

the spaces in the roof, fell all around him, making him look like 

a performer on a high stage. 

Pretty nice up here, Glen said. This is where we should bunk.  

Sam looked at the narrow steps and wondered how he would 

make it up there when he couldn't see straight, thinking too, 

how easy it would be in the darkness, to tumble off the ledge, a 

good twenty foot drop. 

Not me, he said. I'm better down here. 

The rear stable door opened, letting in a dust-filled river of 

light. A woman stood there, young, pretty, long dark hair, and 

nicely dressed. She startled when she saw Sam standing in the 

middle of the room. 

OH! she said, her face turning red as she dropped her purse. 

I'm sorry. I didn't know anyone was in here.  

It's okay, Sam said, his voice suddenly rough and thick. We're 

just looking around ourselves. Something you need? 

No, she said, smiling nervously. No. That's okay.  

She reached down to pick up her purse, bending at the knees 

and lifting her purse with two fingers.  

It's nothing, she said. Nothing at all. Thank you! 

She stood up quickly and closed the door. Her footsteps 

receded into the distance as she ran through the dry grass, back 

to the street.  

Who was that? Sam asked. 

Don't know? 

She was pretty, huh? 

Yes…very. 

I wonder what she wanted? 



Who knows? Nothing here but lumber, and… 

Out of the corner of his eye, he spied the stacks of canned 

goods in the corner. 

What's that? Sam asked. 

Nothing.  

You think she was looking for lumber?  

Probably, Glen answered, thinking something else. 

She probably went to talk to that guy at the store. 

Yep. That's probably where she went.  

Sure was pretty, huh son? 

Glen did not answer. He just stared at the door thinking it. 

Laura McFarland, that's the woman's name.  

Glen had overheard Orlo Miller talking about her as he worked 

in the store. He inquired further without trying to sound 

interested.  

She still live around here? Glen asked.  

She and her mother live not far from here, in an old, run down 

mill-house. Her father used to provide most of the timber in 

these parts in the first years of growth. And for a time, they 

were considered well-to-do. But fortunes change like the 

seasons, and as bigger towns sprouted up around this one, and 

the land rush pulled people further west, the town stopped 

expanding, the boundaries shifted, and soon, the saw-mill was 

no longer necessary. When things eventually did collapse, the 

old man took it badly.  

He took to spending his days sitting on the porch, a sad, vacant 

look in his eyes, staring at the clear, blue sky and mumbling 

things about rain, and lumber, and feeding the horses. But that 

was as far as he ever went. Talk and more talk fueled by drink.  

What became of him? Glen asked.  



Well, Orlo said, I guess it finally got to be too much for him. 

One day he walks out to his barn, puts a shotgun to his head 

and BAAANG!!! Just like that. It was a terrible, terrible 

tragedy. Everyone felt real bad for the family, especially for the 

young girl. I think she was only eleven or twelve at the time. 

That and with her poor, old mother.  

I guess they got some money from relatives, some from selling 

off what they could, and the rest from little Laura working 

around town, helping with cleaning, and stables, and what-not. 

She even worked here for a spell. And her mother? Well…the 

poor thing always did have weak eyesight. Suppose after her 

husband died she gave up on needing her sight at all. Wasn't 

too long afterward that she went completely blind.  

So what did they do then? Glen asked. 

You know, blind and all that old woman could knit up a storm. 

Something she had kept even after her eyes gave out. Never 

saw a woman knit so darn fast in all my life. And the beautiful 

things she would make, the women in town just went crazy 

over them. All kinds of blankets, and table sheets, and socks, 

sweaters, even coats for the animals. You name it, she could 

make it. It kind of became a local project, so to speak, buying 

things from the widow McFarland to help them along. Proud 

woman, you know. Wouldn't take a cent if it had the word 

charity written on it. Why, she just about threw the Reverend 

Jeffries out with her bare hands when he went over to offer the 

church's help.  

Orlo paused as he chuckled. 

To hear the man tell that story, he said. His eyes glanced at the 

ceiling as he remembered.  

You have to understand, he continued. She was a small 

woman. No bigger than a minute as they say. And the 

Reverend…well, let's just say he was a man who never met a 

meal he didn't like. Anyway…let me think now.  



I just gotta tell you the story the way he did…let me see, he 

said rubbing at his eyes. Oh yeah! Now I've got it. He said, real 

serious like You know, I've been a Reverend many years. And 

in that time have faced many a fearsome foe. Then he would 

pause and wipe his brow, for effect, …but I never, he said, in 

all my years seen nothing the likes of that…that…WOMAN!!! 

She came at me with her eyes glowing like they were on fire, 

and her face turning purple, rushing at me with her arms and 

cane flailing and her teeth chattering. Why I ran like it was the 

devil himself after me…tripping over the paving stones, 

slipping in the mud. Sweet Jesus! Only the grace of God saved 

me!! 

Orlo was laughing hard now, pounding his hand on the counter 

and wiping the tears from his eyes. 

I mean, the picture of that jelly-bellied old Reverend running 

and swimming in the mud and…Ha, ha, ha, I tell you!! That 

woman is some kind of dynamite! 

Glen Watkins was laughing now too. It had been a long time 

since he had cause to do so, and it felt good, although his ribs 

were beginning to ache.  

Glen spent the next day exploring their new town. He 

wandered in a daze, still lingering on the image of the pretty 

young woman he had seen at the barn. The scene of her face, lit 

by the infused lighting, the softness of her voice, the daintiness 

of her movements, played over and over in his mind like a 

movie. He had seen many women in his young years, but he 

had never noticed any. Until this one, none had ever hung on 

him like a second skin. This was a feeling he could not shake. 

He swung from cold to hot, excited to nauseated, and always 

her face at the center of the hurricane.  

He sat on a step, lost in a dream when the screeching of a car 

slamming on its brakes jolted him to cognition: 



Hey, watch what you're doing! the driver said, popping his 

head out of the window. 

Yeah, yeah. Don't have a coronary, pops! 

A boy, maybe his age, was crossing the street, a wide grin on 

his face, swaggering like a sailor. The boy was ragged and 

dirty but wore a new cap, pulled low over his eyes.  

Glen looked up at him. 

What you looking at, moon face? the boy said. 

You talking to me? 

No…you're mother! 

Hey. Watch it, buddy, Glen said, his face feeling hot. 

I ain't your buddy, mamma's boy! 

You ain't nobody, Glen said 

OOOH! Big talker. Go back to minding your own business. 

The boy turned in front of him and kicked some dirt up at him. 

It glanced across his knees and sprayed into his face. Glen felt 

the sting of the hard dirt, and the rising of his anger. He jumped 

up and lunged at the boy, landing on his back and knocking 

him into the street. The kid sprawled across the ground, his 

face landing with a dull thud, his mouth twisted sideways like 

he had a big hook caught in it. 

The kid pushed Glen off his back, roller over, took a swing at 

him, and hit him in the chest. Glen recoiled and scrambled to 

his feet, rocked back, and as the kid stood up, Glen swung out 

again, catching him square in the jaw, and sending him 

stumbling backwards, grabbing at his face and grimacing in 

pain.  

Glen stood ready, coiled like a snake before the strike, his race 

burning, his heart racing out of his chest.  



The boy pushed at his jaw, wriggled it around, then, apparently 

satisfied, bent down and picked up his hat, keeping his eyes 

fixed on Glen. The light caught the kid's face and Glen could 

see that he had one gray eye and one brown eye. In the hard 

light and shadow it gave the kid an especially sinister look. The 

kid spit at the ground, beat his hat against his leg and placed it 

on his head, making sure to pull it low over his eyes. 

I'll let you off easy this time, he said. Don't let me see you 

again. 

He turned and walked away, glancing back over his shoulder at 

Glen, a wide, yellow-toothed grin on his face.  

Glen watched as he left, swaggering like a sailor, arms 

swinging and shoulders rocking, whistling a tuneless melody as 

the street and the cars and the rushing noises of life rose up and 

swallowed him and Glen's face burned and his chest ached and 

at the center of it all her shining face soothing him out of his 

winter chill like a warm embrace.  

Time moved slowly and the world took on a different face. 

Laughter appeared where there once was silence. Hope 

appeared where there once was despair. Everything that was 

the same, stayed the same, but to Glen nothing was the same 

anymore. His world had been shaken loose from its unstable 

ground, and the sands under his feet were shifting. This was a 

world he did not know, could not navigate. The winds that had 

propelled him ceased and he stood for the first time on dry 

land, seeing the springtime around him, understanding the 

possibilities.  

He continued to build the shelves for Mr. Miller. He worked 

steady but slow, knowing that as soon as the work was 

finished, so were their living arrangements. The days were 

spent lost in these details of measurements and cutting and 

planing and hammering and yes Mr. Miller another shelf would 

be nice over here and yes I can do it that way if you'd like and 

no sir I don't need anything else right now thank you. In this 



way, what started as a project of a few shelves was fast 

becoming a major renovation.  

They cooked their food over a grate they had picked up from 

the trash behind Ludwin's Department Store and besides being 

a little bent and rusted in the corners, was perfect for setting 

across two lows bricks and building a fire underneath.  

Glen bought the things they would need in small supply. The 

rest of his money was put away, kept hidden in his knapsack. 

He knew all too well what would happen when this job ran 

over and he was preparing for more rough times ahead.  

They ate regular, slept regular and overall probably had it as 

good as it had ever been. Life was almost normal…too normal 

for Sam. 

A normal life and schedule and all accompaniments of routine 

is what Sam had been avoiding in the hopes of keeping his 

mind off his late wife and the promises he had made to take 

care of Glen, which he was failing at miserably.  

CHAPTER FOUR 

The light of morning was gray and sparkling with moisture. 

And the heavy scent of the sea hung thick in the air. The bells 

of the harbor clanged away, breaking into the serenity of 

dreams. While motors rumbled across the great span that 

divided the strips of coastline.  

She stood by the window, staring into the dying embers of the 

night as the city again came alive to another cold and gray 

beginning. 

Cars and noise and rushing of feet and shouts and screams and 

a mass of people a jumble of streets and the merciless roar of 

civilization engulfing all that steered within its hunger. 

Anything a person wanted could be found here, for a word and 



a price. This was the place where dreams were released and 

nightmares retained. 

There came a knock at the door. 

Miss Laura? Are you awake? 

Yes, I am. Have you any news? 

No, Miss Laura. I have heard nothing. 

Thank you, Teresa. I will be down soon. 

Very good, Miss Laura. 

Laura turned back toward the window and watched the cars 

scrambling across the bridge. From this distance, they looked 

like large ants, clamoring and battling for domination amidst 

the confusion of activity. She was lost in the moment until the 

words of Teresa flashed into her mind. 

No news. That could only mean one thing, she thought. He 

would be returning as planned and the peace that only availed 

itself in his absence would retreat back into the shadows. 

She struggled with thoughts of leaving, running as fast and far 

as her feet could take her. Perhaps if she hid away long enough 

she would be forgotten until no trace of her remained, as if she 

had never been, until the safety afforded by her distance would 

allow at last her triumphant return: the risen Christ, the 

Phoenix, the harbinger at the dawn of a new prosperity. 

Yes, that is what she would like to do. But did she really? 

Truly? What about her mother? She would suffer most and the 

thought of being responsible for inflicting any suffering on that 

poor, old woman was more than she could bear. No. Maybe 

vanishing is not what she really wanted. No. Or maybe yes it 

was exactly what she wanted. But not in just any way, in a 

perfect way, a child's way, where all the good things promised 

at birth would be brought to pass. Where all of the bad things 

would be stamped out forever, leaving only the renewed and 

the glory bound, rising from the sea of grief, drinking with 



parched lips from the chalice of life, joy, eternal hope. Where 

every smile meant good tidings. Easy to read, easily counted 

upon. And where every frown was a temporary passage, 

quickly erased by the joyous of spirit. Is it too much to ask for 

that kind of world? 

She put her head into her hands and cried. Like a storm she 

poured out her twelve-year-old tears, the ones that began when 

her father's fatal moment of weakness forever imprinted the 

heel of fate upon his family. She was so young, too young. 

What could she do at twelve years old? What?  

For a time she had worked, hiding from the pain and rage 

inside. Hiding from the humiliation she felt not only over her 

new-found poverty but now because she was the poor little girl 

whose father killed himself. 

One burden would have been enough for wider shoulders than 

hers. Two burdens were more than her narrow shoulders could 

bear.  

Her grief and shame and misery grew like a vile malignancy, 

blocking all light from her world, until there was no light at all, 

just a dark memory of times long ago when the earth spun on 

an axis of justice and rightness. What the world had become at 

that moment of weakness was no world at all. It had become a 

dark, tormented nightmare from which she has never awoken. 

Here in the barren terrain where her soul once resided, is a 

place of mechanization. A place where the emotions and 

passions and softness of the heart have given way to cold 

calculations, determinations, brutal imperatives. What she must 

do, without variation, is the master she bows to. One master 

traded for another. A curiosity really, she thinks, considering 

how simply it all began on that cool, early spring morning.  

She had met him one day when she was working at Saul's. 

While she was busy stacking cans on the low shelves, the door 

opened and she heard the sound of approaching footsteps. She 

poked her head around the corner and there he stood. A dark, 



thick man, deep, serious eyes, somber expression dressed in a 

manner suggesting money and importance. Having been among 

this circle not too long ago, she immediately recognized the 

telltale signs. The ostensible jewelry, ivory handled cane, 

beaver pelt hat, fur lined overcoat. You could just smell the 

greenbacks. 

The man came around to where she worked and looked down, 

smiled and spoke: 

Good day, my dear. 

Umm…Yes, it is, she said, feeling very clumsy and stupid for 

her weak response. 

And do all stores employ ladies as lovely as you? 

Lady? I'm a lady? she thought as she turned away blushing. 

My name is Candelas. Diego Candelas. And you are?… 

Laura. I work here, she said, again tripping over her tongue. 

So I can see. Tell me, Miss Laura, perhaps—— 

Can I help you with something? Saul said, tumbling in through 

the back door. Sorry, but I was just—— 

No matter, fine sir, the man said. The young lady is assisting 

me. 

Saul looked over at her. She shrugged her shoulders. 

It's okay, she said. I'll help him. 

Okay. I'll be in the stockroom if you need me.  

Diego Candelas was smooth and suave, cultured and 

convincing. When his mouth moved a coven of ravenous 

angels slithered forth. He was a man accustomed to getting 

what he wanted, and the small town mother and daughter pair 

were no match for his chiseled skills.  

Many conversations followed. 



But Mr. Candelas, she's only twelve and my only means of 

support? 

That will be taken care of . 

And your intentions? 

To raise her as my own, with all due benefit to her. 

And I will see her? 

Often. I live just across the bay. 

San Francisco? 

The very same. 

That's a few hundred miles from here! 

That is of no concern. She will be brought to you as often as 

you wish. Frederick will escort her. 

I don't know, Mr. Candelas. It's all so sudden. 

Think it over. I will return in a week. 

When he returned a week later, the process began again. The 

questions, the concerns, the knowledge that one should not 

look a gift horse in the mouth.  

The widow struggled with the rights and the wrongs.  

Should I let her go? Allow her a chance I can no longer give? 

Or keep her here, where her destiny is certain? How can I? 

How could I? Should I? 

On and on it went, a furious circle of conflict. Eventually, the 

man called Candelas got his way. But in truth, it was the only 

way it could have gone. 

The young girl was packed up, shipped out, sent to live in a 

castle in the clouds. Here she would live the kind of life her 

poor mother could no longer provide. Her she would be raised 

like a daughter by a man of means. A man who only a short 



time ago was a stranger, now, a benevolent deity, smiling his 

providence upon her darkened world.  

The cool breeze glanced across her face as she pulled back the 

curtains, bringing her eyes back to the bustling city.  

Just like a daughter, she thought. Tell me, Daddy. Do all 

daughters perform such filthy acts? If so, then I am a daughter. 

If not, something much worse. 

But what could I have done? You could have run back home to 

your mother; to safety. From what? Not safety from all things, 

only from him. And really…honestly…you are no longer a 

child. You see the world for what it is. How long would it have 

been before another played the same role? Oh yes. Maybe a 

shy and smiling glance would have begun things. Or maybe it 

would have been a simple case of teenage love. All droopy 

eyes and heavy hearts. And maybe, beyond all concept, it 

would have been remarkably enjoyable. But what good would 

it have served? Poverty begets poverty. The options only 

diminish. A loving, beautiful man is soon reduced to swine 

under the oppressive thumb of depravation. Filth would have 

been my kingdom regardless. Filth around me, upon me, within 

me. At least now, life is good…when he is away. And all these 

luxuries are mine. Could a penniless man provide such things? 

Absolutely not. And too, mother is well taken care of, except 

for lately. 

I've been a bad girl, he said. I will have to decrease my 

payments to your mother until you again become sensible. 

What does sense have to do with anything? If I were sensible, I 

would have left long ago, before the tide turned irreversibly. 

But now, I am bound. And if I leave, what do I leave to? 

Labor? Hard toiling labor of the hands and back? The streets 

are full of hardened people. People exploding with rage and 

despair, desperate and determined, stopping at nothing to avoid 

the inevitable; death by starvation. I am no match for these. I 

am a pampered kitten. A pet. A toy for the master's pleasure. 



There are many lies I allow, but I know who and what I am. 

The skills I have are only useful in one place, and there I will 

not go. Better to endure the filth of one familiar wretch than the 

filth of a thousand unknowns.  

And of course, that would only be the beginning. Oh yes. In 

this also I will not lie to myself. He would tell mother. Run to 

her like a buzzard to the kill. And he would tell her everything. 

All the filthy details. Paint a picture so terrible and painful that 

she would collapse on the spot with the guilt of self-

recrimination. And in this victory, he would revel. Proclaiming 

that even by his words does he hold the power of death. I know 

this man well, understand his trickery. This man is evil 

personified. I know that now all too clearly. All too clearly and 

all too late. 

I have been stupid. So incredibly stupid! What was I thinking 

when he first expressed his interest? Was I so blinded by 

stupidity? Insecurity? Childish adoration? What? 

Good morning, little kitten, he said. Almost a woman, I see. Is 

it too cold in here? 

The beast!! And I just stood there like a dumb animal, blushing 

and pulling my robe closed, shivering like a child. Who could 

reproach a lonely young girl that wanted only for the warmth 

of a father's kind words, a father's loving touch, a father's warm 

embrace.  

The words came, then the touches, then the embraces and 

finally the press of bodies that should never meet. I was left 

speechless, uncertain, ashamed and compelled, not knowing 

what to feel or think. Just a lonely child receiving love the only 

way it was given.  

It was strange afterwards. I think Teresa new, though. She did 

not say. She would only comment on things I said or did. The 

way I walked and moved. That is all.  



But I always received the impression that from these things she 

was reading the story of my disgrace. An open book of 

information for she of the gypsy blood. 

She told me that the moon contained all of the secrets of the 

world. That when it reached its fullness, its eyes were at their 

sharpest. Then it would search the world with curiosity, seeing 

and absorbing all the secret things.  

She said that only some could talk to the moon, learn its 

secrets. 

Gypsies, she said. They have this power. 

Are you a gypsy? I asked. 

Yes, Miss Laura. I have the gypsy blood through my mother. 

So then, you speak to the moon? 

Oh yes. About many things. 

Her mysteries astounded me. And she was not to question for 

she routinely shared with me knowledge of things she could 

not have possibly known. I was forever after that in fear of 

being discovered in my shame. On nights of the full moon, I 

took care to seal the drapes closed. This of course brought 

questions. 

Why do you close the drapes, little kitten? he would ask, as he 

waited on the bed. The moon is beautiful accompaniment. 

I don't like it, I would say. I'm scared of it. 

These silly thoughts for one so much a woman. 

I'm sorry. 

It is fine, little kitten. Come to me, he would say, his hand 

smoothing the covers. I will soothe your fears. 

I went to him as always. And the moon never saw anything; I 

made sure of that. But still, somehow Teresa knew. I am sure 

she did. But she never brought up the subject. 



Of course, now it no longer matters. I am a grown woman. 

What I do is my own business. What does it matter anyway? 

He is not my father. For a while, I thought he could be. But not 

anymore. I am a toy. A captive toy. He has me when he wishes, 

or lately, when I allow him. I am no longer naïve. I know he 

has many others. He carries their scent to me, the unfaithful 

dog. Maybe he wants me to know? Perhaps it heightens his 

passions? Whatever the case may be, I do know.  

But none of them are like me. A captive within his walls. 

Things could be much better. But then again, they could be 

much worse. 

She turned from the window, leaving behind the gray city 

landscape and attended to the matter of dressing. The master 

would soon arrive. And with him, his entourage of heartache.  

She stepped over to the large closet and conducted her visual 

qualification of the clothing. 

No, no. Too colorful. This one is nice. No. Too revealing. He 

would not like that. Let me see. Ahh yes. This will work. 

Elegant and understated. 

She stood facing the long mirror and held the dress up in front 

of her, twisting from side to side as she examined herself. She 

was pleased with what she saw. 

Yes, she said. This will do. 

You are disgusting and pathetic, she thought. Even now you 

dress to his design. Why do you do this? What would you wear 

of your own volition? 

She scanned the contents of her closet and came away empty. 

He has created me in his own image. My earthly Father. 

Conventional and conservative. Not one for fashion.  

She laughed. 



Conventional? Except for my clothing, what here is 

conventional? 

She laughed good and hard, like a woman possessed. But hers 

was not a laughter of joy. Hers was a sharp laughter borne of 

destruction, degeneration of the soul. She laughed loud and 

long, but only so she would not break into the bitter tears of the 

conquered.  

CHAPTER FIVE 

The morning broke through the sunlight. A scattering of 

blackbirds rose from the brush. While across the barren fields, 

the crisp breath of winter swept over an old wooden shack. 

Like a lone speck of life amidst the fallow reserve, it shivered 

and shook, doing little to insulate its occupants. 

Inside, the young boy awoke as he had done many times 

before. He opened his eyes and looked at the gray light 

streaming in through the window. He shuddered, and pulled the 

frayed woolen blanket around him. In the corner of the room, 

his father slept contentedly, snoring away the morning.  

The boy rose from his bed, stepping slowly across the cold 

floor. The floorboards bowed under his weight. He stepped 

softly, trying to remain quiet, but his next step caused a loud 

creak to sound from the straining floor. His father mumbled 

and rolled over on his side. Just then, a bottle rolled out from 

under his bed. The boy frowned and a sneer crossed his lips. 

He continued across the room, faster now, without care for 

being silent.  

The boy moved into the thicket, picked up a rusted bean can, 

and pushed through the sharp, needle-grass. As he walked, 

burrs gathered on his tattered pants legs. And his feet, black 

and callused from the miles, crushed everything in their path, 

twig and glass alike.  



Bending down at the stream, he dragged the can along, 

scraping it against the shivering stones, filling it with water. He 

looked out toward the sunrise and pushed the straw-brush hair 

away from his pale, squinting eyes. Already, the colors were 

announcing themselves, and the hope of a new day shone 

brightly. He had viewed this splendor on many mornings, each 

time believing that the promise inherent in its design was 

intended for him. And each morning, he guessed that 

somewhere there must be some place better. Like most other 

mornings, he again wondered why they had not yet found it.  

Since his mother died, they have lived this way, him and his 

father. One boy, one man, together, alone, without means or 

forward momentum. These are the cards they have been dealt. 

It is a game where life is on the line, and each wager brings 

them one step closer to extinction. 

He arrived back at the cabin, and swung open the door. It 

slammed against the wall with a resounding thud. His father 

startled and opened his eyes. He turned toward the boy, shook 

his head, then sat up on the edge of the bed, hunching over as 

he struggled to support his weight. The weak muscles in his 

arms strained at the loose skin, threatening to give way and 

topple him over.  

The boy glanced at him as he entered, then turned away, 

walking toward the bed of stones where he would build the 

morning fire. The old man circled his head lazily, as if just now 

perceiving that he was awake.  

Glen? He said, his voice weak and scratchy. 

The boy did not answer. 

Glen?! He said again, his voice becoming excited. 

Yeah, the boy answered. Still here.  

Oh, that's good. Thought you were someone else…or a ghost. 

No, the boy said wearily. Just me. Me and the old ghost. 



The old man shook his head, as if something was lodged in his 

ears. What's that? A ghost? What ghost? 

You, father! You're the ghost!! The ghost I keep alive against 

his will. But what do you do for me, old man? he said, waving 

his arms in a wide arc. Give me all this?! Use what little we 

have to poison yourself through one more night, hoping it'll be 

your last?!  

Don't hate me son, he pleaded. I'm doing the best—— 

You're doing nothing…nothing but dying. And me? I'm a 

young boy quickly becoming an old man…like you!!  

The finality and condemnation in the young boy's voice, 

brought a chill to the old man's heart.  

I'm sorry, Glen, he said, hanging his head solemnly, I have no 

will to live-that's true. Ever since your mother…, he paused to 

wipe away the tears. All I have is you. And now I can see that 

I've lost you too. He rubbed at his dark, swollen eyes, coughed, 

and spat the red phlegm at the floor. He stared at the pool of 

blood. You're right, son. I'm a dying old man. All I have left to 

give you is your freedom. Better to leave me, son. Perhaps you 

can do better alone.  

The boy looked at the veil of gray skin and brittle bone before 

him. An auger of their mutual fate. A picture of his mother as 

she neared the end. For an instant, a brief trickle of compassion 

lighted across his soul. But it was quickly doused by the cold, 

dampness of his heart. He might have cared-once. Maybe when 

his mother was still alive. She was the bond that solidified this 

union of blood and flesh.  

But with her gone, and his father fast approaching death's 

hollow, there was nothing left of inner warmth and useless 

feelings like compassion. Now there was only survival. And 

like the animal he has become, he will flee out of necessity. 

Paying homage to the creatures of the night, who direct him by 

instinct, toward self-preservation.  



He looked at his father, with eyes of cold steel. Yeah, time to 

go, old man. There's gotta be something better than this.  

That evening, the pungent odor of burning sap-wood woke him 

from a fitful sleep. Opening his eyes, he could see nothing 

beyond the thick, black, clouds that hung in the  

air. Flames danced on the walls near his bed, jumping in 

around the window frame. And he could hear the sounds of 

coughing, and moaning coming from the direction where his 

father slept. 

Pulling himself out of his place, he crawled along the floor, one 

hand over his mouth, as he choked and gagged from the smoke. 

He turned to look for his father, but was surrounded by flames 

and tumbling smoke on all sides.  

He pushed through the door and fell into the grass, gasping for 

air. Rolling away from the burning shack. And as he lies 

doubled over, regaining his breath, he can hear the sounds of 

whispering and laughter, coming from not far in the distance. 

He moves his head around, trying to pinpoint the source, but 

the night exists only in flashes of sight and dark shadows.  

Something moves in the tall grass, catching light, and 

suddenly, appearing from the night like an apparition, he can 

see the dusty, blackened rags and smiling white faces. Their 

teeth like bone china, glinting in the firelight. He has seen these 

boys before. Down at the bus station. Panhandling for change.  

He crawls toward them. Cries out to them. But they just laugh 

and run away. As they run, one of the boys turns back and yells 

at him, You ain't no better than us…ain't no better than NO 

ONE!! The other boy joins in, Hope you're warm enough 

now!!  

Their footsteps recede into the night, leaving only empty 

sounds; the crackle and spit of the blazing inferno, the 

splintered tearing of the collapsing walls.  



He lies in the dry grass. Stares up through the veil of smoke, 

into the dome. If something exists beyond this earth, it does not 

exist for him. He shivers as he feels an overwhelming sense of 

being alone. Truly alone. With not even the old ghost as  

company.  

He got what he wanted, he thinks, and he was so drunk, he 

probly didn't feel a thing. 

The merciless wheel of fate has spun, granting him his 

freedom. Setting him upon a course of action unhampered by 

retrospection. Commanding that time uncoil and cast him upon 

a barren stage. A lone actor in a drama of his own design. 

Where the roles he inhabits, the voices he adopts, will be 

entirely his own choosing. It has taken nineteen years to arrive 

at day one. The curtain rises. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

When he looked up from his desk, he saw a thin, drawn young 

man. His cheeks hollow and shadowed. Eyes sunken and still. 

Not so much a person as a frame, loosely covered with flesh 

and tattered clothing. The young man stood at attention, his 

ragged hat in hand.  

Excuse me sir, he said, his eyes sinking back to the floor, I 

would like to become a cadet. 

Captain Burke Sumner leaned over his desk. Looked the young 

man up and down. Tilted his wide brim hat back on his head. 

He leaned back in his high-backed chair. 

Well, son, he said, it's not for everybody. Why exactly do you 

want to join the police force? 

Because…he paused for effect, well sir, my daddy was a 

policeman. I promised him before he died that I would become 

one too. 



Burke's expression changed as night fell across his face. I'm 

sorry to hear about your daddy son. Anyone I might know? 

No, he said, the path of his tale becoming clearer now, he 

worked out of Texas. Didn't know many people. I only come 

out this way after he passed on. 

And your momma? 

She went before him.  

So, you're all alone I take it? 

Yessir.  

Well son, there is the matter of an entrance exam. Then there's 

a small fee associated with joining…you prepared to meet 

these things? 

Most of them…'cept the money parts. A long, sad look drew 

across his sallow face as he raised his head, staring straight into 

the round, warm eyes of the Captain. 

Burke felt compelled to act. Listen, he said, I know things must 

be tough on you…with your folks gone and all. He stops for a 

minute. Fumbles with some papers on the desk. Twiddles a 

pencil between his fingers. I tell you what. I'll vouch for you, 

based on your daddy's service, and we'll just deduct the small 

fee from your salary over the first few months. How does that 

sound? 

The young man looked up. Pushing a tear to his eye. Radiant 

with happiness. Oh thank you sir, he said, you won't regret it! 

Now, now, Burke said, feeling a lump in his throat, let's not get 

all worked up here. I'll help you how I can, but it's still up to 

you, got it? 

Yessir, sir. I understand fully. 

Good…now, where can I get in touch with you? 



The young man shifted in place, staring at his ragged boots. 

Umm…well…I—— 

You ain't living on the street, are you? 

The young man received those words like a wild bull to the 

ribcage. He felt hot and sweaty, felt the blood pounding in his 

skull, could hear his insides cracking. He began to move his 

lips, ready to let his tongue roar, but he stopped himself before 

he mauled his chances.  

Not exactly, he said, holding tight rein on his anger, I'm staying 

at the shelter. 

The youth shelter? Across town? 

Yessir. 

A serious look came to Burke's face. Nope, that won't do, he 

said, that won't do at all. He shook his head, glanced at his 

desk, then across it at the young man. 

Listen, uh…what was your name, son? 

Watkins, sir…Glen Watkins. 

Well Glen, it's like this. I can't have a cadet of mine staying at 

no shelter. Just wouldn't look right. I tell you what. Got a small 

place out back of my property. Had built it for my oldest. How 

would you feel about staying there for a while…until you get 

yourself set up? 

I'd like that very much, sir. It's very kind of you to—— 

Aww, it ain't nothing at all. 'Course, my wife don't know about 

it yet. A big smile crossed his face, as he broke into a deep, 

laugh. Yep, she will be a bit surprised, to say the least. 

The Sumner household was a rambling space of unceasing 

activity. Children's laughter and motion. Mother's baking and 

chasing. Sights and sounds and scents of everything a familial 

home should be.  



This was the environment that Glen found himself thrust into. 

Not since that ancient time of his mother's presence, did he 

know such warmth and affection still existed in a world that 

had largely gone cold and barren.  

Mrs. Sumner, Carlene as she liked to be called, was a small, 

sprightly woman with abounding energy. Her whispery, auburn 

hair and sparkling green eyes seemed alive with electricity. 

And from the smooth delicacies of her features, it was easy to 

see that her beauty was innate.  

She had a soft, gentle quality. And a voice to match. This was a 

curiosity considering the rambunctious children that were in 

her care. But yet, with the grace of a saint, she flowed through 

the confusion like a wisp of cloud over an open pasture.  

Two younger boys, Aaron and Stacy, seven and nine 

respectively, were responsible for the surge in noise level that 

would rise and fall like the pounding surf throughout the day. 

Just watching them racing up and down the stairs, through the 

doors, tumbling on anything that would take them, would make 

Glen tired. He could not understand how this petite, gentle 

mannered woman could manage.  

Often, she would receive a good amount of help from her 

sixteen year old daughter, Marcy, who was in many ways the 

mirror image of her mother. Looking at her as she glided into a 

room, Glen could see the striking resemblance, even imagining 

sometimes that it was actually the elder.  

Carlene must have looked just that way when she was younger, 

Glen thought.  

It was to be the beginning of a painful time for Glen. Many 

years had been spent in destitution. Precisely the years when a 

young boy makes the tremulous passage to young manhood. 

Out of necessity, survival had taken preeminence, and he had 

missed much of those journeys. Now, he had been taken into a 

household where he was presented with not one, but two 



visions of female beauty, beyond which even his imagination 

dared venture. Like a boy who cannot swim, thrown into the 

devouring sea-that is how he felt: consumed.  

 The Voice of Nature Calls 

Time passed quickly, and soon Glen found himself a part of the 

family. Living in the small place out back, afforded him the 

freedom of choosing his passage as he desired. However, he 

had chosen to spend very little time away.  

Each evening, he would return home with Burke and set down 

to the family meal. This was always a time of great delight for 

the children, who could not wait for their father to return from 

his day's business. Much hugging and kissing would be 

followed by the communal discussion, each person bringing to 

the discussion the events of their day.  

For Glen, much of his time was spent listening. Not that he had 

nothing to offer, but in addition to the fact that he was naturally 

reticent, was also the fact that Burke, would in no small 

measure, spoon out the details of Glen's activities. The obvious 

pride on the man's face as he recounted these tales were as if he 

spoke of his own son.  

This, at first, slightly annoyed Glen, as he was used to speaking 

for himself-if any speaking was necessary at all. But he had 

come to not mind this intrusion into his autonomy, for the 

simple reason that it allowed him the freedom to exchange 

glances with Marcy. While laughter and comment erupted 

around the table, they—under the guise of mutual enjoyment of 

Burke's stories—were actually sharing the connection of two 

who were becoming closer in ways not within the confines of 

familial bounds.  

It had begun easily enough, and not without a natural order. 

Glen, of course, had been deprived of the pleasures of female 

company during his formative years. This placed him in the 

vulnerable position of having animal drives that had gone 



largely ignored. Marcy, on the other hand, was the daughter of 

the Chief of Police, placing her well beyond the access of most 

of the boys her age. That fate would bring these two within 

such close proximity was a strike to the match.  

One evening, shortly after dinner, Marcy had come out to 

Glen's place to bring him some linens from the house. She 

entered, and looking around the room noticed his abundant lack 

of anything except his clothing, and the fewest of essentials. A 

sadness overcame her heart, though she did not know why, and 

she felt compelled to cradle him in her arms. But she resisted 

this instinct. Not wanting to seem nosy, she made no mention 

of it, but instead handed the pile of linens to Glen.  

What happened next was without warning. As their hands 

touched, it was as if a spark of electricity raced from one to the 

other, nailing their feet to the floor as their bodies reverberated 

from the charge. Who was the source of this surge, no one 

could tell. But both were snapped to attention and spun within 

the magic that had seemingly transpired. Their eyes met, and 

the unspoken language took control of their communications 

from that point, launching them both from the cliffs of 

separation into the seas of desire. They bathed in its warmth, 

and savored its intoxication. And when they surfaced for 

breath, their souls were forever entwined.  

Young love, as pure and vital as this, is divine, and rarely 

witnessed in the modern world.  

Tremendous power is contained within even the smallest of 

fragments. And anyone within close proximity is pulled into its 

vortex. So strong and vibrant, radiant and blissful, it is a dance 

unto itself. Ringing with the promise of life. Beyond the 

wildest of imaginative journeys. Nature leads and the spirit 

rejoices.  

Dancing on the inside, expressionless on the outside. This is 

the way the two young lovers carried on their business. Only 

because mother and father were so involved in other activities, 



did they fail to notice the all too obvious signs of the fire that 

was raging within their household. Many evenings, Marcy 

would sneak out to that magical place in the back, neatly 

secluded from all eyes who would inquire, and within those 

walls, the storehouse of secrets that would never leave were 

building steadily. The young man crossed the threshold of 

adulthood. The young girl became a young woman. And their 

grinding, twisting bodies became one entity. Adding heat and 

moisture to the seething summer nights. Filling the inner 

sanctum with sounds unheard beyond the chirping of crickets, 

and the distance of land. It was a time of discovery limited only 

by the fear of procreation-barely. And as the stream of his 

semen, illuminated by the moonlight, shone its bright arc 

against the blackness of the room, her hand would slow its 

rhythm, retaining its grasp on the captive member, until the last 

heaves of its sputtered breathing, left it slumped in exhaustion.  

CHAPTER EIGHT 

Tides shift, the earth revolves, and the seasons twist out of their 

skin. In their passage, the human race is caught unguarded. 

Blindly dancing on the shores of inertia as the landscape 

around takes a new face. There are lessons that nature gives to 

the patient, the attentive. But aware and unaware alike receive 

their instruction in due course. 

A riotous affair. A profound journey. A new beginning, radiant 

with hope. All of these terms can be applied to the wedding 

day, and all are true. The staggering news caught everyone by 

surprise. One day, a young stranger arrives to stay with a 

family, the next he is asking the father for his blessings, and his 

daughter. The effect was like that of Rip Van Winkle, awaking 

to find that the world around had changed so dramatically, that 

no resemblance to the former remained.  



This was their beginning-the wedding day. And in like manner, 

all else followed in quick succession. Much preparation had 

been attended to, and with the blessings of the family and 

church, the young couple could now explore the full range of 

their passions and the inherent joys of the conjugal union.  

It was not long before nature's cycle was complete. Springtime 

breathed new life into the frosted earth, the heavens parted, and 

dropped an angel at the doorstep of the newlyweds—Katy 

Jane.  

Mother and father rejoiced. Grandparents were ecstatic. And 

with her arrival all that went before ceased to hold sway as all 

attention shifted to the wake of the little one's green eyes. Life 

was full, and for Glen, long a drifting mass without root, the 

settling effect of these events was like an elixir to his soul. 

Never before had providence so smiled its sunny face upon 

him-never. It was a pinnacle from which only descent was 

possible.  

CHAPTER NINE 

The light of morning was gray and sparkling with moisture. 

And the heavy scent of the sea hung thick in the air. The bells 

of the harbor clanged away, breaking into the serenity of 

dreams. While motors rumbled across the great span that 

divided the strips of coastline.  

She stood by the window, staring into the dying embers of the 

night as the city again came alive to another cold and gray 

beginning. 

Cars and noise and rushing of feet and shouts and screams and 

a mass of people a jumble of streets and the merciless roar of 

civilization engulfing all that steered within its hunger. 

Anything a person wanted could be found here, for a word and 



a price. This was the place where dreams were released and 

nightmares retained. 

There came a knock at the door. 

Miss Laura? Are you awake? 

Yes, I am. Have you any news? 

No, Miss Laura. I have heard nothing. 

Thank you, Teresa. I will be down soon. 

Very good, Miss Laura. 

Laura turned back toward the window and watched the cars 

scrambling across the bridge. From this distance, they looked 

like large ants, clamoring and battling for domination amidst 

the confusion of activity. She was lost in the moment until the 

words of Teresa flashed into her mind. 

No news. That could only mean one thing, she thought. He 

would be returning as planned and the peace that only availed 

itself in his absence would retreat back into the shadows. 

She struggled with thoughts of leaving, running as fast and far 

as her feet could take her. Perhaps if she hid away long enough 

she would be forgotten until no trace of her remained, as if she 

had never been, until the safety afforded by her distance would 

allow at last her triumphant return: the risen Christ, the 

Phoenix, the harbinger at the dawn of a new prosperity. 

Yes, that is what she would like to do. But did she really? 

Truly? What about her mother? She would suffer most and the 

thought of being responsible for inflicting any suffering on that 

poor, old woman was more than she could bear. No. Maybe 

vanishing is not what she really wanted. No. Or maybe yes it 

was exactly what she wanted. But not in just any way, in a 

perfect way, a child's way, where all the good things promised 

at birth would be brought to pass. Where all of the bad things 

would be stamped out forever, leaving only the renewed and 

the glory bound, rising from the sea of grief, drinking with 



parched lips from the chalice of life, joy, eternal hope. Where 

every smile meant good tidings. Easy to read, easily counted 

upon. And where every frown was a temporary passage, 

quickly erased by the joyous of spirit. Is it too much to ask for 

that kind of world? 

She put her head into her hands and cried. Like a storm she 

poured out her twelve-year-old tears, the ones that began when 

her father's fatal moment of weakness forever imprinted the 

heel of fate upon his family. She was so young, too young. 

What could she do at twelve years old? What?  

For a time she had worked, hiding from the pain and rage 

inside. Hiding from the humiliation she felt not only over her 

new-found poverty but now because she was the poor little girl 

whose father killed himself. 

One burden would have been enough for wider shoulders than 

hers. Two burdens were more than her narrow shoulders could 

bear.  

Her grief and shame and misery grew like a vile malignancy, 

blocking all light from her world, until there was no light at all, 

just a dark memory of times long ago when the earth spun on 

an axis of justice and rightness. What the world had become at 

that moment of weakness was no world at all. It had become a 

dark, tormented nightmare from which she has never awoken. 

Here in the barren terrain where her soul once resided, is a 

place of mechanization. A place where the emotions and 

passions and softness of the heart have given way to cold 

calculations, determinations, brutal imperatives. What she must 

do, without variation, is the master she bows to. One master 

traded for another. A curiosity really, she thinks, considering 

how simply it all began on that cool, early spring morning.  

She had met him one day when she was working at Saul's. 

While she was busy stacking cans on the low shelves, the door 

opened and she heard the sound of approaching footsteps. She 

poked her head around the corner and there he stood. A dark, 



thick man, deep, serious eyes, somber expression dressed in a 

manner suggesting money and importance. Having been among 

this circle not too long ago, she immediately recognized the 

telltale signs. The ostensible jewelry, ivory handled cane, 

beaver pelt hat, fur lined overcoat. You could just smell the 

greenbacks. 

The man came around to where she worked and looked down, 

smiled and spoke: 

Good day, my dear. 

Umm...Yes, it is, she said, feeling very clumsy and stupid for 

her weak response. 

And do all stores employ ladies as lovely as you? 

Lady? I'm a lady? she thought as she turned away blushing. 

My name is Candelas. Diego Candelas. And you are?… 

Laura. I work here, she said, again tripping over her tongue. 

So I can see. Tell me, Miss Laura, perhaps—— 

Can I help you with something? Saul said, tumbling in through 

the back door. Sorry, but I was just—— 

No matter, fine sir, the man said. The young lady is assisting 

me. 

Saul looked over at her. She shrugged her shoulders. 

It's okay, she said. I'll help him. 

Okay. I'll be in the stockroom if you need me.  

Diego Candelas was smooth and suave, cultured and 

convincing. When his mouth moved a coven of ravenous 

angels slithered forth. He was a man accustomed to getting 

what he wanted, and the small town mother and daughter pair 

were no match for his chiseled skills.  

Many conversations followed. 



But Mr. Candelas, she's only twelve and my only means of 

support? 

That will be taken care of . 

And your intentions? 

To raise her as my own, with all due benefit to her. 

And I will see her? 

Often. I live just across the bay. 

San Francisco? 

The very same. 

That's a few hundred miles from here! 

That is of no concern. She will be brought to you as often as 

you wish. Frederick will escort her. 

I don't know, Mr. Candelas. It's all so sudden. 

Think it over. I will return in a week. 

When he returned a week later, the process began again. The 

questions, the concerns, the knowledge that one should not 

look a gift horse in the mouth.  

The widow struggled with the rights and the wrongs.  

Should I let her go? Allow her a chance I can no longer give? 

Or keep her here, where her destiny is certain? How can I? 

How could I? Should I? 

On and on it went, a furious circle of conflict. Eventually, the 

man called Candelas got his way. But in truth, it was the only 

way it could have gone. 

The young girl was packed up, shipped out, sent to live in a 

castle in the clouds. Here she would live the kind of life her 

poor mother could no longer provide. Her she would be raised 

like a daughter by a man of means. A man who only a short 



time ago was a stranger, now, a benevolent deity, smiling his 

providence upon her darkened world.  

The cool breeze glanced across her face as she pulled back the 

curtains, bringing her eyes back to the bustling city.  

Just like a daughter, she thought. Tell me, Daddy. Do all 

daughters perform such filthy acts? If so, then I am a daughter. 

If not, something much worse. 

But what could I have done? You could have run back home to 

your mother; to safety. From what? Not safety from all things, 

only from him. And really…honestly…you are no longer a 

child. You see the world for what it is. How long would it have 

been before another played the same role? Oh yes. Maybe a 

shy and smiling glance would have begun things. Or maybe it 

would have been a simple case of teenage love. All droopy 

eyes and heavy hearts. And maybe, beyond all concept, it 

would have been remarkably enjoyable. But what good would 

it have served? Poverty begets poverty. The options only 

diminish. A loving, beautiful man is soon reduced to swine 

under the oppressive thumb of depravation. Filth would have 

been my kingdom regardless. Filth around me, upon me, within 

me. At least now, life is good…when he is away. And all these 

luxuries are mine. Could a penniless man provide such things? 

Absolutely not. And too, mother is well taken care of, except 

for lately. 

I've been a bad girl, he said. I will have to decrease my 

payments to your mother until you again become sensible. 

What does sense have to do with anything? If I were sensible, I 

would have left long ago, before the tide turned irreversibly. 

But now, I am bound. And if I leave, what do I leave to? 

Labor? Hard toiling labor of the hands and back? The streets 

are full of hardened people. People exploding with rage and 

despair, desperate and determined, stopping at nothing to avoid 

the inevitable; death by starvation. I am no match for these. I 

am a pampered kitten. A pet. A toy for the master's pleasure. 



There are many lies I allow, but I know who and what I am. 

The skills I have are only useful in one place, and there I will 

not go. Better to endure the filth of one familiar wretch than the 

filth of a thousand unknowns.  

And of course, that would only be the beginning. Oh yes. In 

this also I will not lie to myself. He would tell mother. Run to 

her like a buzzard to the kill. And he would tell her everything. 

All the filthy details. Paint a picture so terrible and painful that 

she would collapse on the spot with the guilt of self-

recrimination. And in this victory, he would revel. Proclaiming 

that even by his words does he hold the power of death. I know 

this man well, understand his trickery. This man is evil 

personified. I know that now all too clearly. All too clearly and 

all too late. 

I have been stupid. So incredibly stupid! What was I thinking 

when he first expressed his interest? Was I so blinded by 

stupidity? Insecurity? Childish adoration? What? 

Good morning, little kitten, he said. Almost a woman, I see. Is 

it too cold in here? 

The beast!! And I just stood there like a dumb animal, blushing 

and pulling my robe closed, shivering like a child. Who could 

reproach a lonely young girl that wanted only for the warmth 

of a father's kind words, a father's loving touch, a father's warm 

embrace.  

The words came, then the touches, then the embraces and 

finally the press of bodies that should never meet. I was left 

speechless, uncertain, ashamed and compelled, not knowing 

what to feel or think. Just a lonely child receiving love the only 

way it was given.  

It was strange afterwards. I think Teresa new, though. She did 

not say. She would only comment on things I said or did. The 

way I walked and moved. That is all.  



But I always received the impression that from these things she 

was reading the story of my disgrace. An open book of 

information for she of the gypsy blood. 

She told me that the moon contained all of the secrets of the 

world. That when it reached its fullness, its eyes were at their 

sharpest. Then it would search the world with curiosity, seeing 

and absorbing all the secret things.  

She said that only some could talk to the moon, learn its 

secrets. 

Gypsies, she said. They have this power. 

Are you a gypsy? I asked. 

Yes, Miss Laura. I have the gypsy blood through my mother. 

So then, you speak to the moon? 

Oh yes. About many things. 

Her mysteries astounded me. And she was not to question for 

she routinely shared with me knowledge of things she could 

not have possibly known. I was forever after that in fear of 

being discovered in my shame. On nights of the full moon, I 

took care to seal the drapes closed. This of course brought 

questions. 

Why do you close the drapes, little kitten? he would ask, as he 

waited on the bed. The moon is beautiful accompaniment. 

I don't like it, I would say. I'm scared of it. 

These silly thoughts for one so much a woman. 

I'm sorry. 

It is fine, little kitten. Come to me, he would say, his hand 

smoothing the covers. I will soothe your fears. 

I went to him as always. And the moon never saw anything; I 

made sure of that. But still, somehow Teresa knew. I am sure 

she did. But she never brought up the subject. 



Of course, now it no longer matters. I am a grown woman. 

What I do is my own business. What does it matter anyway? 

He is not my father. For a while, I thought he could be. But not 

anymore. I am a toy. A captive toy. He has me when he wishes, 

or lately, when I allow him. I am no longer naïve. I know he 

has many others. He carries their scent to me, the unfaithful 

dog. Maybe he wants me to know? Perhaps it heightens his 

passions? Whatever the case may be, I do know.  

But none of them are like me. A captive within his walls. 

Things could be much better. But then again, they could be 

much worse. 

She turned from the window, leaving behind the gray city 

landscape and attended to the matter of dressing. The master 

would soon arrive. And with him, his entourage of heartache.  

She stepped over to the large closet and conducted her visual 

qualification of the clothing. 

No, no. Too colorful. This one is nice. No. Too revealing. He 

would not like that. Let me see. Ahh yes. This will work. 

Elegant and understated. 

She stood facing the long mirror and held the dress up in front 

of her, twisting from side to side as she examined herself. She 

was pleased with what she saw. 

Yes, she said. This will do. 

You are disgusting and pathetic, she thought. Even now you 

dress to his design. Why do you do this? What would you wear 

of your own volition? 

She scanned the contents of her closet and came away empty. 

He has created me in his own image. My earthly Father. 

Conventional and conservative. Not one for fashion.  

She laughed. 



Conventional? Except for my clothing, what here is 

conventional? 

She laughed good and hard, like a woman possessed. But hers 

was not a laughter of joy. Hers was a sharp laughter borne of 

destruction, degeneration of the soul. She laughed loud and 

long, but only so she would not break into the bitter tears of the 

conquered.  

Philo Tascani ran the Shangri-Lounge. He was bartender, 

proprietor, and short-order cook when customers needed more 

to eat than pretzels and peanuts and threatened to stop drinking 

and go somewhere else where they could do just that. At those 

moments, Philo would transform into chef extraordinaire as he 

retreated to the kitchen, returning briefly with creations and 

combinations heretofore unknown in the culinary world.  

He came out of the kitchen with a Grand Canyon-sized grin 

across his chubby face, proudly following his latest creation 

which he held steaming out in front of him with one hand while 

his other waved a kitchen towel over it. Whether he was trying 

to cool the thing or beat it down into the dish was left to 

interpretation.  

He slid up to the table and set it down gently. 

What's this? Glen asked. 

Philo scratched his head, then pulled out the name of his Dish-

Of-The-Moment.  

Steaming Spinach-Cake Supreme, he blurted, motioning at the 

dish with his eyebrows. 

Glen looked at the four layer pile of steaming green and brown 

and thought of a different name.  

What's in it?  

Oh…Secret you know. 



He leaned close and cupped his hand around his mouth, then 

glanced around the room.  

But I tell you, he said. You keep secret, okay? 

Sure, Glen said. 

Okay, good. Has spinach, of course, little bean paste, little 

tomato, cheese. 

Glen pointed to the brown slab across the top of the pile. 

What's that? he asked, not sure he wanted to know. 

Pumpernickel bread, of course!  

Mmmm…Sounds great, Philo. Really, he said as his stomach 

ran for cover.  

Good, Philo said, smiling proudly. You eat now. I come back 

when you finish, okay? 

Glen waited until his back was turned before taking a bite. 

When he did, he felt sick, held back choking, and washed it 

down with his scotch.  

He called Philo back and said he wasn't so hungry after all, but 

could he please wrap it up so he could take it with him, for 

later.  

That evening as Glen stumbled home, the neighborhood dog 

made a new friend and gulped a meal he would never forget.  

Glen spent the next day exploring their new town. He 

wandered in a daze, still lingering on the image of the pretty 

young woman he had seen at the barn. The scene of her face, lit 

by the infused lighting, the softness of her voice, the daintiness 

of her movements, played over and over in his mind like a 

movie. He had seen many women in his young years, but he 

had never noticed any. Until this one, none had ever hung on 

him like a second skin. This was a feeling he could not shake. 

He swung from cold to hot, excited to nauseated, and always 

her face at the center of the hurricane.  



He sat on a step, lost in a dream when the screeching of a car 

slamming on its brakes jolted him to cognition: 

Hey, watch what you're doing! the driver said, popping his 

head out of the window. 

Yeah, yeah. Don't have a coronary, pops! 

A boy, maybe his age, was crossing the street, a wide grin on 

his face, swaggering like a sailor. The boy was ragged and 

dirty but wore a new cap, pulled low over his eyes.  

Glen looked up at him. 

What you looking at, moon face? the boy said. 

You talking to me? 

No…you're mother! 

Hey. Watch it, buddy, Glen said, his face feeling hot. 

I ain't your buddy, mamma's boy! 

You ain't nobody, Glen said 

OOOH! Big talker. Go back to minding your own business. 

The boy turned in front of him and kicked some dirt up at him. 

It glanced across his knees and sprayed into his face. Glen felt 

the sting of the hard dirt, and the rising of his anger. He jumped 

up and lunged at the boy, landing on his back and knocking 

him into the street. The kid sprawled across the ground, his 

face landing with a dull thud, his mouth twisted sideways like 

he had a big hook caught in it. 

The kid pushed Glen off his back, rolled over, took a swing at 

him, and hit him in the chest. Glen recoiled and scrambled to 

his feet, rocked back, and as the kid stood up, Glen swung out 

again, catching him square in the jaw, and sending him 

stumbling backwards, grabbing at his face and grimacing in 

pain.  



Glen stood ready, coiled like a snake before the strike, his face 

burning, his heart racing out of his chest.  

The boy pushed at his jaw, wriggled it around, then, apparently 

satisfied, bent down and picked up his hat, keeping his eyes 

fixed on Glen. The light caught the kid's face and Glen could 

see that he had one gray eye and one brown eye. In the hard 

light and shadow it gave the kid an especially sinister look. The 

kid spit at the ground, beat his hat against his leg and placed it 

on his head, making sure to pull it low over his eyes. 

I'll let you off easy this time, he said. Don't let me see you 

again. 

He turned and walked away, glancing back over his shoulder at 

Glen, a wide, yellow-toothed grin on his face.  

Glen watched as he left, swaggering like a sailor, arms 

swinging and shoulders rocking, whistling a tuneless melody as 

the street and the cars and the rushing noises of life rose up and 

swallowed him and Glen's face burned and his chest ached and 

at the center of it all her shining face soothing him out of his 

winter chill like a warm embrace.  

Time moved slowly and the world took on a different hue. 

Laughter appeared where there once was silence. Hope 

appeared where there once was despair. Everything that was 

the same, stayed the same, but to Glen nothing was the same 

anymore. His world had been shaken loose from its unstable 

ground, and the sands under his feet were shifting. This was a 

world he did not know, could not navigate. The winds that had 

propelled him ceased and he stood for the first time on dry 

land, seeing the springtime around him, understanding the 

possibilities.  

He continued to build the shelves for Mr. Miller. He worked 

steady but slow, knowing that as soon as the work was 

finished, so were their living arrangements. The days were 

spent lost in these details of measurements and cutting and 



planing and hammering and yes Mr. Miller another shelf would 

be nice over here and yes I can do it that way if you'd like and 

no sir I don't need anything else right now thank you. In this 

way, what started as a project of a few shelves was fast 

becoming a major renovation.  

They cooked their food over a grate they had picked up from 

the trash behind Ludwin's Department Store and besides being 

a little bent and rusted in the corners, was perfect for setting 

across two lows bricks and building a fire underneath.  

Glen bought the things they would need in small supply. The 

rest of his money was put away, kept hidden in his knapsack. 

He knew all too well what would happen when this job ran 

over and he was preparing for more rough times ahead.  

They ate regular, slept regular and overall probably had it as 

good as it had ever been. Life was almost normal…too normal 

for Sam. 

A normal life and schedule and all accompaniments of routine 

is what Sam had been avoiding in the hopes of keeping his 

mind off his late wife and the promises he had made to take 

care of Glen, which he was failing at miserably. 

He watched as Glen was quickly becoming a young man. Now, 

he took care of everything. Food, shelter, all the things that a 

father would provide. And Sam had drank himself so far down 

there was no returning . The more he thought about his failure 

as a father, the further into the ditch he slipped.  

During the days, while Glen worked, Sam slipped out and into 

the town. Glen had told him not to, warned him what could 

happen to a foolish old drunk in a strange town. But Sam did 

not listen. He could not. He was driven to nourish the beast 

inside him that had grown stronger than his weakness could 

overcome.  

One morning, just before Glen had left to work at Orlo's, Sam 

asked for a piece of jerky. Glen told him that there was some in 



his knapsack. As Sam dug around inside of the bag, he came 

across a bundle of bills wrapped tightly in and old sock. He 

was not aware that Glen had been saving money this way and 

now that he knew, his mind began to spin with ideas. 

Surely, he thought, a few bills wouldn't be missed? I mean, 

what am I supposed to do all day anyway? Lay around this old 

stable? Besides, I'm sure he wouldn't mind. I'll just take a few 

dollars. That's all I'll need. 

He took the money and after Glen was safely inside of the 

mercantile store, Sam slipped out the back door and wandered 

through town. He was careful to stay along the back routes, 

avoiding the main streets.  

When he came to an enclosed area behind a bunch of low and 

broken shacks, he saw a group of ragged men sitting around 

smoking and spitting at the ground. He walked up to them. 

Say fellas, he said. Know where a man could get himself a 

drink? 

A big man with dark and sullen eyes looked at him. 

Who wants to know? 

Just me…Sam. I'd be much obliged if… 

How obliged? the big man said. 

Well, Sam said. I've got plenty of money. 

He dug his hand into his pocket and pulled out the crumpled 

bills. The big man looked at the bills then at the other men. 

That should do, he said. Follow me. 

Sam stuffed the money back into his pocket and followed the 

group of men. They walked down the streets, twisting through 

turn after turn then finally stopping at a small building huddled 

into a corner. The windows were dark and had been painted 

over. And the outside was littered with trash and broken bottles 

and pieces of rusted fence and crates.  



It looked abandoned. 

The big man glanced around him, then stepped up to the door. 

He knocked four times, two long followed by two short. A 

panel at the top of the door slid open. A pair of eyes peeked 

out.  

Yeah. What do you want? the man behind the door said. 

Hooch, the big man said.  

The man behind the door scanned his eyes across the ragged 

group and looked questioningly at the big man. 

Don't worry, the big man said. We got enough dough. 

And how much would that be? the man behind the door asked. 

The big man turned around. 

Hey Sam, he said. Show him the dough. 

Sam reached into his pocket and pulled out the bills, holding 

them out in front of him. The man behind the door nodded.  

They heard the door unlatch, then it opened. 

C'mon in, the man behind the door said. 

He led them down a long, darkened hallway that emptied into a 

dim room. A bar ran across one wall. A few scattered tables 

filled out the rest of the room. The only light was provided by 

candles placed at each of the tables. Behind the bar, a dull 

yellow light shone. 

They sat down at a table and the man ticked off the inventory. 

We have some whiskey and some gin. No beer. Maybe a bit of 

rum, though I wouldn't vouch for its quality. 

Whiskey for me, the big man said. 

Everyone else nodded. 

The big man's name was Earl. He had been in town for a few 

years and knew all the places where for a few cents, a man 



could get himself all the drink he wanted. Sam listened as Earl 

talked about how he had come to this town. How he had lost 

his job, then his home then his family. The others just listened 

and nodded, like he was telling all of their stories. 

Benny, a short, bald man with sunken, hollow eyes joined in. 

It's really somethin' what these times have done to men, he 

said. Regular guys just like us. One day everything going along 

just dandy, then BANG!! You're scraping for a lousy drink. 

Awww, quit complainin', Earl said. What's the difference 

anyhow? You know anybody who's any better off? 

Sure, Benny said. Lots of people. 

Really? Earl said, raising his eyebrows. Name one. 

Benny looked down and shrugged his shoulders. 

Exactly, Earl said. Nobody's any better off. And them that 

seems to be doing good today? They're just biding their time. 

Sooner or later it all crumbles. Ain't no escape. Life is just that 

way. 

Benny stared into his half empty glass, picked it up, then 

swallowed the contents. 

Yeah, he said. I guess that's so. It still ain't right though. It just 

ain't. 

Nobody said anything this time. All looked at the table or at the 

floor or at their shoes, saying nothing but thinking plenty.  

I think I'll have another drink, Sam said, breaking the silence. 

This talk has got me thirsty. 

Everyone nodded in agreement and they called the man over 

and ordered another round. 

By the time they left, Sam had a full belly, empty pockets and 

few new friends. 



He stumbled back to the stables, careful to avoid the main 

streets, hoping he would not run into Glen along the way.  

BOOK III 

Years Beyond—The Trial of Watkins 

He sat on the front porch and looked out at the broken sky. The 

clouds hung thick in the fading darkness. In the distance, he 

could hear the dull padding of the horses as they hoofed upon 

the packed earth, neighing and snorting as they moved through 

the corral.  

The steam from his coffee rose to meet his face as he brought 

the tin cup to his lips. He took a sip. The hot liquid ran over his 

tongue and raced down his throat, scaring the chill from his 

bones. Hot. Thick. Black. Familiar, satisfying, and unchanging.  

He leaned back in his seat and kicked his boots against the 

railing. The reminders of a distant whitewash clung to the dry 

piece of timber. It creaked as his weight fell upon it, sighing 

like an old arthritic. .  

He remembered that he had meant to paint it. Not only that, but 

the entire ranch. It was a process that he repeated each spring. 

Thinking about how he needed to run a coat of paint over the 

whole place. There was a time when it would actually get done, 

too.  

But that was long ago. Now, there was little time for such 

matters that amounted to nothing more that aesthetics.  

Besides, this was dry country. California country. A rugged 

land of sagebrush and reclaimed desert. Lack of paint would 

cause no harm. Not like in the high Nevada ranches he had 

tended. Or the seasons he had spent in the bitter colds of 

Wyoming. In those areas, paint became a necessity. An 



insulator and protection against the ferocity of winter's bite. 

But not here. Not in California. Here it was only for looks. 

He glanced up from his coffee, catching movement beyond the 

stables. The familiar cloud of dust approached from the north. 

Right behind it, the rumbling sounds of the diesel motor 

reached his ears. Emerging from the tumbling dust and swirling 

vapors, the dull-yellow bus appeared, rattling and rocking as it 

bumped along the rockway.  

The screen door swung open behind him. It slammed against 

the wall as the young girl bounded out. Her feet landed heavy 

on the floorboards, reverberating through the legs of his chair.  

Do you have to do that? 

Sorry. 

When will you be home? 

I don't know. Torri's got some new CDs. I might go there and 

check 'em out. Or you know Jenny? Well she's having some 

trouble with her colts, you know, from the bay mare that 

almost died last year? Anyway, I might help her some, you 

know, 'cause she's really… 

She rattled off the information like a stream of bullets. And his 

ears, slow to come around to the caterwaul, closed to all but the 

last. 

…probably around five, maybe? 

Okay then. I'll have dinner ready.  

Okay. Bye. 

She smiled. He winked and went back to his coffee, watching 

as she bounced out the twisting path to the faded-yellow can, 

simmering in the distance.  

When she got to it, she jumped up to the first step and turned to 

wave. A flash of white teeth escaped her lips. He waved back. 

She entered the bus and the doors snapped shut as the rumbling 



heap crawled along the road, journeying back to the built-for-

speed highway, returning the silence and eye-space to the 

solemn sky.  

The old tan and white ground to a halt as the door swung open. 

He stepped out, his boot landing heavy in the rubble-stone. His 

keys jangled against his holster as he pounded up the wooden 

stairs.  

The black-eyed mutt, asleep there at its post, startled and 

opened its eyes. The dog lifted its enormous head, laboring as 

it looked up at him, its droopy eyes tracing his outline as its 

nose worked the air. It grunted then turned away, satisfied with 

its appraisal, then moaning, rolled its head over and lay back 

down.  

He came through the door. 

Morning Glenn, Rory said from behind his desk. 

Morning. What's new? 

Oh, nothing but the usual. Mrs. Thompkins complaining that 

old Charlie Miller's goats are at it again. Chewing up her prize 

Gladiolas, you know. And then there's Nathan Waters. He's 

convinced that the new antenna Mel Broderson put up is 

causing his headaches and eye troubles and loose bowels and 

whatever else he can think of. You know…the usual. 

What do they want us to do? 

Well. Guess Mrs. Thompkins would be happy if you locked the 

goat up—— 

Or put him on the spittle, Dwyer interrupted. 

Yeah, Rory continued. That too. 

And the antenna? 

Probably the same. 

Did you make out a report? 



Rory waved a stack of papers. 

Yep. Afraid so. 

Send someone round to talk Mr. Waters. Inform him of the 

limitations of radio waves. And tell him to quit puttin' off 

seeing Doc Bailey and to get his butt into town. I'll take care of 

the goat.  

You got it, boss. 

I'll be in my office.  

Glenn sailed his hat across the room, hooking it on the brass 

arm of the coat tree. This was part of his morning ritual. Like 

the coffee on the porch, each morning saw its repetition 

without which it would be incomplete. 

He plopped into his chair and leaned back, swinging left then 

right as he settled in, enjoying the rattle and hum of the office 

machinery.  

He was jolted back to reality as the sounds of a loud, raucous 

music reached him.  

Its jangly tone and pounding undercurrent were grating, 

foreign. Seething and unwholesome. Something that sounded 

like the root of communism taking hold. 

He spun around in his chair and jammed his hand into the 

window shades, wedging a spear of light into his darkness.  

He squinted into the sun blast. 

A van rumbled down the narrow street, rocking and bouncing, 

dancing to the cacophony that spilled from its interior. 

Florescent colors, loud as the music, glared at him like a 

mocking image of Kruschev. Hues and geometries splashed 

across the side of the van with maniacal cohesion. Through the 

crusty passenger window, he could see one of the occupants: 

male, twenties, scrawny build, long rat-hair, indecent 

intentions, communist, fascist, anti-American, dope smoking, 



draft dodging, daughter debauching, gutter filth. Why the vile 

winds had blown this trash through his town he did not know. 

He himself had posted the sign at the edge of town: No Hippies 

Welcome!  

Evidently these creatures could not read. Or simply could not 

see through the haze of marijuana and hair flapping in their god 

forsaken eyes. Whatever the case, it was time for a brief, sharp 

education.  

He grabbed his hat from the rack and stomped out of the office. 

The front door swung open, slamming against the wall. The 

black-eyed mutt jumped, bemoaning its choice of bed-place as 

Glenn's heavy thud slammed onto the floorboards. Rory and 

Dwyer gathered at the door to see what all the fuss was about. 

They watched as he trudged through the rubble-stone lot, 

shouting and pointing at the van, proclaiming judgment on the 

heathen, a preacher of the Armageddon. 

He pounded his fist sharply on the side panel. The van rattled 

like a tin can.  

The passenger turned his head slowly, his head bobbing still to 

the incessant wail of noise. He saw Glenn and embraced a 

question-mark look on his face.  

What's the hassle, man? 

Glenn started to speak, but felt the words die on his lips as the 

music swelled to a new high. He stomped over to the window, 

thrust his arm through and pointed at the radio. 

Shut that off!! he said as his other hand instinctively unlatched 

his holster. 

The passenger startled and fell back into his seat. 

Whoa! Relax man. We're just groovin'. 

You're disturbing the peace. 

Are you a real cowboy? 



I'm a real sheriff and you're breaking the law. 

Do you sing like that other cowboy dude? 

What? 

Yeah. Like that other dude in the white suit. You know? 

Keep the music down and drive on or—— 

Awfully, right? The driver yelled across. 

What're you talking about? 

Awfully, he said. Gene Awfully. The cowboy singer. 

Yeah. Yeah, the passenger squealed. That's the dude, man. 

Glenn had tired of this banter. He grabbed the passenger by his 

paisley collar and issued his warning. 

Now listen here, you greasy dirt-bags. I'm through foolin' with 

you. Keep the music down and continue down this road and out 

of my town. Got it? 

What a trip! The driver said. 

Excuse me? 

Oh…nothing, the passenger said, forcing an unconvincing 

smile. It's been a long trip. We'd like a bite to eat.  

Glenn's eyes narrowed. 

Plenty to eat. Over in Arliss. Ten miles that way, he said 

pointing the way southward, out of town. 

They got Twinkies? The driver said. 

The passenger whipped his hand around and slapped at the 

driver. He looked at Glenn apologetically. 

He really digs Twinkies, he said. 

Glenn let go of his collar and pushed away from the van.  



Remember. Ten mile that way, he said, again pointing the way 

for emphasis. 

Got it, man, the passenger said. Be cool. 

Glenn spat at the ground as the van coughed and sputtered 

away from the light. It went bumping down the road, black and 

gray exhaust pouring from the tailpipes as the happy 

communists disappeared into the dusty morning.  

CHAPTER ONE 

In one smooth motion, she caressed his balls in her hand, 

buried his manhood to the root and swallowed his juices in 

huge, wet gulps. He moaned as his thighs twitched, and he 

tried to break free, but she was not letting go until she had 

finished. She pulled and squeezed until she had drained him 

dry, and then she broke the suction. He blasted back away from 

her like an unstopped cork, smashing against the couch. It was 

over. He lay panting like a worn out dog, his legs still shaking. 

She stood up, gingerly wiped her lips and turning to the door, 

disappeared into the night… 

What is this?! Gina said, grabbing at the book, trying to see the 

cover. 

Torri pulled it back, ripping it away from her. 

It's called "Vampirella From Mars." I stole it from my brother. 

He's always locked in the bathroom with it.  

Gina eyes grew wide. 

You mean? 

Yeah. He's like major horny. 

Wow, Gina said. How often does he go for it? 



Torri laughed hard and put her hand over her mouth to keep 

from launching her gum. 

I don't know. Maybe five, six times a day? 

No way! 

Totally. Like one time I even walked in on him? You shoulda 

seen the little horn-dog's head almost explode. 

What happened? 

Well, I opened the bathroom door, you know, to get some stuff, 

and there he was, pants down around his ankles, face all 

screwed up like Ho-Chi-Minh. He didn't see me at first. Too 

involved with himself. 

So? 

So I booted the door…HARD! 

Oh wow!! Gina said, laughing in convulsions as she held her 

stomach. Tears started streaming down her face. 

You are so evil, Torri. Why do you do that stuff? 

'Cause he's a little shit. He was so funny too. Just sat there 

staring at me. His eyes wide as golf-balls. His little winkie 

shriveling in his hands. It was too much! 

He's thirteen now, isn't he? 

Yeah. Fourteen in May. 

Maybe you should get him a girlfriend. Before he hurts 

himself.  

That's his problem. Besides, I think Shana Flannery has got a 

thing for him.  

How do you know? 

"Oh, you know. Just like the questions she asks." "How's 

Michael?" Or, " Does he ask about me?" "You know. The 

typical teeny-bop stuff." 



"Maybe he'll get lucky soon." 

Torri looked out the window. "If he lets go of it long enough." 

Gina slapped her on the leg. 

"You are evil. Totally evil." 

"I know," she said. "I like myself too." 

Darla Mason, a heavy girl with limp and greasy hair, leaned 

into the aisle. 

Hey Torri, she said. Saw your boyfriend today. 

Really? Torri answered, disgustedly.  

Yeah. Earl Tinkleman. 

A few of the other girls laughed and made rude bodily function 

sounds. 

Eeew!, one of them said. He's sooo gross!! 

Torri jumped into the fray. You know Darla. Funny thing about 

Earl. Haven't seen him around since you gave him the clap!! 

The bus exploded in laughter. Darla's face turned red as she 

bared her teeth. 

Shut up, Torri, you pig! 

Pig? Torri said, swinging into her element. Look in the mirror 

lately? 

The heavy girl pushed herself over into her seat and settled into 

her self-imposed silence. She raised her hand up over the crest 

of seat, extending her middle finger for Torri's edification.  

The bus wheeled around a turn and into the long drive leading 

to the single-level house. It came to an abrupt stop, puffing and 

wheezing, young bodies rocking in the forced motion.  

As the big doors creaked open, Torri and Gina bounced out. 

I told my dad you had some new records, Gina said. 



How lame. He buys that shit? 

Gina shrugged. I guess. Gotta tell him something. 

You mean you can't just tell him we get stoned, listen to acid-

head music and raid my dad's porno movies? 

He'd shit if he knew. 

I know. Totally, huh? 

Yeah. In the worst way. 

CHAPTER TWO 

Glenn propped his feet up on a chair and took a long drag on 

his cigarette. He crushed it out in the bottom of his coffee cup, 

mixing it in among the grinds. Raylene came by to fill his cup, 

stopping when she noticed the mess at the bottom. 

Guess not, she said. 

What's that? 

Guess you're done with coffee? 

She pointed to the cigarette end , still smoldering in the cup. 

Oh yeah. For now. 

Something to eat? 

No thanks. Ain't hungry.  

You're never hungry. Look at you. 

Hard to do from here. 

She slapped him on the shoulder. 

No, she said. Seriously. You could use some meat on them ol' 

bones. 



Now, now, he said, tipping his hat back on his head. It's not 

polite to hit on the Sheriff. 

She grabbed a hunk of his shoulder and twisted hard. 

Ouch!! 

Serves you right. I'm just looking out for you. 

He rubbed his shoulder where she had pinched him. 

Is wrenchin' my arm off part of your care program? 

She put one hand on her hip and tightened her face. 

Glenn Watkins! 

Now, now. Just teasin'. Besides, I'll be eating dinner soon. 

Who's cooking for you? 

Yours truly. Who'd you think? 

Ed Whitley yelled from behind the counter. No wonder you 

ain't eatin', Glenn. I wouldn't trust your cooking either. 

Oh be quiet Ed, Raylene said. You ain't no help. 

Awww, he said. And I thought I had a chance with you. 

She squared off her shoulders, whipped around and stared him 

down. 

Ed Whitley! I'm warnin' you!! 

Ed cowered and put up his hands. Okay, okay, he said. I'll be 

quiet now. 

She turned back to Glenn, still huffing as she straightened her 

hair. He watched her breasts jiggle as she fussed and noticed as 

if for the first time what a good looking woman she still was.  

Problems? he said. 

No. Nothing, she said, smoothing her blouse. Just Ed sticking 

his nose where it don't belong. 



The image of that intrigued him.  

That all it is? he asked. 

What do you mean? 

Seems to me ol' Ed's taken a shine to you. 

She looked back at the short, pasty-colored man wiping the 

counter. His thin hair flopped across his glimmering bald spot 

as he moved, mirroring the actions of the rag swishing along 

the counter. 

I know, she said. He's asked before. 

Seems like a good man, Ray.  

Thank you. But I will graciously decline, she said, her voice 

clipped and harsh. 

Just thought you might be lonely, that's all.  

Well thank you very much for offering Ed to me! Perhaps I can 

return the favor someday? 

I was just thinkin'…. 

That's your problem-thinkin'. All thinkin', no doin'. 

What?  

Never mind, she said, ripping at her pad then slapping the 

ticket on the table. Here's your check!  

She stormed off toward the back. When she hit the door, it 

spun back, crashing and clanging against the wall. Good thing 

they were aluminum.  

Raylene had never given him a check before. He didn't know 

what to do with it. Although he was sure she would gladly have 

given him an idea or two.  

He wasn't sure what he had said to make her so upset. And here 

he thought he was being considerate. Isn't that what she had 

always accused him of? Being thoughtless? Selfish? 



Put yourself out and this is the thanks you get.  

That's why I don't bother, he thought. Rarely worth the effort.  

But it had been worth the effort—once. After his wife, that is. 

With her it wasn't an effort at all. She was a soothing breeze to 

his burnt rage. Of course, he was different then. Younger. 

Quieter. Tolerant. 

After she had passed away, a long time intervened without 

attempt.  

Then Raylene drifted along, an oasis to a thirst-hungry traveler, 

sweeping right in and lifting him away.  

He hoped it would work. Really. And for a while, it seemed to. 

But the years had soured him too much. At least, that's the best 

he could figure. Now that he was alone again he had time to 

think. Too much time.  

That's your problem, she had said, over and over. Too much 

thinking.  

And now, she had said it again.  

He thought it was past them, their time together. Then he lopes 

into the diner and this happens. An explosion over nothing.  

He tossed it off to gender. The great unknowable mystery 

called woman.  

Digging into his wallet, he pulled out two dollars and dropped 

them onto the table.  

He looked at them lying there. So cold and lonely. 

Ed called to him from across the room. 

Hey, Glenn? 

Yeah. 

What was all that business this morning? 

What business? 



You know. With the van? 

Communists, Glenn said, dipping his hat down a bit on his 

forehead. 

Really? How did you know? 

Loud colors. Loud music. Long hair. Do the math Ed. May as 

well have had a picture of Khrushchev on the side panel. 

I didn't see no picture. 

There was none. 

But you said— 

Forget it Ed. It's not important. 

I don't know, Glenn. Communists in town? Sounds pretty 

serious important to me. 

Yeah. Well, I ran 'em out. Sent 'em toward Arliss. 

Ed chuckled. 

Oh, I'll bet old Jack Cropper will be happy with you! 

That's what comes with being the mayor. If he didn't want no 

heat he should've stayed home with mama. 

Still. He won't be happy with you. 

Glenn shrugged. Comes with the job. Tell Ray I left her 

something, okay? 

You got it boss. Takin' off? 

Yep. Gotta fix some grub for the daughter. Don't want Ray 

picking at her skinny bones and calling her scarecrow. 

I heard that! Raylene yelled from the back. 

Uh oh, Ed said. You're in trouble now. 

What else is new. 



How's she doing? Ed asked. Haven't seen her around in a 

while. 

Oh, fine. Just fine. All grown up now you know. Graduates this 

year. Seems like yesterday she was just a little bundle.  

Well, Ed said. I haven't heard about any young fellas getting 

shot at so boyfriends must not be a problem? 

No. She don't bring none around. Keeps to her studies mostly. 

That and her friends. 

That's great Glenn. Hard to turn out a good one these days.  

I do what I can. Well, gotta go rattle the pans. 

Allrighty. Say hello to Gina for me. 

Glenn tipped his hat and walked out the door and into the 

reddening sky. 

When he arrived home the sun was balanced on the mountain 

peaks, ready to fall off into the canyon for another night. He 

stepped into the kitchen, pulled down a skillet and looked at his 

watch: just after five. Anytime now, he thought. 

He sifted through the meat drawer and found a couple of pork 

chops. He put the skillet up to heat while he went to clean up. 

He bent over the sink, running his arms in the cold water up to 

his elbows. Doing this always reminded him of those doctors 

he saw on TV. Using his cupped hands, he brought the cold 

splash to his face. This cold water revival was something his 

father had taught him during their brief time together. Dad was 

in sales, always traveling. Mom had a part-time job in town. 

And by the time Glenn was thirteen he was a young man of 

autonomy, alone and free, the house his solitary domain. It was 

during that time he became educated in the culinary skills and 

survivalist self-care. As everything else in his life, Glenn 

accepted his duties with a stoic reserve. But he found it strange 

how to this day the cold water splash always brought him back 

to his father. 



He threw the pork chops into the skillet. They sizzled as they 

slid across the hot steel. Then, picking up the skillet, he swirled 

the chops around, sloshing them through the coal-flecked 

grease, assuring a non-stick performance. When he set it back 

on the burner, the front door opened as if by hidden spring.  

He turned. Hey little girl, he said. 

Hi dad, she said. I'll be right down. 

Don't be long. Dinner's on the way. 

Okay. 

She went into her room and shut the door. Then she walked 

across to the mirror and leaned into it, pushing her face close as 

she examined herself. 

Wow, she said. I look wasted. Hope he didn't notice. 

She started giggling. Could you imagine? The sheriff's 

daughter caught with pot? What a trip!  

As she looked into the mirror, the reflection of the room behind 

her came into view. God, she said. It's so weird coming home 

stoned. Look at this place. 

Glancing around the room, she took in the symbols of her 

fading childhood. The lingering white dresser. Old 

cheerleading pictures. Stuffed animals. Canopy bed. Who lives 

here? she asked. Cinderella? 

She extended her arms as if lifting a wide dress and began 

waltzing around the room. 

Oh please, please Fairy Godmother. I so badly want to 

ball…Go to the ball to find my Prince with the big…castle!! 

Oh my God!! She said, between her laughter. The big castle? 

The innocent fairy tale was rotten all along.  

Her voice had gotten louder than she realized. A knock came at 

the door.  



You having a party in there? Glenn said. 

Oops. She said. No. Just me. 

Dinner's ready. You coming? 

She put her hand over her mouth to muzzle her laughs. 

Yeah, she said, her voice rough and unsteady. I'll be right 

down. 

Okay then. I'll serve it up. 

Glenn pounded down the stairs, making a show of noise as he 

did. 

Gina listened from behind the door. Was he spying on me? 

Wow!! That's heavy. You think? No way. Why would he do 

that? I've been careful. A little laughter doesn't mean anything. 

But still, I wonder how much he heard? Oh well. What's done 

is done. Be more careful next time.  

She glanced over at her purse on the bed and remembered what 

she had come upstairs about. She picked it up and rifled 

through it, sighing in relief as her eyes found their mark. The 

flap at the bottom was still in place, concealing the neatly 

wrapped joints she had been given. She pulled back the flap 

just to be sure. There they were snug and secure. She closed it 

and took out her pills, spinning the dial to the prescribed 

portion. 

Only four more days then "red river." She started giggling 

again. She removed one of the colored pills and went into the 

bathroom. As she drank it down, the wetness revived her, 

sliding along the desert of her insides, a promised rainstorm 

delivered.  

She felt at her throat.  

Wow!! Cotton mouth city!!  



She glanced in the mirror. A little droopy around the eyes but 

otherwise, normal. She tousled her hair admiring her mirrored 

image.  

Okay, she said, to the face looking back at her. It's Showtime! 

Dinner times were an odd juxtaposition of personalities, a 

culture clash that bubbled below the surface, rising and falling, 

bristling at times but always controlled. Tonight was no 

exception to this ritual. It was a dance that proceeded with both 

parties having reached a silent consensus, a tacit agreement. 

And as the dinner progressed, so too did the conversation, with 

a slope that ranged from one world to the other, eloquent and 

sublime, graceful as a ballet, carefully avoiding the fragile 

props and the edges of the stage. Forward and back and back 

and forward they went, holding the delicately balanced fulcrum 

in sight; the dividing line between worlds, the bonded grip 

between generations. 

Despite the inlaid sophistications, however, lapses did occur.  

Threw out some commies today, Glenn said, matter of factly.  

Gina looked up from her plate, her mouth full of bread.  

Phomphees? she said.  

No...commies. 

She swallowed. 

What did they do? 

Drove by with their loud drug-music playing. Hell!! It was 

only 8 a.m. Long haired freaks. Their van was twelve shades of 

day-glow to boot. 

Oh. Hippies. 

Yeah. Hippies, commies. All the same to me. 

She felt the familiar tightness in her throat and steadied her 

tongue. 



That's too bad, she said, distractedly. 

For WHO?! 

Oh. For you of course. I mean, it was so early and all. 

Yeah. That's what I thought you meant. 

She decided to change the subject. 

Got my math test back today? 

Glenn, who was sawing away at his steak stopped and looked 

up. 

Done good? 

Yep. B+. 

That's pretty good. You can bring the next one up to an A then. 

I guess. I did feel pretty good about this one though. 

Glenn planted his forearms on the table and leaned toward her. 

I ain't saying it ain't good. I'm just saying you can do better. 

Right? 

I guess, she said, weakly. 

No guessing about it girly. You're a Watkins and you're my 

daughter. Expect the best from yourself and you'll always 

succeed, got it? 

She pushed at the green beans on her plate. 

Okay, she said, glumly. Okay. 

Good. Anything else? 

Her mind went blank, and suddenly she didn't feel quite as 

giddy or talkative as she had before. She thought about the 

contents at the bottom of her purse and wondered if that would 

help get her back to where life again seemed colorful. 

No. Nothing else, she said. I've got some more studying to do. 

Can I be excused? 



Surely, he said. I'm in charge of the mess tonight. 

Yep, she thought. You sure are. Thanks a lot. 

She drifted up the stairs, closed her door and threw herself 

down on the bed. It had been a long time since she had allowed 

herself a good crying session, and she figured she was overdue. 

So, while the sounds from the kitchen provided their clanging 

accompaniment to her misery, her muffled sobs transported 

their plaintive melody through her pillow, out past the textured 

walls, beyond the stables, into another world where nobody 

listened and nobody cared. 

CHAPTER THREE 

Some places die before they live. Others just never come into 

being, floating instead like tormented specters, heavy laden, 

staining the sky and landscape like the mantel of an abandoned 

oil well, slick and dark pools of disease plugging the earth's 

pores.  

Arliss was such a town. A blip on the experiential map, a kind 

of death for all who were unfortunate enough to call its 

boundaries home. At its center, next to the only drug store/gas 

pump/rickety, wood-worn station., beside lonely streetlamps 

that swayed into the dusty drafts from the bellowing valleys, 

sat the Union Street Diner, haven for weary road-burdened 

travelers, souls whose knowledge was vast enough to include 

the wisdom that this town did not exist in the environment of 

the living. Those who did not possess such nuggets of truth 

were quick to grasp the singular vision. Then, their footsteps 

resolutely faded into the vanishing distance. Most often, they 

could be heard running, far and away, hoping for an updraft 

that would sail them beyond the local misery and into a 

redemptive space where dreams could dare take flight. 



Hersch twizzled the knobs on the table jukebox, spinning the 

colored frames. Tucker watched and nodded, staring intently at 

this wonder-wheel of entertainment. The wheel stopped as 

Hersch reached into his pocket for a quarter. He pushed it into 

the slot, his face beaming triumphant as the hard metallic drop 

hit home. 

Got three tunes, man, he said. What'cha like? 

Tucker glanced around the room at the cracked red vinyl seats, 

checkerboard floor, and swirled Formica counters. The 

waitress smiled at him from behind the counter, pushing the 

grin on his face wider and setting his head to nodding again 

like a rear window puppy dog. 

Oh, I don't know, he said. Something that fits the mood. 

Okay. How's this? 

Hersch pressed his selection, J4, and soon the sounds of the 

busy kitchen were punctuated by the smooth, mournful voice 

of Patsy Cline, her sweet crooning on the craziness of love 

warming the crisp morning air. 

So. Nice town? he asked, his head bopping out of sync. 

Yeah. Pretty cool. 

What if this was like one of them weird towns, you know 

Tuck?  

Whaddya mean? 

You know. Like where time stopped. Like here we are thinking 

we're in the present but it's really like 1955 or something? 

Tucker glanced around the room. 

That was good smoke man. Real good!! 

Yeah, Hersch answered sounding far away. Pretty good stuff. 

The waitress came over to their table. 

So, she said. What looks good? 



Besides you? Tucker said.  

She blushed. Thank you, she said. New in town? 

Kinda. 

What do you mean? 

Well, we're kinda passing through. 

Oh, she said, disappointment creeping through her tone. That's 

too bad. 

Why is that? Hersch said. 

Oh, nothing, she said. It's just that I got some friends up in 

Blackstone. Thought you might like to hang out awhile. 

Blackstone? Hersch said. Isn't that where we just came from 

Tuck? 

Yeah. I think so, he said, his face turning dark and somber. 

Trouble? she said. 

Oh, I don't know, Tucker said. Sheriff there didn't like us. Said 

our music was too loud, threw us out. Told us to come down 

this way and keep moving. I mean, we're not looking for any 

trouble or nothing. So... I guess we'll just keep scootin'. 

Sheriff Watkins? she said. 

Huh? 

Sheriff Watkins? The one who threw you out. Is that him?  

Tucker leaned forward and spoke in a fast rattle. Tall guy? Beat 

up hat? Brown, sun-wrinkled face? Strong shirt-twisting 

hands? Is that the guy you mean? 

She laughed. Yeah. That's him all right. He's welcomed more 

than one guest that way. 

Total bummer dude then? Hersch said. 

No. More bark than bite. He's okay I guess. 



Well whatever, Hersch said. But that sheriff guy sees our van 

again and we're history, you dig? 

Yeah, Tucker added. My shirt's still shivering. 

We'll take my truck, she said. You can leave your van at my 

place. 

That'll work, Tucker said. 

Cool she said. Meet me here at four, okay? 

You're calling it, Tucker said. Oh, and how about some coffee? 

Yeah, Hersch said. Me too. He looked out the window then 

quickly turned back.  

Hey! Do you have any Twinkies? 

That evening they squeezed into the cab of the faded blue 

pickup and followed the two-lane to Blackstone. Tucker sat in 

the middle next to Nora as she drove. She rested her arm on his 

leg, absent-mindedly rubbing his thigh every now and again. 

Then she would look over at him and smile in that bright and 

warm way she had. At those moments, Tucker could feel her 

warmth reaching down to his groin.  

He remembered that night him and Mitch Hawkins picked up a 

chick at a dark and musty bar out in Pine Crest. They had been 

sitting in a grungy corner booth, sucking down Heinekens, 

watching some dusty, raggedy thing playing pool. It had long 

hair, soft but sharp features, and shot one hell of a wicked 

game. Its clothes were gray and stained, baggy and tattered. 

And from their distance, they could not for the life of them 

decide if it was male or female. 

They had waited for the telltale wiggle in the walk, the dainty 

grip of the drink, the soprano swing of voice that would target 

its sex if all else failed.  

They waited. They watched. Nothing. Absolutely nothing.  

This was either a great act or someone intensely confused. 



Tucker's curiosity had eventually gotten the better of him. He 

moved closer, planting himself on a stool no more than ten feet 

from the pool table it commanded. The pot and the alcohol 

combined to turn his curious gaze into a jaw dropping, neck 

craning, open mouthed stare. The creature hunkered down to 

take a clean shot at the corner pocket, slamming the seven-ball 

home with a sharp resonant crack. Then, as it stood and swept 

around the corner, sizing up the next play, it happened.  

Stare at something long enough, and soon it will stare right 

back. That, it did…SHE did. Her bright, warm smile left no 

doubt. And here he found himself again, different chick, same 

ineffable smile. He shivered and felt the warmth surge through 

him, tingling to his center…  

The truck swerved sideways, jolting Tucker from his reverie. 

Nora spun the vehicle right, then left, squealing thunder as the 

smell of burning rubber reached the cab. 

She down-shifted, maneuvering the blue pickup back on a 

linear path, then, as her passengers gripped the seat in white 

knuckled terror, brought it back around to peaceful transit. 

Whoa!! Tucker said, his heart thumping in his throat. What was 

that about? 

Nothing, she said, her voice soft and dreamy. Just a jackrabbit.  

Almost died for a jackrabbit?! 

Nora smiled. You never did tell me…where are you from? 

San Francisco, he said. Just road-tripping around, seeing what 

there is to see, following the legendary tire tracks of Jack 

Kerouac, you know? 

That sounds cool. I've been here all my life. Not much ever 

happens here. Same old places, same old faces. Just keep 

getting older and older.  

She paused before continuing. 



Ever wonder what's the whole point? To life, I mean? 

Sometimes, he said. When I'm lying around outdoors, toking 

on some good weed, I stare up at the twinkling stars and think 

there's gotta be something more, you know? I mean, one day 

you're here, then the next POOF!! You're gone. It's like that 

YES song Survival says: “we're all going somewhere.” It's just 

figuring out WHERE that's the hard part. 

Nora's eyes turned sad and wistful as she stared ahead at the 

empty gray highway sailing into the unfettered landscape. 

Take me somewhere, she said. 

Where? he asked. 

Wherever you're going…anywhere…anywhere but here… 

CHAPTER FOUR 

That life is worth living is the most necessary of assumptions, 

and were it not assumed, the most impossible of conclusions. -

George Santayana 

By the time they arrived, the party was thumping . At the door, 

a short, fat guy with long greasy hair offered them some 

amphetamines. 

Fresh today man, he said. Totally Cush. Cool buzz. Wanna 

taste?  

Later, Hersch said. Wanna check out the haps first. 

Lot's happening man. Bigtime. Go see big Lou. Tell him 

Voodoo sent you back. He'll set you up. 

You see Gina around? Nora asked.  

Yeah. She's around. Saw her with that Tommy guy. What his 

name? Marks or something? Two first names. Weird stuff. 



Thanks, she said. Let's go. 

Nora grabbed Tucker's hand and led him into the swirl. A 

cloud of cannabis green hung thick as the blacklights brought 

out the ghoulish faces of the gathered. Fractured shapes and 

faces drifted through the cloudy mass as BTO raged over the 

stereo. Everybody was Taking Care Of Business, everywhere 

white pasty skin, sunken eyes, slow movement while pulse-

bursting sounds pushed at the driving speakers.  

The room was long and narrow. People and cushions were cast 

about the floors, some sitting, some sprawled and twisted in 

pairs, some huddled tightly, appearing as but one. In the 

darkness the three newcomers moved cautiously among the 

settlers, comrades in unfamiliar battle zones, careful not to step 

on civilians, interrupt an intimate moment, avoiding the 

declaration of their presence in a most rude and alarming 

manner. 

Nora stayed at the front of the pack, focused on the back-most 

part of the room, leading them toward invisible redemption. As 

they neared the far wall, she could see light squeezing through 

the cracks of a doorjamb. She pushed open the door. The 

passage had placed them into a bigger room, brighter, not as 

many people. The music and atmosphere in this new place was 

calm. Seeing the light and walking toward it marks the 

beginning of a religious experience, a transcendence of spirit 

over matter, a separation, a launch across the great barrier 

which divides life from death. Compared to the raucous 

annihilation of the entry room, this one presented a serene and 

warm environment that every out of body experience reports.  

In the corner, five people were clustered around a small TV 

laughing at an assortment of odd Englishmen given to fast 

talking in funny vernacular, weird character voices, silly 

costumes, scenarios bizarre and outlandish. The group of 

onlookers passed a bong between them, long and red, coils of 

amber smoke winding their way up from the water-sludge 



bottom. A long haired guy with granny glasses and 

multicolored beads around his neck and wrists sat cross legged 

on the floor, his eyes darting from face to face, his feet tapping 

the rhythms of a silent symphony. From a shallow ceramic 

bowl he would re-load the bong as it reached him. The high 

priest of paraphernalia, the guru of grasses and grains. 

Another group was planted around a table, bouncing quarters 

into shot glasses. A large square guy with a crew cut seemed 

the farthest ship at sea. He bobbed and swayed in his seat, an 

inflatable punching-clown, letting rip a delayed, nervous 

laughter every time he dipped.  

Next to him, a paper thin, dark-haired girl sat with her arms 

flung across the table. Her eyes followed the bouncing quarters 

as they swung up into their arcs and plopped down into the 

glass. When one would miss, she'd emit a staccato horselaugh, 

the only sign of life on her face of half shut eyelids. 

Sunny, she said, as she pulled up a stool. That's what I go by. 

Tucker falling into her face, captured by the mix of soft 

feminine grace and ganga coloration.  

Tucker, he finally managed. Most people call me Tuck. 

The rest of the evening was a blur, occurring in fits and starts 

of serious flirtation mixed with consuming heat and the next 

thing Tucker remembered they were driving away in Mitch's 

truck, Sunny between them. And before they had made two 

miles, Sunny was glued to him like a winter vine. Their lips 

were locked, going for the deep tongue record when he felt her 

hand unbutton his jeans. He popped out into the cold air, 

feeling a surge of relief in his aching balls as they stretched out 

into the cab. Just keeping things on even ground she slid her 

left-hand over giving the same treatment to Hersch. And by the 

time they were into the dark mystery rippin for glory, both 

lucky guys were panting rightly ready to pop.  



As they reached 100 mph Hersch finally let go, composed but 

jittery, shouted Oh my God! then raised up on the gas bringing 

the rocket back to earth. Sunny shifted in her seat and buried 

her face in Tucker's lap, giving him a warm welcome home. He 

blasted like a green horn virgin. His eyes shut tight. His body 

melted. His heart slammed euphoric: Tucker Logan, was in 

love! 




